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O.R.E.M. Bests 4A Plan In 
Wednesday Run-off Election 
By JR\ P ORTf,R 
Campus bditor 
Sellano Simmons and Nikkole Salter were 
elected as president and vice-president of the 
Howard University Student Association 
Wednesday night with an overwhelming 
majority of votes. 
Simmons and Salter who ran under the 
O.R.E.M. slate, which promises to organize, 
reddine, enhance and maintain student gov-
ernment, took 800 of the 1,282 votes equal-
ing 62.4 percent. Meanwhile Nwaji Jibunoh 
and Dawn Henson of the 4A Plan finished 
with 482 votes, totaJing 37.6 percent of the 
total vote. 
" I feel like I've accomplished something, 
but I know that's not the end of it," Salter said . 
Results from last week's election showed 
that the two slates did not meet the required 
5 1 percent of the vote thus forcing Wednes-
day's run-off election The O.RE.M. slate fin-
ished with only 43 percent of the vote while 
the 4A Plan captured 34.2 percent in the first 
race. 
Simmons said they knew they had to cam-
paign harder this week because they were 
close 10 winning, but they didn't alter their 
strategy 100 much. Ln the end, the students 
Chandra Anderson 
Nikko le Salter of the O.R.E.M. slate, seen above talking with students on the ·'Yard", clinched the HUSA 
seat for 2000-2001 along with Sellano Simmons (not pictured). 
selected who they thought would be the right clear what kind of president and vice president 
candidate, Simmons said. they wanted for HUSA. 
·•1 think it was more than the vote, it was the "If I could go back, I wouldn't have under 
students saying they had trust in us, they felt estimated myself," Henson said. Henson said 
our sincerity and that's wbat they voted on," in retrospect she would have run for president. 
Simmons said. She added that despite the loss that would con-
Dawn Henson, vice president candidate on 
the 4A Plan slate said the students made it ELECTION, A5 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
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Provost Loses 
Bid For USF Job 
By CHRISTOPHER W tSOHA \.I 
Asst. Campus Editor 
Howard Univer-
sity Provost Dr. 
Antoine Garibal-
di ·s bid 10 become 
the nexl president 
of the University of 
South Florida 
ended last Friday 
when USF picked 
another candidate 
for the job. 
This marks 1he 
second time in the 
school year that 
GaribaJdi has been 
rejected for a pres-
idential position at P \ t . G 'bald' 
. . rovost , n ome an 1 
another university. 
"I am a little disappointed;' said Garibaldi. ·· But, 
I still have important work to do at Howard." 
Judy Genshaft, Provost of the State University of 
New York at Albany was pegged to lead the state's 
second-largest school. 
GaribaJdi was one three finaJist selected from a 
field of 24. The other finalist were Geoshaft and 
Thomas George, president of the University of Wis-
consin at Stevens Point, according to The Mianli Her-
ald. 
If hired, Garibaldi would have headed a universi-
ty that has an enrollment of approximately 35,000, 
-------------------------------------------------, compared to Howard's 7, 219. 
E H d S ·t Off. o· J ·1 ThehiringofGenshaftendedasix-monthsearch x- owar ecur1 y 1cer 1 ven a1 ~oii~:r:f~yca~~;i~~~f:,d ~h:n~~~~~~:it:~~~~o~:~lg~~ 
T• £ ½. d s lki ' f s t $232,000ayear. lme Or ttempte ta ng O wyger lnNovember,CaliforniaStateUniversitya1North-ridge declined to offer Garibaldi the president's post 
By RANOY SHORT 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Darryl Spence, a former 
Howard University security offi-
cer who was fired last year for 
picketing in front of the homes of 
University President H. Patrick 
Swygert and Board of Trustees 
Co-Chair Floretta Dukes 
McKenzie, has been jailed for 
"attempted stalking" and 
"anempted threat," according to 
Spence's attorney. 
Spence was sentenced to 30 
days in jail this past Monday, his 
attorney Abraham Blitzer said. 
District of Columbia Superior 
Court Judge ruled that Spence 
was guilty of "attempting to 
stalk'' the ch ief executive of 
Howard University, and the 
"altempted threat" of then-Uni-
versity Vice President Harry 
Robinson last year, Blitzer said. 
Spence was tried for two mis-
demeanor charges and was not 
eligible for a jury trial. During 
the trial, the charges of stalking 
were reouced to "attempted 
stalking." B litzer represented 
Spence, and a strong contingent 
of attorneys of the University's 
General Counsel's office repre-
sented Swygert. 
According to the trial tran-
script, Swygert claimed to have 
been stalked and harassed by 
Spence. In particular, the plain-
tiff testified that he was followed 
by car and received threatening 
calls from the Spence. Spence 
denied the charges, and accord-
ing to Howard Police sources 
Spence does not own a motor 
vehicle. Judge Linda Hamilton 
Spring Is Here ... 
Turner 
reduced the 
charges due 
10 the Jack 
of evidence. 
In 
Spence's 
defe n se, 
several 
Howard 
Police offi-
cers testi-
fied that 
Spence did , 
not violate '----1----
any laws or File Photo 
act in a men- Darryl Spence 
acing or dis- President Swygert were legal, 
ruptive manner. One officer, 
requesting that his name not be SPENCE, A5 
used, claimed that Spence's 
protests outside of the home of 
Howard Students Arrested in Mumia Protest Appear in Court 
By K ELLI 0 . £..'ITE.RS 
City/Nation & \\"orld Editor 
Thirteen of the I 6 Howard Stu· 
dents arrested i.n n prote' t for the 
release of Mumia Abu-Jamal last 
month. were arraigned in District 
Superior court \\'edoesday 
The group included new I) · 
elected HUSA President Sellano 
Simo,is, law school students and 
former Undergraduate Trustee 
Jonathan Hutto. 
The students were charged 
with obstructing and impeding 
traffic on capitol grounds during 
a demon tration on the qep of 
the Supreme Court building 
pnxe -ting the death row sentenc-
ing of ~lumia Abu-Jamal. The 
charge carries a ma_,imum of 
SIOOOor ISOda>,injai.l. The ro-
dents pleaded n()( guilt~ and \\ere 
released but mu t appear m court 
April I for a St3llli heanng. 
The ,m1dents \\ere among the 
fir;t of the 185 protesters to be 
arraigned. The 13 students had 
different court dates and opted 10 
appear in court on the same day. 
The three students who did not 
appear in court \.\'ednesda} were 
given bench warrants. Tho of the 
students did not appear in court 
because chey retamed different 
legal council. Sellano Simons. 
junior legal communications 
maJor. did oOl appear in court 
because of the Howard Uni,er-;1-
l) Student A~SOC1arion election 
run-off io v,hich he v,as a candi-
date. 
~kechi Taifa. professor at 
Howard Lav.. 1s part of the 
.. Howard Collective·- defense 
team. She ...aid that there are two 
parts to a proacuve struggle: 
acti vic.m and legaJ sanctions. 
.. \Yithoul struggle there is oo 
progress:· Ta1fa said quoting 
Frederick Douglas,. 
Taifa e,plained that the 
arraignment hearing wa .. 10 -.ct a 
dale b a ,tam, hearing v. here the 
judge v,ill decide 1f the case"' ill 
go to trial. 
••If the students decide to keep 
the plea of nol guilty. they v.ilJ go 
to trial.'- Taifa :.aid. She also said 
~fU~IIA_ A5 
after he was selected as a finalist from a pool of l 00 
candidates. 
GaribaJdi said the rejections may not stop him from 
pursuing more presidentiaJ offers in the future. 
··1 will aJways do what I think is best when the time 
comes," he said. 
Garibaldi said that in the past he has turned 
downed numerous job offers from universities across 
country because of his commitment to Howard. 
"ln terms of presidential opportunities, since I have 
been at Howard and Xavier there are lots of oppor-
tunities out there," he said. "But this is where I am 
now ... and I am never going to stop or take my eyes 
off my work." 
Garibaldi was hired as Howard's chief academic 
officer four years ago. Before Howard, he was the vice 
president of Xavier University in New Orleans, LA. 
The 49 year-old was also an elementary school 
teacher. 
State Department 
Urges Students to 
Act Responsibly 
During Break 
By K ELl, I D. EsTP.RS 
City/Nation & World Editor 
This weekend many students are heading off 10 
various vacation spots across the country and abroad 
in pursuit of a mid-semester break. The U.S. Depart-
ment of State is sending a message out to srudents 
making them aware of risks and consequences of 
studying and traveling abroad. 
"Each year, many Americans students serve time 
in foreign jails or await trial in detention because they 
were unaware of the risks of using or possessing 
drugs while overseas:· Secretary of State Madeline 
K. Albright said in a statement. She also said that 
I man} are arrested due to inappropriate behavior associated with heavy drinking. 
Albright would like lo remind students that it rs 
the State Department's Bureau of Consular Affairs 
duty to protect U.S- citizens while overseas. "But 
while U.S. consular officers can visit American cit-
izens being held in foreign jails, they cannot get them 
released." Albright said. 
The State Department urges students to become 
aware of the laws and customs of the foreign coun-
try before traveling abroad. 
··sQme young people are victimized becau<,e they 
ma} be unaware of the laws, cu~tom~. or standard of 
the c 1Untry the}· are visiting;· a press releas.e from 
the State Department ,;aid. 
1bc State Department warns that arr~Ls are not 
the only thmg that can happen to 'itudent'> while 
abroad. Students ha,,e also been killed in automobile 
accidents, dr0\1.-nings. and fall,; because of drinking 
and drug use. Others have even been raped or robbed 
bocau~ they .. found thcmselv~ in unfamiliar locales 
and incapable of exerci~ing prudent judgment.·· the 
department said. 
.. Rcclcless beha-.:ior while in another country can 
do more that ruin your vacation: 1t can land you in 
a foreign Jail or wor.,e," the St.ate Department ~id. 
.. To have a ~e tnp. avoid risky behavior and become 
famihar with the ba.J ic laws and customs of the 
country you plan to vi:.1t before you travel." 
lbc Department of State's web site offers more 
information on traveling abroad at 
httpJ/travel.state.gov. 
\ 
A2 
Voi rus 
& 
Views 
What will you be doing 
for spring break? 
{ 
"I'm going to sleep for 
about 24 hours, wake 
up and eat, sleep, wake 
up and sleep again. I' 11 
be doing this repeatedly 
for seven days." 
--Kuntao Williams 
Smout, sophomore 
finance major 
"I will be at home." 
--Maxwell Glover, 
freshman marketing 
major 
"Me and my friends are 
going to Orlando, Day-
tona Beach and any-
where else the car takes 
us." 
--Nichole Kirtley, 
freshman 
international 
business major 
"For spring break I'm 
about to have my own 
Black Student 
Reunion.' ' 
--Brittney 
Ervin-Smith, 
freshman electronic 
studio major 
··1 \\ ill be sun-kissed in 
Florida.'· 
--Hannah Peterson -
l\<lcCoy, freshman 
international business 
major 
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Howard Professor Finds Summer 
Jobs for Students at NASA Center 
By ALLE"i P OWELL IT 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For the last 12 years. Dr. Maurice 
Woodard, a political science profes-
sor at Howard, has been working 
with NAS/\s Goddard Space Flight 
Center in Greenbelt, Md., ensuring 
that Howard students get summer 
internships. 
Woodard and Dillard Menchan, a 
Howard alumnus, and director of 
NAS~s Equal Opportunity program, 
started the program to offer Howard 
students exposure to an innovative 
workplace like NASA. 
Originally, Menchan approached 
Woodard with a desire to start an on-
site masters program at NASA for 
Howard students to obtain a master's 
by fulfilling some of the require-
ments by taking classes at NASA. 
However, Menchan's supervisors did 
not approve the idea, so he and 
Woodard decided to set up an intern-
ship program. 
The program, a 10-week internship 
for six to IO Howard students each 
year, is reserved for graduate stu-
dents. Some students are offered 
positions in a co-op program that 
continues throughout the school year. 
and 15 have started permanent jobs. 
Currently five Howardites are co-op 
students at NASA. 120 Howard stu-
dents have graduated from the pro-
gram since it was started. 
During the program students are 
provided with a one-day on-site ori-
entation and continual support from 
assigned mentors. Most of the posi-
tions tilled by students are adminis-
trative. with some concentrations in 
management. auditing. and account-
ing. In 1997. Dr. Woodard was hon-
ored with an award from the space 
center and the interns for his work. 
Howard l>tudents who have partic-
ipated in the program give it high 
marks. 
''This program is most definitely 
worthwhile. It is beneficial to any 
student's growth and development." 
said Darryl Smith, a Ph.D. candidate 
who is currently working as an 
intern. 
Baruti Jahi, a political science 
Ph.D. candidate worked in NAS~s 
Logistics and Property Management 
Division. He was highly impressed 
by the programs flexible work sched-
uling which allowed students to 
devote more time to school. 
· '·The program has been a huge 
experience that builds on your pro-
fessional skills," Jahi said. "It pro-
vides you with an opportunity to see 
how government works." 
Calvin Hill, another Howard grad-
uate student, said many people get 
intimidated when they think of the 
idea of working at NASA because it 's 
a lot of science involved. Hill said the 
opportunity is great for administra-
tive experience and it allows interns 
to work with professionals in many 
different fields. 
Dan Krieger, summer internship 
Dr. Maurice Woodard, a political science professor at Howard, has been working 
with NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md. 
manager, said students with majors or 
concentrations in business adminis-
tration. information systems man-
agement, and political science are 
most likely to receive an internship. 
··we are looking for students with 
an interest in public service, students 
who are interested in the space pro-
gram. and students who rate high on 
our personality meter." Krieger said. 
Krieger said applicants participate 
in interviews held on campus. They 
have already interviewed employees 
for this summer; however, students 
interested in working can still go 10 
Woodard's office in Douglass Hall. 
Krieger also stressed the impor-
tance of previous work experience in 
any administrative position. Last year 
NASA as a whole employed more 
than 250 summer interns from vari-
ous universities. 
Summer interns usually earn about 
$460 per week. The program also 
pays for one summer class for 
Howard students. Students who do 
not have housing can seek assistance 
from NASA. 
$13,000 in Items Stolen From Univeristy 
Of Toledo Dorm During Spring Break 
By MATT GRISWOLD 
The Collegian (U. Toledo) 
(U-WIRE) TOLEDO. Ohio -
To the dismay of many Parks Tower 
residents, nearly $ 13,000 worth of 
student property was stolen from at 
least 15 dorm rooms during spring 
break - and police reports continue 
to be filed as students return 10 their 
rooms. 
The stolen items consisted of stereo 
equipment, CDs, VCRs. video game 
units, clothes, money, cell phones 
and various other items, police 
reports filed as of 9:30 last night 
said. 
Twenty-seven of the room keys. 
which are supposed to be securely 
stored behind the information desk at 
Parks, were reported missing from 
their storage box Tuesday. UT police 
believe the keys were used to enter 
various rooms Wednesday, leaving no 
sign of forced entry. 
Emily Mays, a graduate assistant hall 
director in Parks, said there was no 
chance that the front desk was ever 
left unattended throughout the past 
week. 
When asked if Parks' front desk 
employees were prime suspects in 
light of this information, Mays said 
" It 's very possible. We don't yet 
know, we're not ruling out anyone." 
Upon learning of the missing keys. 
the university immediately had all 
corresponding door locks changed. 
said Wayne Gates. director of resi-
dence life. 
"I just don·, fee l safe at all." said 
Parks resident Amy Otto. a freshman 
majoring in mental health whose 
room was broken into. "I just want-
ed to cry. Am I just supposed 10 hide 
and lock everything when J leave 
now?" 
Twenty-two reports have already 
been fi led with the UT Police Depart-
ment and more are expected, said 
Sgt. Jeff Gasiorowski. 
Parks resident James Shakour, a 
freshman undecided with his major. 
said neither he or his roommate 
smoke. yet in addition to finding 
numerous items missing from his 
room. it smelled of smoke when he 
returned from break. 
"It's mind boggling," Shakour said. 
"It reeked of smoke like they were 
relaxing in my room with a ciga-
rette.' ' 
He said he could not believe some-
one had an opportunity to gain key-
in access to his room. 
"This is ridiculous. They make such 
a big deal about security when we're 
here. and they let people come and go 
as they please when we're not here:· 
he said. 
Shakour said a UT police officer told 
him that he has legitimate grounds for 
a class-action lawsuit of negligence 
against UT. .,.,,__ t 
"Jn my opinion, the university should 
do something," he said. '"Ibey have 
to do something, otherwise they're 
going to have 27 lawsuits." 
Gates said that hopefully students 
are covered under homeowner's 
insurance. Any action the university 1 
will take will be decided after all 1 
reports and further information have 
come in. Gates added. 
"We're concerned when students are 
victims," he said. "We're trying to 
deal with that." 
Hundreds Crowd into Chapel to Hear Baltimore Pastor 
By VALERIE THOMAS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel was crowded with students 
and visitors anxious to hear the word 
of Dr. Dennis Proctor on Sunday. 
Proctor spoke on coming to Jesus like 
you are. but leaving better then how 
you came. As his words filled the 
chapel. his voice resounded over each 
syllable. 
"If we are disabled. we don't have 
to be disqualified:· Proctor said. 
Proctor stressed the importance of 
repentance on every member of the 
audience. He suggested that although 
one is not at their best they are still 
worthy of the blessings of God. 
"God is able 10 see the benefit of 
what be has placed in us." Proctor 
~mon Jordon, Jr. is die next scheduled speaker at 
Rnklo Memorial ('bapel GD March 26th. Jordan is a 
S1nhr Partner with 4km, ~ap, ~ aass, Hallet; & Feld, 
LLP. He is also a Howard sh,-. and member of the 
8-rd of 1rustees. Jlaoldo Memortal Chapel is located 
• tlle Upper Quadrangle ad aa 1kes b:t1la at 11 a.m. 
said. Proctor described how Chris-
tians don't allow God to praise them, 
or bless them with his gifts of love 
and grace. ·'Christians needed to be 
aided in humility. We need to be 
humbled," he said. Proctor urged the 
audience to pray and not be ashamed 
of it. 
"Don't be ashamed to let people 
know how blessed you are." Proctor 
said. If God blessed you. you should 
not be afraid to let people know, 
Proctor said. 
Proctor is Pastor of the Pennsylva-
nia Ave. African Methodist Episco-
pal Zion church in Baltimore, Md. 
He used to be pastor for St. James 
African Methodist Episcopal Z10n 
church in Massillon. Ohio. Proctor 
was the first African Methodist Epis-
copal Zion preacher to be inducted 
into the Preacher's Hall of Fame at 
Morehouse College. He has served in 
various other legal and government 
organizations and as Deputy Direc-
the hilltop ... 
• 
tor of the Urban League in Massillon, 
Ohio. 
Bernard Richardson, dean of chapel 
described Proctor as one of the 
nation's most outstanding preachers 
and that he had a love for Howard 
University. 
Proctor summed up several impor-
tant aspects of the sermon in closing. 
The first was a parallel between Jesus 
and the number three. Proctor said 
Jesus is connected to the number 
three. The trinity, father, son, and the 
holy ghost, and the resurrection on 
the third day were examples of this 
he pointed out. His last thought was 
one of profound importance. "In 
your weakness, you are made per-
fect." Proctor said. He suggested 
that God is not intimidated by weak-
nesses, he fixes them in order to 
make you perfect. 
• CIC on 01 ' • 
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Howard Uni.-ersity Hosts Sdence and 'Ikhnology Fair 
Howard University will host the Distric1 of Columbia ci1y-wide ma1be-
matics, science and 1echnology fair tomorrow from I :30 p.m.• 4:30 p.m. 
The fair will continue Sunday from noon• 4:00 p.m. in John W. Burr Gym-
nasium. 
Warner-Lambert Hosts First Business 
Case Competition of the Semester 
The 54th annual fair is meanl 10 encourage and spur the inleresls of stu-
denls in the DC Public School Syscem in engineering, mn1hema1ics and 
science. 
This will be Howard's ,econd yearas 1he hos1and co-sponsor of the evenl. 
Unh·ersity Accepting Reg1stration For Seminars on Film Directing 
Acclaimed acior and direccor Bill Duke will conduce a Time Warner Sem• 
inar series on direciing films. Duke now sics as 1he chair of the Deparl• 
ment of Radio, Thlevision and Film and has bee□ designated as a Time 
Warner professor. 
Part one of the seminar, which deals with film direccing and the creative 
process, is set for Monday, March 27, starling at 4 p.m.• 8 p.m. The reg-
istration deadline for part one of the series is March 20. The registration 
deadliJ1e for part rwo of the seminar is set for March 27, with the second 
session scheduled for Monday, April 3 starting at 4 p.m.-8 p.m, 
Part chrce, directing the actor, is sec for Monday, April 17, 4-8 p.m. The 
registracion deadline is April IO. 
Regiscration is free and open to all Howard smdents. Call Sakinah Munir 
or Renee Harris at 806-7927 or Virginia Johnson at 806-4038. 
Students Wanted to Attend Youth Leadership Conference at Lincoln 
University 
Members of the Howard University Student Association will attend the 
2000 International African Youth Leadership Summit from March I 5 • 
19 at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania. 
By MtA SOMERSALL and 
Et1ONY EVANS 
Hi lltop Staff Writers 
Warner-Lambert hosted the first of 
this semester's case study competi• 
tions for the School or Business's 
Executive Leadership Honors Pro• 
gram at the Blackburn Center last 
Monday. 
Four teams of 1en honor students 
each presented case proposals for che 
creation of a new pharmaceucical 
drug for the condition halitosis, bet· 
ter known as bad breath. 
The presentations included encom-
passing a marke1ing strategy and 
financial analysis of the product as 
well as explaining anticipated results 
of the product. The presentations 
were a result of several weeks of 
research and planning on the parts of 
the students. 
Majority of the groups delivered their 
presentations using Power Point, 
which is widely used for accua.l pre-
sentations in modern corporate set• 
tings. 
Only select group members were 
allowed to verbally present their strat-
egy while others worked on laptops. 
The laptops limited their participa-
cion to research and preparation. 
One team distributed a copy of their 
report to each table to read and rellect 
upon before any presentations were 
delivered, 
Another team showed its strength in 
oratory by delivering their presenta-
tion wi1h no notes and no podium. 
Certain teams explored the financial 
feasibility of their produc1 in their 
presencation more than others did. 
Other groups focused more on cheir 
marketing campaign and stracegies. 
The crowd of honor students broke 
into dazzled murmurs when one team 
displayed its creation of an on-li ne 
banner as pare of ics proposed mar-
keting efforts to advertise the prod-
uct on-line. 
The goal of the case scudy competi• 
File P1icxo 
Warner-Lam~rt hosted the finit or this semester's case stud}' competitions ror the 
School or Business's f.::\et:uth e Leadership Honors Program at the Blackbum Ctn• 
Irr last Monday, 
lions for the honors program is to 
help students build real world busi-
ness application and presentation 
skill s while they learn about the 
business of the specified compa• 
nies. 
Invited speakers for the event include Minister Louis Farrakhan, Lauryn 
Hill, Congresswomen Maxine Waters and Siscer Souljah. 
HUSA will waive the registration fee, bus and hotel acc?>mmodations for 
all inlerested s111den1s. Students can pick up registration forms in the HUSA 
office, room 102 in the Blackburn Center. 
Student tied to. tree was 'hazed,' U. Florida officials say 
Howard Student IDt by Car in Front of Towers 
A Howard Universily student was struck by a car when she was crossing 
9th street in front of the Howard Pl323 Ea.-.t towers. The woman was admit-
ted into Howard University Hospital after witnesses called an ambulance, 
witnesses said. 
Velvette Clayton was visiling her friend in the Howard Plaza Towers East 
when she saw the girl was struck by the car. Clayton said she saw the girl 
cross Che street and then she was struck by the car and she llew in the air 
and lay on the ground before the ambulance came. 
General Assembly Fails To Meet Quorum For Constitntion Amend• 
ments 
Several members of the General Assembly foiled to attend a meeting Mon-
day to discu,s amendments to the HUSA constitution. Te rah fackson, vice• 
presiden1 of the Howard University Student Assembly, said he 1hough1 
amendments would have been on the ballot if members would have come 
to the meeting. Jackson said every Assembly member was notified of the 
meeting and they still didn't show. 
Cumpu.\ Di,'<•' .. ..,,. n-mpilrJI~ fro ll,rtrrunJ Clirl.t n·;,rJTtam. '&>i11!»,-itc1 lurmg I•• Comrm Di,~.\I ,. 
trtrail infa>nrmtum t,, IIU/filf11>p.dol.c'f-rt1t or fru m/(1m:i.;lfw, l(J ( 101J ,\06-475S. .. ltr/tlJ ro11 uhr, IN' '""ilt'd 
lo 11ft' lliflt~'1'- ,m,,. Cu1·,pu,1 D1.~ll, 2l$J Sh.u,w11 tlrt'., \1V. ~1,jnhl •i,,•ton, I)(' 2()()()/. 
ByMo°tH1,.Wilc6Jv 
lrn'µnbt Acri11~(U Aarl1) 
(U-WIRE)~Fh 
A new member of the Fili Del~, Theta fm-
1ernity who ~ fi:>und Feb. 29 unoon-
scious and tied 10 a tree by his right ankle 
with demeaning words Y.rittenoo hi~skin 
and clOthes has lead 10 hazing charges 
agrunsc the fraternity 
In letters issued by Dean of SIUdent~ Julie 
Sina just berore Spring Break. Fili Delui 
Theta and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraterni-
ties were told to cease all activitie,,. Phi 
Delm Them was charged ,vith breaking 
UFs policy on hazing and alcohol and dis-
regarding possible harm to others. 
Sigm,, Alpha Epsilon facc;.similarcharges 
after an unrt.'gistered social event. 
On the ,norningofFeb. 29. lhe Phi Delm 
RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAi FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING 
While TIAA-CREF 
invests for the long term, 
it's nice to see performance 
like this today. 
Check out 
other account . 
performanre 
on the Web 
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by 
combining two disciplined investment strategies. 
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine 
active managemenc with enhanced indexing. Wich two 
mategies, 'we have two ways to seek out 
performance opportunities- helping 10 make your 
invescments work twice as hard, 
EXPENSE RATIO 
CW GIOBAl INOUlllT 
EQUITIEl AVE!AGE 
o.37u 1.9211  
Combine this with our low 
expenses and you11 see how 
TIAA-CREF stands apart from 
the competition. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."' 
... . . 
. ,, . .. ' . ' 
. ' . . ' ; " . 
Il l ·, 11 
(REF.GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT. 1 
36.05" 22.02% 18.75% 
IYEAA 5 YEARS SINCE INCEPTIOf'l 
AS OF 12/31199 ASOf 12/)1199 S/1/92 
With over $2S0 billion in assets, we're the world's largest 
re1irement company and the leading choice on 
America's campuses. If that sounds good to 
you, consider this number 1 800-842·2776. Call and find 
out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today 
and tomorrow. 
1 800 .842-2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
'. ' . . 
TheL1 member ,vol'>~ unc:omcious and 
tied to a tree. He had demeaning \',QIUS 
written on his clothing and face. and his 
pants' were partially removed. According 
to the letter. lhe student said he had been 
drinking alcohol at an apartment of aooch-
er new member. 
2 t/1at led Uni,'CThity police to find at le.~ 
30 members with a Iargequanti1y of alco-
hol. Police "'ere met ,vith a ·101.11 lack of 
cooperation and obslrUCtioo" by fracerni-
ty members, Sina·, letter si11ed. 
Univmity of Florida regarding alcohol 
use," the letter Slated. 
Nuttera11dothermem~ofSigniaA1pha 
Epsilon also could not be reached ror 
comment. 
"It's pretty serious because it is a hazing 
incident," s.'lid Brandon Millet UF Dean 
of Greek Lire. "I have :iero tolerance for 
hazing." 
An individu.-11 in the c~ told police tl1at 
the fraternity wns having a soci.-11 "ilh a 
"pimp and prostirute" tl-ane. lJPJ)officer., 
told fraternity President Rick Nutter the 
pa,,y w:,s "out of conttol." The letter also 
,eated tliat police 1ool( an unconscious 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon member to a hos· 
pttal after hedr:ink too mnch alcohol at the 
p.'lft)( 
In an unrelated March I lette~ Sina wrote 
10 the fr:uemity about a rock-throwing inci-
dent at the house. Sina said Nutter admit-
ted tliat his brothen, or their guests were 
responsible for rocks being thrown off the 
fuuernity's roof and inad1ei,en1ly hilling 
someone on Feb. 17. 
Fraternity President Justin Spagnoli and 
Phi Delm Theta member,; could not be 
~ roroomment Sundal( bot Sina said 
Spagnoli "'~L'i ,ery cooperati-e and quick 
10 enfilrce the activity oon. "Based on these unhersity police repons, 
there is reason to bcliC\e t/~11 the chapter 
is unable to rr.'lintain control over iis col-
An~ rape that occurred Feb. 19 at 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon continues to be 
ill\estigated by UPD. A police report i< 
expected to be released this week. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon faces ch:irges "';th 
SIUdent Judicial Affiiir., after a fire alarm 
and91 I callintheearlymomingofMarch 
' lecti1e membt,'r.,hip and has linle. if an)( 
reganl. for the established rules of the 
"One of lhe te.'bOI\S (for lhe delay) is the 
police had to interviav a IOI, of people." 
Sina said. adding many are students at CUI· 
of-state unmir,iti~. 
STUDENT ALUMNI 
NETWDRKING SESSION 
' . 
Please join the Department of Alumni Relations in a magnificent 
opportunity for students to access Alumni in a ro undtable format in 
the following career areas: 
Business 
• 
Computers/Technology 
Corporate law 
Educaf ion Policy 
Entertainment law 
Medicine 
Tuesday, April 4, 2□□□ 
West Ballroom 
Armour J. Blackburn Center 
11:□□ a.m.-1:□□ p.m. 
SPACE IS LIMITED, PLEASE RESERVE YOUR SEAT BY CALLING: 
Andrea Carroll. Department of Alumni Relations (2D2) 806-6Dl9 
Sponsored by Howard University's Department of Alumni Relations 
Co-Sponsored by Howard University Student Association 
,, 
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Photos By Eric Hall 
More than 1,2000 students turned out to vote in the run-off elections on Wednesday. Above one student leaves a 
voting booth after punching her choices for HUSA. Above right, students stand in line waiting for elections officials 
to verify them so they can vote. Students were not allowed to vote unless they presented thier Howard I.D. Nikkole 
Salter took some time out before voting began to discus.5 her platform with students. Salter ran on the O.R.E.M. 
slate as HUSA vice-president. O.R.EJ\1. clinched the HUSA victory \ 'Vednesday. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
HEADQUARTERS, COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS COMMAND (CECOM) 
"SUPERIOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INTEGRATED SYSTEMS" 
Headquarters CECOM is located in Monmouth County, New Jersey, near the "Jersey Shore". 
CECOM develops, acquires and sustains superior information technologies and integrated 
systems, enabling Battlespace dominance for America's warlighters. CECOM has employment 
opportunities for permanent and tempora~, ent~•level and senior positions. Interested individuals 
will be considered for "co-op" programs, ent~•level positions, management trainee programs, or 
for senior positions in the fallowing areas: 
Engineers (Electronics, Computer, Mechanical and Chemical), Computer Science, logistics and 
Supply, Contracting, Budget, Human Resources, Marketing, Programs and Strategic Planning and 
Technical Writing. 
BENEFITS include tuition assistance, paid holidays, paid leave, health benefits, retirement benefits, 
life insurance, moving expenses (for selected positions), physical fitness center, golf course and 
I 
marina, 
If you are interested in these opportunities, send your resume and transcript to: 
Office of Depufy Chief of Staff for Personnel 
Civilian Personnel Adviso~ Center -CECOM JOBS 
Building 901, Murphy Drive 
Fort Monmouth, NJ onro.sooo 
Electronic Mail Address: 1:e,l m: ~~: mad I .m:>nmouth.arm\ .mil 
www.monmouth.army.miVcecom 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
US Citizenship Required 
• 
• 
• 
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Ex-Officer Given Jail Time Students Protesters Get Court Date 
MUMIA.Al 
Howard Police engaged in a class-action suit see the out-
come of the case as a serback for managemen1-labor rela-
tions al Howard. 
that mos1 of these types of civil disobedience cases many times get dropped and for the court to hear 185 cases 
SPENCE, Al is .. ludicrous.'' . 
Abu-Jamal was sentenced 10 death row in 1982 for 1he death of a Philadelphia police officer. The African 
American ac1ivis1 and award winning journalist is one of dozens of political prisoners incarcerated m U.S. pns-
ons today. 
because he had oblained a permit Spence, while on the 
s1and, alleged 1hat in 1he summer of I 999. Swyger1 dis-
played a handgun while 1hrea1ening him. Spence claimed 
thal Swygert had a fire-arm inside of an accordion file. 
Allhough or her officers were srntioned at the President's 
house that day, none were as close to the encounter with 
Spence to corrobora1e seeing a weapon. but one officer 
did testify seeing the plainliff reaching into an :,ccordion 
file, seeing hostil e body language. and hearing the 
Swygerl use threalening language. Officers testified 
hearing Swygerl swear ,hat he would exacl vengeance on 
Spence. 
The downward slide ofSpence·s career at Howard start-
ed when he began trying to convince Universi1y officials 
10 allow Howard employees 10 take job-related classes in 
all gradua1e, undergradua1e, and professional schools. 
Spence said former-Vice President of Administmtion 
Harry Robinson said his progmm was approved: however, 
when he tried to enroll in Howard Law school- he was 
rejected. 
O.R.E.M. Clinches HUSA Seats 
One unrelated maner emerged during the trial, which 
surrounded the University's lawyers asking one of the wit-
nesses about the ongoing cla.~s-action suit of the Howard 
University Police against the school. Several officers who 
were present claimed that they fell this matter was brought 
up to intimidate members of the class-action suit. 
Spence's convicrion has the Howard Police Force in 
shock. Several Officers, who spoke off the record for fear 
of reta.liation from superiors. said Spence was "set-up"' 
and they binerly denounced the President's c1hical char• 
ac1er and past 1estimony of the trial. At present, the 
Following this rebuff. Spence took 10 protesting against 
what he fell was "black-on-black racism:· Shorrly after 
his initial protests, Spence, who had previously earned 
superior work evaluations, was fired from his job. Spence 
spent one year 1rying to regain his job through a leng1hy 
grievance process. He balked at 1he $2,500 seulemem 1ha1 
Howard offered him. which he viewed as 100 small. 
Angered by his inability to regain his job Spence renewed 
his "non-violen1,. protest in from of 1he Presiden1·s house. 
Carrying signs calling for an end 10 "black-on-black 
racism," Spence said that the President confron1cd him 
and dared him to come on his lawn. 
Managing Ediror Jason T. Smith co111rib111ed to this 
report. 
ELECTION. Al 
tinue 10 work with student govern• 
menl. Jibunon was unavailable for 
commenl Wednesday night. 
Despite 70 degree wearher 1ha1 
could have 1emp1ed studenls to do 
anything else bur come on campus 
and vote, General Eleclions Co• 
Chairs, Damon Waters and Aaliyah 
Perkins said voter turnout wa, good. 
Wednesday's \'Oler 1urnou1 was 18 
percen1, a minor decreased from last 
week ·s record sening 22.3 percent 
"Historically run-offs are quite 
dismal, bur with almost one-fifth of 
eligible students panicipating, I was 
impressed," Wa1ers said. 
Waters made a recommenda1ion 
for next years general elections chair. 
Waters said campaigning should be 
more 1han a couple of weeks, so slu• 
dents can get 10 know the candidates. 
Campaigning for next years HUSA 
should start immediately and if not 
definitely at the beginning of Fall 
semesrer, Warers said. 
Patricia Corey of the law school 
defeated Anthony Johnson 94 votes 
10 85, garnering 52.5 percent of the 
vote compared to Johnson's 47.5. 
Simmons and Salter did not wait 
in Blackburn 10 see the resulls 
be.cause they were 1ired from cam-
paigning all day the two said. but 
when they heard the news they were 
shaking hands and hugging support-
ers who congra1ula1ed them in the 
lobby of the Howard Plaia Wcs1 Tow-
ers. 
"When eight o'clock came around 
1herc was nothing we could do:· Sim• 
mons said. ··11 was 10 1he point where 
I couldn't use the bullhorn anymore. 
11 was up in God·s hands:· 
Drake Named Engineering President After Botched Results 
By ( RA P OR'n;R 
Campus Editor 
General Eleclions Co-Chairs 
Damon Waters and Aaliyah Perkins 
corrected a mistake in last weeks 
elections. Russell Drake. a sopho-
more Engineering major was named 
the new president of the college of 
Engineering, Architecture, and 
,. 
,._ 
Computer Science Monday. 
Last week, an incorrect ballot 
rcpor1ed that Drake had received no 
votes from and his opponenl, Kather-
ine Will iams. a junior architecture 
major, received all his votes. 
Election results were messed up 
when they counted number from the 
wrong column and number codes for 
the two candidates were mixed up, 
Perkins said. 
"I knew somelhing was wrong. so 
I didn·1 even sweat i1:· Dmke said. 
Drake said he knew he won the elec-
tions because he was 1he only one 
who campaign. After the resulls were 
released Drake filed two grievance 
reports. Drake said thai 1he current 
presidenl of the college of engineer-
ing. architec1ure. and computer sci -
ence openly endorsed his opponent 
by sending a ma.~s e-mai l lo everyone 
in 1he school excepl him. 
Drake also filed a grievance 
because 1hc current president was 
running for UGSA represcn1a1ive and 
he was 001 aware that a person in 
office could do so. Drake later 
rescinded his grievances after he was 
notified on Monday 1ha1 he wun rhe 
mcc. 
Williams did nor know thar 1he vote 
had been overturned as of Wednes-
day. 
"I have no commenl ar this time," 
Williams told The Hill1op after she 
learned about 1he new resulls earlier 
this week. 
Results from a new ballo1 reported 
that Dra~e had 130 votes and 
Williams finished wilh 54. 
"I wasn·1 all that surprised when I 
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2000-2001 
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they corrected it because I knew I 
won:· Drake said. 
Waters and Perkins said they 
no1iced there was an error when 
Drake had no voles. "We knew he 
had to at least vote for him,elf, so 
something was wrong:· Waters said. 
Waters said they immediately 
requested a new ballot and notified 
Drake 1ha1 he had won. 
Pick Up Applications in the Office of Student Activities located in Blackburn Center or in 
THE HILLTOP office located in the 
,. 
Howard Plaza Towers West. 
The Deadline has been extended until March 28 ! 
,. 
. 
- ., 
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Eye on the Diaspor a 
News From Around 
The World 
Children Protest Violence by Throwing 
Weapons into River 
JOHANNESBliRG. South Africa-A thou-
sand Soweto ~choolchildren congregated 
M'Otlnd the banks of the Pimville R1 ver on Sun• 
day to prote~ violence. The children sa_ng a, 
lhey threw !heir guns, knives and axes into the 
flowing 1he water. 
The event wa, planned when ~ix children 
approached Jackie Maarohanye, director of the 
anti-crime group Student Trust. "aying they 
wanted to hand over their weapon,. 
" I told them it wa\ okay. but they must give 
their guns up in a way 1hat the coun1ry can 
watch them. So we organi,ed this protest," 
Maarohanye was quo1ed a~ saying in an Asso-
ciated Pres!> report. 
A thousand out of the l .500 studenl of Student 
ll'ust came out to the event, ,aid Maarohanyc. 
·•1 wa1, horrified to see what they had. There 
were panga,. knives. axes and guns;• Maaro-
hanye "aid. Pangas are large. sharp knives sim-
ilar to machete,. 
Former Presiden1 Nelson Mandela founded 
Student Trusl, a program Lo help eliminate 
crime in Sowew·s schools. Soweto is a black 
township south of Johannesburg. 
Relief Efforts Begin for Flooded 
Madagascar 
ANTANANARIVO. Madagascar• Relief 
effi>rts began on Tl1esday morning when French 
belicoprer:,, and otJ1cr aircraft began delivering 
fuod aid to tloodcd areas, aid workers told the 
Associated Pn:ss 
The Elinc~ and Gloria cyclones pounded the 
Indian Ocean island with rn1nfall for several 
weeks. The fu ll ex.tent of 1he damage 1he flood-
waters have caused is \till unknown. but it is 
said to be less than Mozambique. which lies 
west of Madagascar along Africa's eastern 
coast. About I 30 people have died from the 
floods in Madaga-;car. 
Wugdi Othwan, a spokesman for the U.N. World 
Food Program. which 1s coordinating relief effort 
lold the AP that three French helicopter:-. and a 
,transport plane look tix>d and supplies to the east 
and north eastern coa.\ts of Madagascar. 
Aid officials said that water purification sup-
plies would be included on relief flights, although 
there are signs Madagascar·s yearlong cholera 
epidemic is worsening. The heallh ministry said 
on Tuesday that there had been 500 new report-
ed cases in the past three day~. wilh 19 deaths. 
Due to the floodwaters, three communities in 
eastern Madagai.car. Marolamba, Anosibe 
an' Ala and Antanambo-Manan1potsy, have vi r-
tually become islands, cut off from all roads and 
surrounded muddy flood wa1er:;. According to 
the Adventist Development and Relief agency. 
the road out of Anosihe an' Ala was cut off by 
landslides in 30 places. stranding its population 
of 75,000. 
Election in Haiti Rescheduled 
PORT.AU-PRINCE. Haiti- Haiti's elec1oral 
council re:-cht>dulcd the country" s elec1ion for 
April 9 and May .21. 
The elections for more than 1.000 local and 
parliamentary offo:es were originally set for last 
November and ~~mber. Organizational prob-
lems forced electoral council 10 re-.l·hedule two 
rounds for Man:h 19 and April .,o. for a SCC\md 
time. Those dates were postponed two weeks 
-,o. de-spite U.N. Security C'ounc1rs suggesrioo. 
Haitian President Rene Preva.l called the leg-
islatu~ and municipal electitins after dissolv-
ing Parliament in January 1999 to end politi-
cal impasse 1hat haJ para I) zed Haiti's 
govcrnmt'nt since disputed election~ 1n 1997. 
~ council e,tende<l ,oter registration to 
Wednesday. 
With the new dates. the Carib~an nation 
should mduct a new parliament on June l 2, the 
cl«toral council said in a staremcnt la.~t wtek. 
U.S. Amba.Wldor to CarHroon Slightly 
lr\jured 
YAOUNDE. Catnenl<.>n - The United States 
ambassadcJr to thi~ Central Afrkan nation wa.,; 
slightly inJurcd ~ hen a bandit hit him ,lll the 
bead with a pist\)I butt durmg an attempted car 
jacking. U.S. otlicials s.11J Satunlay. 
Ambassador John Mt>lvin 'lates. 60. was dri-
ving home from an embassy function late Fri• 
day night when a group of men approached his 
car and tried to stc-al it. an embassy uffic1al said. 
speaki"I on condition ,lf anon)' mity. 
'Dies esc-.tped hh attad::l'J"S - with his car - and 
-.ned to his house with ·,-er)' superflC'iaJ" 
~ the official said. • o one else wa.,; in lhc 
wmbessador's car and ~l sh\lts were fired at the 
ambassador. 
l'lllies "is ~ng comfonably at l\()cne and will 
lie in his offttt at work Monday morning:· lhc 
.-hssy said in a brief statement. There was no 
..,. 'Ilion of a political mociw bdriM tbe 
21 , . the official in Washiogtoo said. 
falice MR sean:hing for the gmm:o, who 
ftedlbe scene. 
-compiled by Kelli D. Esters from Associated 
.... rq,orts. 
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Alan Ke)e!t Clarence 'fbomas Armstrong \Villiams J.C. \\"atts 
The Rise of Black Conservatism 
By LAI R~.-. A 'IOERS01' 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Through Amba<,sodar Alan Keyes· fight for 1he Republican nomina-1ion. he ha'> brought a new ideolo-
gy into the limeligh1: black com,erva1ism. 
Kionne McGhee. senior poli1ical science 
major. is a black American who has chosen 
to be a conserva1i ve. McGee believes !hat 
economic facltlr!> and les, governmenl inter-
vemion are the main reason~ for his embrac-
ing the ideology of conserva1ism. ·1hey 
wa111 !he money and the power and Iha!"-. 
whal I think we need. the power and 1he 
money, which brings respect in the end:· 
Like McGee. recen1ly many blacks have 
lefl 1he democra1ic party opling IO al ly 
lhemselves wi1h right wing conserva1ives, 
showing that black votes can go ei ther 
way. The rise of black conserva1ism is 
steadily growing with leaders such as US 
Represen1a1ive J.C. Walls. writer Arm-
strong Williarns. Republican presidential 
nominee Alan Keyes. Supreme Courl Jus-
tice Clarence Thomas and Alvcda King-
Bealc. niece of 1he la1e Dr. Marlin Luther 
King Jr. 
The black conservative ideology of 1he day 
is one 1ha1 is pro-life. an1i-affirma1ive 
action. supports tui1ion tax credi1s for pri-
vate schools. wan1s a strong na1ional defense 
wi1hout check. is suspicious of voting rights 
laws geared toward increasing minorities in 
polilical life and wams a s1rongcr church-
~tale rela1ionship. 
The ri<,e of modern blacl, con,cna11sm 
began wi1h Dr. Thoma, Sowell who prid-
ed himself on hi, wriuen work'>. \\!hile 
mo~t blacks received Sowell w11h grea1 
oppo,i1ion he ..:ontinued 111 lec1Ure. impos-
ing hi-, , icy., on American, acros, 1he 
a1ion. He was a ,1rong believer 1ha1 civil 
and voling righh law, hurt black, more 
than helped !hem and 1ha1 -,elf-help was the 
key 10 succes,. He argued 1ha1 racbm was 
a minimal factor in 1he accomplishment of 
blacks as a people. 
The uilra -con,er\'alive day, of 
Reaganomics in the early 1980·, had 
Republicans al 1heir prime. and m, black 
conservative, joined the ranks flooding in 
from vinually everywhere. minority and 
lower class communi1ies suffered. Black 
conservative~ such as Clarence Thomas did 
lillle 10 help 1he plight of minority and 
lower class people in need. Wi1h 1he help of 
1he Reagan and Bu,h administration~. 
Thomas led 1he Equal Opponunity Com-
mission to throw ou1 hundreds of racial and 
sexual harassmem cases. 
Since the I 980·s. black conservatism has 
continued to flourish. With !he ever increas-
ing 1hrcat of 1hc abolition of affirmative 
action and 1he increasingly poor s1a1e of 
many public schools. black conservat ives 
are virtually coming ou1 of 1he wood work. 
Such is the case even on Hismrically Black 
college campuses such a, Howard. Stu-
dems Kimme McGhee and Aaron Flim. 
sophomore broadca,1 major. are in !he 
proce,, of s1arting a conservative organi-
za1ion or "conscious club·· on campus. 
McGhee and Flint realize 1ha1 they may be 
seen as ··sellouts:· And although they face 
the 1hrem of gaining disrespect from their 
peers. 1hey cominue 10 stick to their beliefs 
slating 1ha1. ··mos! of the student body is not 
ready for change yet:· 
··we believe in as little government inter-
vention as possible. That will force people 
to work for 1hemselves instead of silting 
back and saying lhe governmem owes them 
this. or 1he governmen1 owes !hem 1ha1:· 
says McGhec. ··rm 1101 selling out my peo-
ple because 1 ·mover here. We sti II walk the 
same line:· 
Mike Winston. a second year law s1udent. 
considers himself a moderate says that he 
doe,n·1 agree wi1h the negative rap 1ha1 
mosl hlacks give conservatives. 
·· A 101 of people believe th al if you are 1101 
a black democrat then you are not really 
black and 1hat"s wrong:· says Winston ... , 
think we should just encourage participation 
period. rather than beating 1hem down:· 
McGhee acknowledges that 1he conserv-
ali ve party is not one !hat is concerned wi1h 
blacks. bu1 teels that 1he economic view 
poin1s 1hey hold overshadow !heir outward 
disregard for 1he black communi1y. 
·-rm 1101 ruling ou11hat conservatives are 
racis1:· says McGhee. ··They don·1 have to 
like us for us to embrace something that if 
working for them. can work for us:· 
While black conserva1ism cont inues 10 
grow. nJ0SI hlacks cominue to vote primar-
ily Democratic. Approximately 90 percen1 
of blacks are now Democrais. 
·•Since 1964. 1he black vo1e for Democra-
tic presiden11al candida1es has only very. 
very infrequent!) slipped below 90 per-
cent." said poli11cal anal)st Milton Morris 
in an interview with CNN. 
Keisha Moore-Alston. a freshman in1er-
national business major. considers herself a 
Democrat and is one of 1he many Blacks 
who are bewildered. and even hurt by the 
views that black conservatives hold. 
"How can they be for something tha1 is not 
for them?" Moore-Als1on asked. ··How can 
they represem something 1ha1 in the long run 
will keep 1hem from achieving !heir goals? 
Republicans do not represent black people." 
Still. the numbers grow as more and more 
blacks cross the line. Black conserva1ives 
have more supporl now than ever as black 
Republicans are publishing countless arti-
cles including weekly columns such as the 
ones wriuen by Clarence Thomas. 
Television syndicates along with a black 
conserva1ive maga£ine en1i1led. Headway. 
are also among the rapidly growing press 
coverage thal this new breed of African 
Americans is receiving. 
McGhee says tha1 he and Flint don·1 expect 
a large ou1come at first but hope tha1 1he 
numbers will grow as more and more 
Howard students "become ready fo r 
change:· 
" I 1hink a l01 of people won·1 like them:· 
says Wins1on. ··But I wouldn'1 mind seeing 
!hem on campus ... 
Oil Prices Getting All Pumped Up • 
• 
By HI LLARY W UN DROW 
The Daily Iowan (U. Iowa) 
Sen. Chuck Grassley. R-lowa. introduced 
a bill Monday call ing for f resident ClinlOn 
lo cut off foreign aid and arms sales IO 
countries that ·•fix·· high oil prices. 
time:· But the prices have not limited his ; 
dr iving; he said he will keep fi ll ing his • 
tank as usual unless 1he price goes over $2 
(U-WIRE) IOWA CITY. Iowa - With gas 
prices already more than $1.50 a gallon. the 
U.S. Departrnen1 of Energy warns that 
prices are likely lo be even higher by sum-
mer. 
Saudi Arabia. Venezuela and Mexico. 
three major oil-producing counlries. have 
urged oil producers to increase crude-oil 
production in an effort 10 relieve the world 
oil shortage. The Organization of Petrole-
um Exporting Countries will meel in Vien-
na. Aus1ria. on March 27. when ii is wide-
ly expected 10 increase oil produc1ion. 
However. not all oil producers are expect-
ed 10 back the ac1ion. 
"Ceru11n countrie1o such as Iraq and Iran 
keep prices high because they need 1he 
money:· said John Conybeare. a Universi1y 
of Iowa (UI) political science professor. 
Iran curren1ly has a 20 percen1 unemploy-
menl ra1e. he said. 
Together. the 1wo coun1ries accoum for 8 
percent of the world's daily oil production. 
Phrno 13, erk I tall 
Gas prices al Texaco on Georga A,-enue. 
OPEC made an e,timated 59 percent 
incrc;1sc in oil revenue thi, year. according 
to a U.S. Energy Department repon. 
But even if an agreemenl is reached 10 
increase oil produc1ion. 1he ac1ion would not 
bring prices down un1il afler summer 
becau!,e of deple1ed U.S. gasoline s1och. the 
departmen1 said. 
In a s1a1emen1 issued by Grassley·s 
office. the se nator said the countr ies 
involved were ignoring 1he aid 1he U.S. has 
given them. '-
··Their hard-nosed oil production quotas 
show scant appreciation for the fact that U.S. 
soldiers put their lives on 1he line during the 
Persian Gulf War 10 protec1 1hese countries 
from Saddam Hussein:· Grassley·s s1a1e-
ment said. 
Locally. prices a1 0oc·sAmoco. 801 S. River-
side Drive. were $1.53 a gallon on Thursday. 
up from $1.48 on Feb. 25 and $1.42 on Feb. 
14 for regular unleaded ga:-.oline. 
According lO the Departmenl of Energy. 
prices arc expected to rise ano1her 20 cen1s 
hy the end of May and will peak al $1.75-
$ 1 .80 by 1his summer. 
·-rm more apt to ride my bike or bum a 
ride:· said UI !>enior Wyatt Hadley. 
Ul senior Dave Min said s1uden1s feel 
1he gas increase the most because ··we·re 
j us! students. so we are broke all the 
a gallon. 
With prices on the rise as Spring Break 
approaches. some s1uden1s are making plans 
accordingly. 
The rise in gas prices has affected how 
much UI junior Jill Becker goes home to see 
her parents in Newton. Iowa. 
·'Jt"s $IO 10 go home; I think I' ll stay 
here:· she said. Ifs 100 cosily to fi ll her Toy-
ota Camry·s 1ank all 1he way up, she said. 
so she usually keeps it only half full. 
Word of a national gas-ou1, to be held 
April 7-9. is spreading. Motorists are being 
urged 110110 buy gas during those three days. 
The U.S. Department of Hea lth and 
Human Services will release $ 130 million 
in emergency funds to help low-income 
Americans pay their heating and gas bi 11s, 
said Drew Malcomb. a press secretary at the 
Energy Departmenl. 
·1he Clin1on administration has taken 
steps 10 help the crisis:· he said. 
The Associated Press contribuled to this 
report. 
Student Death Prompts Meningitis Goncerns at George 
Washington University 
By J0\'1'-\ RO\l \',StC 
The G\\' Hatchet (George \\'a:-.hing1on U.) 
(U-\\.IRE) \\'ASHINGTON - George 
\\'ashing1on Uni-.ersit) studenis and 
heallh profes:.wnab are iaL.ing a closer 
look at the dangers of meningiris af1er a 
recent death of a To\\ ::-on Cni\'ers11y ~•u-
dent in \la.r) land. 
TO\\ son UnJ\er-11) fre::-hman Jo~ph Kem 
perle died March 5 ol menrngoco~cal 
meningius. Kemperle"::- friend.,. members of 
his Kappa S;gma fra1ern1t). and an}one he 
came in contact wnh IO day~ prior to his 
death were ad\'ised 10 take an antibiotic pill 
to qu1dJ) k.ill an~ bactena tha1 might be 
present. 
The germ that causes the di~ea:-.e ta):-. m 
a pen.on·s 1hn.x11 and 1s spread through con-
tact wilh sali\ a and nasal mucus. ,JJd Dr . 
J._ahel Goldenberg. director of Student 
Health Sen ices at G\\ . 
··Toe ,accine 1s the be,1 Y.e can d,, 10 pre-
vent an} outbreaks:· Goldenberg said. An 
outbreak occur.; Y..hen more than tv.u case,, 
of the disease appear m a commun11). she 
said. 
G\\! Studen1 Heahh Ser,ice~ offers a $75 
\'accine tha1 guard.'> aea.in.'>t four of rhe five ~ ~ 
s1rain~ of meningi1is. including 1he one 1ha1 
caused the ~tar} land death :\1ore than 
.2.000 ,1udents received the vaccine in 
:-.:o,ember. Goldenberg said. 
school went 10 go ge1 it:· said Rovick. 
··Most of !hem had never heard of it before:· 
GW junior David Portnoy .">aid he decid-
ed to get the vaccine in November because 
of the high risk mvolved with living in a res-
idence hall. 
The symptoms of meningitis include sud-
den high fevers, severe headaches and 
fatigue. Anyone who experiences these 
symptoms should seek immediate medical 
attention, Dr. Isabel Goldenberg said. 
Although mo1o1 ,accme, gi"e lifelong 
1mmunH} 10 the d1:-.ca-.e tbe one 6ffered b~ 
G\\ Student HeaJ·h S.:n·ice onl} lash three 
}Cal'. G01Jenbel'f -...ud. 
Fre,hm.in Greg Ro, ick said a ,tudenl in 
his high ;;chool died of memng,u,. \I, hich 
prompted him to ger ,accinated. 
··Llterall) hundreds of kids in m} high 
··1 hear irs more common among college 
,tudenh Y..ho li,e in dorm .. :· he said 
~1c>re re-.e;,,rch ha, be~ done on mcnin-
;;111, m pa.-,1 ~dlf' a, a re,ult of the increase 
in the number of outbreak!. on co!Jege cam-
pu,;e,.. said Goldenberg The ,wdie,, found 
'-tudenr, Y...ho lhe in dorm,. frequent bar, 
and ,mok.e cigarette, ha,e a sligh1ly higher 
risk of contracting meningiti'o. she said. 
Susan Haney. nurse practitioner and edu-
cational director for Student Health. said 
!here has never been a case of meningitis at 
GW. 
Goldenberg said the di'>Ca'>C is rare. Only 
about 3.000 case\ are reponed each year. 
and the majority of them involve children 
between 1hree and five month, old 
·•Not many people have the di!>t!a,e:· ,aid 
sophomore Scott Sheffler. who wa, recen1-
ly vaccinated ... I think it'., just really -.eri-
ous if you get i1:· 
The severi1y of the di-.ease is one of the 
rea,ons 11 1s well-kno~n. <,aid Dr. Mary 
Capon. a staff physician at Student Health. 
The disc.be SC\.erely affect<, 1hc brain. and 
surv1VQr'> of the di~ can suffer <,evere 
motor coordma11on defects, she said. 
The symptom" of meningitis include sud-
den high fever ... <;evere headaches and 
faugue. Anyone "ho expenence'> these 
s~ mptom, <,hould <,eek 1mmed1a1e medical 
attention. Goldenberg ~d. 
Goldenberg ~id she still recommends the 
'iaccine as the most effective way to avoid 
the rare but dev~tating d1l>Case. 
I 
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Advance Nursing Internships 
•-vour 
Nursing 
·-
Career 
+J 
Ad\'enti~ llealtl1Carc offers a varir~ of nursing u11crnships al 001h of 
our aculc care hospilals localed in suburban Mon~ome~· wun~·, MD. 
Program.~ I.II)' in lcngdl from 6 week.~ 10 6 mondt~, oc,mfu1g on sen ire 
special~· chosco. Start dales also ~a~: Tr~ning is mostly daitime 11id1 
occa.1ional el'eltin~ or ni~I du~: wm~nsation based on cxf('ricncc. 
Upon surc~ful completion of program, inlrrns 11ill be required to 
comple1e a 12-18 monlh n1U-time emplo)ment rommitmrnl 
~ at ShMJ' Grore Adwntist Hospital, ~thersburg, MD: 
Med&rg; !MUI; F.D; lai/CUf; labor & Deti1ery; Molher/llab)~ NIU'; 
Pl[; Pediatrics 
Programs at W~hington Ad\'enlist Hospital, Takoma Park, MO: 
Med!Surg; IMD1; ED; McdrSurg ICU; Cardiac 10:; mJ; ln~n-cntional 
f.lrdiologr, CritiCII Care; Tclcrnet~: Laoor & Delnc~~ Molhcr/llaby 
Requirements: 
Candidates do nOI hal'e to ltlle a MD nur.iing hll'IISC ocforc suhmitting an 
applic:ttioo. lloot»i~r. Cl~DIDAm MtSf HA\'E A \IDD MAR\1.t~D 
~~ING UC~SE BEFORE TIIE Sf ART DATE OF A. ,y PROGRA\I. 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: June I,, lOCXl 
All progrdllls 11ill begin al l'drious da1~ after June I ;lh. 
For further infonnation, r-JI: 301-279-613; or l-800-3S2-ll90, 
Fax or m:til resume, plus co1er letter utdi(':!lmg are-A of interest amVor 
hospital prt'f erence. 
Fax: 301-315-3110 
Adl'enlist Hr:dd1Carc 
lluman Re;ourw Dept. 
1801 R~h Blvd., #501 
Roc~,ille, MD ios,o 
Patient Care Technicians 
Work ~art time lo fil )'DUr classroom il1rdulc. Up to 20 hours per 
week; 11eekend scheduling also a\'dilablc. Good pay plus cxccllcn1 
experience. Positions a1'dilable at ei~er Sha~ Grove Adl'enti~ Hospital 
or Washington Alh~nlist Hospital. R~res l sem~ of clinical rotation 
and CPR certifit"Jle. fax or mail resume; also list available work ~ours. 
A 
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ADVENTIST 
HEALTHCARE 
Attention Howard Students ... 
Support 
Black . 
Georgia 
Avenue 
Businesses 
Georgia Avenue Kleaners 
2626 Georgia Avenue. NW 
(202) 265-9080 
Everlasting Health Complex 
2928 Georgia Ave., NW 
(202) 232-1700 
NABSE 
(National Alliance of Black School Educators, Inc.) 
2816 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 483-1549 
Delights of the Garden 
2616 Georgia Ave., NW 
(Across From Howard's School of Business) 
(202) 3 l 9-8747 
Soul Vegetarian 
2606 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 328-7685 
.Joseph's Hair & Nail Salon 
2620 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(2020 319-7086 
Howard Delicatessen 
2612 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 332-5747 
Uptown Copy Center 
2903 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 986- 880 l 
Capitol Hin Medical Clinic 
2909 Georgia Avenue 
(202) 726-2886 
Seven Powers Of Africa 
2906 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 667-0681 
Call Carl 
2902 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 745- 2023 
Blue Nile 
2826 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 232-4433 
Blue Nile Books 
2828 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 332-2583 
Urban Oasis Wholistic Center/ Arts and Life Student 
2904 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 462- 8033 
Nail Club 
2810 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 986-6578 
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Elections 2000 
Their Candidates Out, Young Bradley 
and McCain Supporters Look Ahead 
By ANl)Y SULl.l\;\N ,\:,ti) 
M1Cll,\F,I, GANN()~ 
Mcdill News Scrvicc/Y Vo1e 2000 
(Nor1hwcs1ern U.) 
(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON 
Super 1\Jesday and Mardi Gras fell on 
the same day this year. But for hun-
dred, of young supporters of presi-
dential hopefuls Bill Bradley and 
Sen. John McCain, i1 wasn·1 much of 
a parry. 
Days after Super Tuesday. with both 
candidates formally out of the r:iec, 
count less volun1ecrs faced 1hc 
changed political landscape and 
assessed their op1ion;.. Many were 
going back 10 scho<>I or work and 
some were rclucrnntly considering 
supporting other candidates. 
"It was very sad because I had put 
my heart and soul into it for a year," 
said 25-ycar-old Austin Perkins. 
Bradley's depu1y sta1ecoordina1or in 
Connecticut. "But I hal'C my life back 
now." 
For Brian Jones. a spokesman for 
McCain's Washington state cam-
paign, the message from Super Tues• 
day for him wn1: "Go back to school." 
Jones. 29. has been working towards 
a ma,ier\ degree in political c<1m• 
munication at at the University of 
Washington. 
Jones said he w;1s looking forward 
10 doing his l;1undry nnd catching up 
wi1h his girlfriend. Still. he said, he 
would miss 1he excitement of the 
campaign trail. 
"When you're on a campaign, ifs 
like a runner', high and then all of a 
sudden you're kind of dropped off 
~nd it\ over," he said. "The la,t cou-
ple days I've ,rill woken up in the 
niorningai like 6o'clock and popped 
righl OUI of bed. ready lo go. but 
there's nothing to go to." 
University of Pennsylvania ,opho-
more Albon O'Donnell, 20. returned 
10 school after volunteering for the 
Bradley campaign m New Hamp-
;hirc. 
O'Donnell said she will reluctant-
ly vote for Democra1ic Vice President 
/\I Gore in the fall. but her days as a 
,olunteer in the 2000 campaign are 
rtnished. 
"Everybody here is like, ·Oh my 
::;od! Are you on suicide watch or 
,omething'"" O'Donnell s:1id. "But 
I've known for obou1 a month 1ha1 [a 
Bradley victory I wa,n't going I() hap• 
:,en," 
Both McCain and Bradley had 
,oped lo ignite a ground,wcll of ,up• 
)Ort from young. traditionally discn-
~aged voters. a tactic that wa, sue .. 
cessful 10 varying degrees. 
McCain, in his withdraw:11 speech 
Thursday, thanked the many "first• 
lime voters" who supported him. 
"I want to thank the young people 
whose energy and idealism :ire:, con• 
slant source of in!>piration for me 
everyday in this campaign," Bradley 
said 10 hearty appl;1usc in his Super 
1llesd:iy concession speech in New 
York on 11,esd:iy. 
While young people may have pro• 
vided Bradley with inspiration, 1hcy 
didn't provide him with voles. Super 
Tuesday"s Democratic turnout was 
1he second lowe,1 in 40 year,, 
according to the Commillee for the 
Study of the American Electorate, 
and Bradley did not win more than 
45 percent of lhe electorate in any 
stale. 
McCain's Cinderella camp:1ign. on 
the other hand, nearly rode its strong 
youth support past the midnight hour. 
Increased participation by first-time 
voters in New Hampshire and Michi-
gan propelled him to Republican pri-
mary victories in those states, each of 
which set records for voter participa-
tion this year. 
Several young McCain staffers said 
that they didn't think the Arizona 
senaror's young supporter, would be 
too quick to jump on Toxas Gov. 
George W. Bush's bandwagon. While 
mainstream Republicans may be 
influenced by appeals 10 do what's 
best for 1he party, young people were 
in it for the candidate, 1101 the GOP. 
they said. 
Scoll S1ewart, 24, chairman of 1he 
Washington-based College Republi -
cans. believed 01herwise. 
"Nobody has been able IO motivate 
[young people l in decades," he ,aid, 
praising McCain for broadening the 
base of the Republican party. 
"They're certainly nol ... going 10 
gel off the couch to vote for Al Gore." 
Charlie Bowling, 29. 1he cxecu11vc 
direclor of Young Democmls. said 
that many McCain supporters have 
more in common politically with the 
vice presiden1 than wi1h Bush, e,pe• 
cially on economic and reform issue,. 
Bui he conceded 1ha1 many of the 
Arizona senator's young ;,upporters 
might not have been motivated by 
ideology. 
·•1f you were at1r:1c1cd 10 John 
McCain because of hi, personal ,tor): 
hi, l>iography we're going 111 have 
our work cul out for us.'' Bowling 
,aid. 
Some McCain staffers ,aid they 
wouldn't mind working for the Bu~h 
campaign, despite the of1en-nega1ive 
tone of the race. 
,.. 
John ~lcCain 
llill Bradley 
"!Bush] is an allractive candidate, 
he does have a good record in Toxas," 
,aid Jones. "8u1 I think one of the key 
thing, for 1nm over the next few 
months will be h" ability to di,play 
that he is a candidate who can beat Al 
Gore, a centrist candidate, no1 some• 
one who is going to pander to the 
fringe elements of the party:· 
Max Fose, 28. Internet manager for 
McCain. said he would take 1he 
weekend off -the first weekend in n 
year. he said - and weigh ,eveml job 
offers . Fose d1dn'1 know what he 
would done". but ,aid that he would 
like 10 remain in politics. 
"You have that bug, 1hat itch tha1 l 
don't think you can ever get ou1 of 
your ,y,tem. I want to ,ii back and 
,ee what\ our then:. and have fun," 
he ,aid. 
Perkin,. de,pite being ,econd in 
command of the Bradley operation ,n 
Connecticut, ,aid that he has guucn 
that panicularbug om ofhi, ,y,tem, 
al lea,1 for now. 
''I'll ,uppor1 Gore. but it will be 
quite hard for me to gi"e up my week-
end, :md get up early like I did for 
Bradle{' he ,aid. "I'll at1end evenh, 
but I'm 1101 going to have an organi-
zational role. I want 10 do ,omething 
nonpar1isan. \\here J don·i have ,~ 
ln~e sicll",:· 
Bm an anothtr ,cn'4!, hiS ap(X'tite tl,r 
politic, ha, ju,t been whened: 
Perkins ,aid that he was considering 
a run lbr Hanford City Council. 
"The nex1 campaign will be my 
own," he s;,id. 
Diallo Forum at New York U. Seeks to Inspire 
By MARTINE O \IUJI(;'/ \l' 
Washington Sqnare New, ( New York U.) 
(U-WIRE) NEW YORK The factors that contribu1e 
o police brutality were explored l:tsyThursday night dur-
ng a forum on the acquillal \lf the four New York City 
>olice officers who killed Amadou Diallo. 
Dotens of students and faculty members gathered in 
khimmel Auditorium to discu" the verdict. with many 
>f the panelists seeking to inspire the audience to action 
1gains1 \ocial injuMice. 
"We wanted to creme a ,cuing for public discus,ion for 
':icuhy and swdents.'' forum urgan,1.cr and acting African 
;1udics Department head Tricia Rose said. "We intend-
:d 10 create an analysis lo give people a way 10 under-
;iand the verdict," 
Ruse said although there is a fear in the United States 
>f minorities in general, black men tend 10 particularly 
,1JgmatiLCd. 
Columbia professor Manning Marable called upon the 
~YU community to work toward bridging the city's 
·acrnl divide. 
"It i, important for studems. focully and administration 
o personally struggle for racialju,1ice in the City of New 
York,'' said Marnble, direct<>r of the Columbia ln,titute 
or Research in African American Studies. "Wi1hout 
aruggle, there can be no progress," he said, quoting Fred-
crick Oougl;1-.s. Marable aho <li,cu,sc-d lhl' rw1ion\.c\'cr• 
c.,panding prison system and racial profilin)! by law 
enfon:cment. He criticited the Unued S1:uc, as a "racial-
ized, authoritaritm, capitalist st:.lte.'' 
Panelist Patricia William, said soluuon, offered by 1hc 
government in the wake of tragedy often mi" 1hc mark. 
She relmed a recent ca,e where a 12-)ear-old boy'"" ,hol 
by police because they mi'1ook his toy gun for an ac1Ual 
weapon. 
In 1hc wake of that shooling, ,aid William,. a Colum-
bia Law profcssorand colum,;i\l for The Nmiun, officials 
pushed lo haw reali,1ic 1oy gun, pulled from 1hc market. 
Williams called the reaction irre,p<>nsible, ,ay1ng that 
at1en1mn ,hould have been focu,ed 1)11 the unpropcr con• 
duct of 1he officers. 
The mher panelists in "Race and Social lnJus1ice: The 
Diallo Verdict,'' were Jill Nelson.journalist and editor of 
"Police Bru1ali1y: An Anthology," and Eric 11mg. program 
coordinator of the Commiuee Again,1 Anti -A,ian Vio-
lence and Ph.D. candidate in the American Studiesdep:1rt-
men1. 
A question and answer session followed, where audience 
members shared their idea, a, to how to gel involved in 
bringing abou1 change. 
"I ju,i hope that each persvn here ionight takes with 
them 1he important message thm all of Lh have a person-
al responsibil11y in demanding socinl justice," senior 
Ayisha Gelin said. 
Ohio State Study: Computers Give More Jobs to Women 
~y CIIIUSTI~,, XE'IOS 
fhc Pust (Ohio U.) 
(U-WIRE) ATHENS. Ohio - A new study shows 
nore than half the women who joined 1he work force since 
he 1970s are 1here because of the increase in 1echnolo-
;y and jobs from computers. 
"Studies showed that computers have raised the demand 
or women in lab<>r," said Bruce Weinberg. assistant pro-
essor of economics at Ohio State University. author of 
he study that was published in ln~us1ria.l and Lab<>r Rela-
ions Review. a professional journal. 
Weinberg looked a1 data from federal Current Popula-
ion Surveys conducted between 1970 and 1994. He saw 
changes in the amount of male and female employee, who 
,sed compmers in a variety of industries and occupa1ions. 
He u,ed this data IO look al the demand of w<>men in 
his time period. The hours women worked increased 
'rom 35 percent in 1975 to 42 percem in 1993. He cor-
·elated 1ha1 with the increase of computers growing from 
!6 percent in 1984 10 49 percent in 1993. 
Weinberg e>1imated that 55 percent of 1he increase in 
he demand for women workers is a result of the increased 
:omputer usage since 1970. And many of 1heir jobs are 
n blue collar fields. 
Sara Lovell, a junior economics major, said she thinks 
the study could have been more specific. 
"He is not showing what kind of work that women arc 
doing," she said. "He could be talking about job, like data 
processing that are nothing revolutionary for women." 
Aileen flail, in;,tructor for \\omen's studie, and sociol-
ogy, agrees wi1h some aspect, of Weinberg ·s study. 
"My guess is that because the rncrcase of computers 
created new ppsitions and with more women entering 
the work force they are taking up lhe,e jobs," Hall said. 
Weinberg also focused on the wage increase of women. 
As more women joined 1he work force and became com• 
purer literate. their pay increased with men's. Between 
1975 and 1984 women's wages increased by 5.7 percent 
and between 1984 and 1993 they increa,cd by 8. 7 per-
cent. he said. 
"Much of this increase in wages relative to men prob-
ably resulted from 1he fact that women workers were 
learning new computer skills,'' he said 
But Hall does not think this is 1hc whole perspective. 
''There ha, 1101 been much change in the wage gap," Hal I 
said. "Women still make only 75 percent of 1he male 
incorne." 
Computers are not the only factor involved in this issue. 
Women's altitudes ahout their pldce in the work force and 
1he decrease in ,vomen\ discrimination also have changed 
since 1970. 
. 
Gore Joins Clinton in NRA Feud and 
Battles Bush on Health Care 
By Salclla Coleman 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
National Rifcl Associa1ion (NRA) Executive Vice President Wayne LaPierre has accused President Clin1on of exploiting recent gun 
dealhs for political purposes. But Gore lashed back on 
Monday from 1he prcsidc111ial campaign trail, demand• 
ing an apology. 
"Anyone who has spent 1irnc as I have - many times 
• wi1h 1he families of 1he victims of gun violence and 
fell 1he heartache. seen 1hc way gun violence tears fam• 
ilie;, apart, couldn't possibly make such a comment," 
Gon: said in Miami. "And I believe Mr. LaPierre·s com-
ments reveals a kind of sickness at the very heart of 1he 
NRA." 
Gore also pulled out all the slops on Monday 10 blast 
Governor Bush on health care. Gore suggesied the 
Texas governor is111 pushing harder for expanded health 
care coverage because the fat cats who have stuffed 1hr 
pockets of Bush's campaign are heallhy and weallhy, 
but not wise. 
In his now daily acknowledgments to John McCain, 
Gore warned lbteners about Bush's "risky tax scheme." 
"In 1he words of John McCain, he (Bush) doesn't put 
one penny into Social Security, one penny in10 Medicare 
or one penny into expanding access to health care," 
Gore said. 
At a Miami hospital, Gore complained his GOP rival 
"has no plan to expand access 10 heallh c.1re, no plan 
ro have a nat ion al patie1m bi II of rights, no plan 10 give 
seniors help with prescrip1ion drugs," 
" If he (Bush) would join me in gcuing rid of this spe-
c ial interest money, he would be freed up to stort 
responding to whm the American people want," he 
added. 
Whar's true is that Bush supports less government 
involvement and more private control in health care 
than Gore. The vice president would use some of the 
budget surplus 10 expand Medicare, while the Texas 
governor wants more choice and more priva1e sector 
alternatives including medical savings accounts. 
While the two continue to disagree on ph ilosophy, 
th ey overlap on ideas in interes ting ways. In 
Louisiana, Bu,h said he'd consider expanding the 
existing Children's Health Insurance Program, a fed-
eral-stale health insurance program. Gore also sup-
ports 1he program. Bush wants to offer tax incentives 
to small busines,es that offer heahh insurance. a~ does 
Gore. 
Vice President Gore admiucd he ha, no plan for pro-
viding universal health insurance. Gore is aware of how 
big health care schemes can turn around and bite can-
didares-he doesn't intend to offer one. "Inherent in the 
>tep-by-step approach is an acknowledgment that we 
don't h:we a map that takes us from where we are, in one 
fe ll swoop. to unh'Crsal heahh care insurance," he said. 
Hate Crimes at UCLA Under Investigation 
By L11\ 11 T.,r 
Daily Bruin (U. C:1lifornia-Los Angeles) 
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES - Universi1y police are 
rnvolvcd in two ongoing investigation, of al leged hare 
crimes 1ha1 have targeted minorities. the undergradua1e 
,tudent go\'Crnment and variow~ Mudent groups. 
A female African American student wa, assaulted 
ou1sidc 1he ,1ep, of Campbell Hall last Tuesday morn-
mg. In ;mother incident. the third and four1h floor, of 
Kerckhuff Hall· which hou,e the Undergraduate Stu-
dents A"ociation Council. the Gradua1e Studen1 A"o• 
ciation and several student group, - ha, been 1he site 
of vandali,m allacks for the pasi four week,. 
Police. hO\\'C\'Cr, said ii is ,till prema1ure to make a con-
nection between these 1wo incident,. 
The victim at Campbell Hall, :, tran,fer student who 
start, school spring quar1er. wa, on cam1>us to take care 
of cla,s scheduling when a nrnn came up and kicked her 
while making racial ,lurs. said Parricia Shaw. office man-
ager for 1he Academic Advancement Program Admi11-
is1ra1inn. \\ho called campus police. 
The ,u,pect is de,cribed a, being a 5 font-6-inche, 
10 5-fou1-8-inche, white male weighing 14() 10 150 
pounds with brown hair and a medium build. He is 
between the age, of 30 10 35, accnrdmg to 1he police 
report. 
Sh:1w ,aid ,he ralked I<> the student again by phone last 
Thursday morning and said ,he is doing well. The ,1u-
den1 also told police that ,he did nut ,uffer any physi-
cal injurie,. according to the report. 
Shaw ,aid this incident reminded her what ii feel, like 
to expt.:riencc racism. 
"You're mad and you're angry," Shaw ,aid. "No one 
asked to be born the""> 1hcy·rc born. To hate wmeone 
bec,m,e of the color of their skin is sad." 
Shaw added that raci,m c11111inue, 10 be a problem 
1oday. 
"We take thing, 100 lightly 1oday, but racism ,till 
exists, not ju,1 in UCLA bur elsewhere:· Shaw ,aid. 
In another ongoing inve,uga11on. p<>lice are looking 
in10 a series <>f vandali,m at1acls around campu~. most 
notably in Kerckhoff Hall. 
The incidents in Kerdhuff, which began abou1 four 
weeks ago, lll\'\llved the ,lashing of variou, posters and 
llyers, including po,1er, agamst Proposition 21. which 
increased restriction, on juwnilc crime. ond Proposi11on 
22, which defines marriage ;is an entity that can exisi 
only between a man and a woman. 
Although earlier incidents were minor. student leaders 
said the vandalism has gouen progressively worse. 
"The,e are hate crimes 1arge1ed m students of color or 
anyone willing to fight for equality on campus," said Ana 
Lynn Rocio. USAC academic affairs commissioner. 
La.,1 week. rhe number 4 was marked on the doors of 
three offices in Kerckhoff- that of USAC President M ike 
de la Rocha, Rocio, and the African Student Union. De 
la Rocha said he believed the number was mean1 tosym-
bolite the Fourth Reich. 
"That·, when we realized (the problem) had escalated 
w a new level," Rocio said. 
Other forms of vandalism included two swastikas 
drawn o,er a pos1er of an Asian family and body parts 
and words randomly cut out of posters, 1he majority of 
which were posters associated with ethnic groups, de la 
Rocha said. 
Some student leaders said they have descriptions of 
po,sible suspecis inl>olved in 1he vandalism incidents. 
They said they ~uspec1 al least two while men are 
responsible for 1hese incidenh • though 1101 necessari ly 
in c0Jlaborn1 ion. 
De la Rocha also ,aid tha1 a man recently entered the 
Student Go,ernmenl Computing Center and direcled 
verbal allacks at ,e,eral Iranian students, 
"My immediate concern is for all the students here," 
de la Rocha ,aid. "Kerckhoff is like their home, but many 
don't feel safe here anymore:· 
De la Rocha said he believed lhe rea.,on most of the 
vandalism has occurred in Kerckhoff Hnll is to inumi-
date !>ludent leaders invo)\'ed with political or ethnic 
campus group,. 
"They wan1 u, 10 be alraid to come into our offices," 
he ,aid. 
De la Rocha added that he believe, hate crime activi-
ties have increased with the decrease of minority groups 
on campus, e,pcciall> since the passage of SP- I, the 
measure tha1 banned the u,e of mce and e1hnici1y in UC 
admi"ion,. and Proposition 209. 1he 1996 ini1iathe 1hat 
outlawed 1he u,e of rnce or gender in hiring and admis-
!<lion,. 
"With le" students of color, there's more hate cn mes.'' 
de la Rocha said. "People feel free to dmw "va,ukas and 
make derogatory remarks," 
As police continue to look imo these cases. some said 
they will continue to do their job,. 
"Rather than let my fe:trs set in, 1his ha, reinforced my 
commitment 10 stand up for my beliefs," Rocio ,aid. 
"You need to continue to s1and up against racism or else 
you· II be conquered by 11." 
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Proposition 21 Is Not A Good Thing 
alifornia pioneered the use of the initia-
tive way back in 1978 when it passed one 
_, that overhauled its tax code and has had 
ramifications to the present day. Increasingly, 
be spurious enterprises. These and other mea-
sures will cost, according to the California Sec-
retary of State, "unknown major net costs to the 
state of at least hundreds of millions of dollars 
powerful men and women have ~-----------, annually." The initiative creates 
used it as a way to circumvent the Our View: no new money; it will have to 
legislative process and send con- come from other sources, most 
troversial and complex measures Proposition 21 is a short- likely the after-school programs 
directly to the people. On March sighted, ill-advised law that and preventative measures that 
7, yet another bold and ill- will have negative conse- would reduce crime in the first 
advised initiative went to the peo- quences for minorities and place. 
pie of our most heavily-populat- youth. In any·case, a new measure to 
ed state and they passed it. combat juvenile crime seems 
This was the so-called juvenile . unnecessary in California. The 
justice intiative, Proposition 21, '-------------' juvenile felony arrest rate in Cal-
which had been pushed by California's former ifornia fell 30 percent between 1991 and 1998, 
governor, long-ago presidential hopeful Pete Wil- and arrests for juvenile homicide fell 50 percent. 
son. It sucks money away from constructive The current juvenile justice system in California 
things and puts that revenue into incarcerating seems to be working quite well. Why is there a 
increasing amounts of young offenders in the only need to make it harsher and even more costly. 
other sector besides technology showing great So we are left to wonder what made the peo-
growth in the nineties - the prison industry. pie of California approve the draconian measures 
. While no one is complaining a.bout increased of this Juvenile Justice Initiative. Perhaps they 
penalties for "gang-related" murder (although were swayed by the strong rhetoric su1Tounding 
those associations are often necessarily n1urky), the law. In any case, it seems that the law was 
lowering the age for adult trial to fourteen, designed more to hurt the youth than to help 
eliminating informal probation for felonious them. All we can do is wait and see what the 
juveniles, and creating a gang registry seem to repercussions of this ill-advised law are . 
• 
Get Up, Stand Up, for Your Rights 
he Administration's failure to fix Banner ment Management could not tell Dr. Whit-
System and verify the academic records field how they could assure her that the 400 
of the student body represents a flagrant students she feared could not gradutate due 
and gross academic malpractice ~----------~ to incorrect records. More-
for which the school is liable. Our View: over, the Faculty of the Col-
Our futures have been poten- lege of Arts and Sciences 
tially jeopardized by inconsid- Students should make sure made a resolutio that Enroll-
erate and dishonest propaganda the school has our records ment Management forward 
used to protect the Adminstra- straight; them necessary paperwork 
tion from the inevitable ques- to solve the matter by March 
tions that will emerge both the 17. The College of Arts and 
in pending Appropriation Hearing and in the Sciences' resolution has been ignored and 
Courts where violated students will turn for due dates for graduation, applications, pro-
redress. fessional exams, scholarships and the like 
On March 3, exactly one day before Charter loom closer. 
Day, the Washington Times reporter Rebecca We students must proactively check our tran-
Charry broke the story that told of the Faculty scripts and not trust people paid to prevari-
of the College of Arts and Sciences efforts to ·cate to the media and Congress for the Admin-
pressure the Enrollment Management Office istration. Our hard work, cash, time, and 
and the Provost to set a definite date of when future prospects hang in the balance of peo-
uncorrected academic records would be made pie who have neither ethics nor scruples nor 
right. Charry's article claimed that many stu- the know-how to make Banner function prop-
dents in Howard's class of 2000 would not be erly. There is no issue from the enrollment to 
able to graduate. our records where the Administratio has 
Howard spin-doctors denied everything, shown the decency to be honest. We should 
and in spite of telling the faculty that the be clear that the pronouncements of Banner's 
problem could not be solved before March 8. redemption has more to do with ISAS and 
The news media and the student body were Enrollment Management's $3,654,000 annu-
told that the Banner problem had been al contract with SCT Consulting Group than 
solved. Joseph Collins and Paul Thompson reality. We must turn to each other and cor-
both were evasive in stating when the acad- porately make sure that nobody is harmed by 
emic records could be verified. Associate the greed and dishonesty of grifters high 
Provost Jackson Cole and members of Enroll- places. 
Being Safe on Spring Break 
f you urinate in the bushes in Cancun, you 
are going to jail. Many Howard students 
probably do not know that. With Spring 
Break here, students lacking knowledge like this 
may find themselves having an 
here and a crime elsewhere. 
Still, most students are not going to inadver-
tently break laws in Cancun or any other "exot-
ic" locale. The bigger problem is that many of 
us, on our vacations, may take 
even harder time getting their 
grades straight after Break 
because they are imprisoned in 
foreign jails. 
Our View: the opportunity to act on many of our lewdest, crudest thoughts 
and behaviors. No one is saying 
that students should be saintly 
on Spring Break- what, then, Many Howard students take 
the opportunity to travel abroad 
Be careful and reason-
able on Spring Break. 
over Spring Break, whether they are traveling to 
Amsterdam, Canada, Mexico, or any one of a 
number of destinations in the Caribbean. How-
ever, many of us are flying abroad without a firm 
knowledge of what the local laws are. These 
places are not, conu·ary to popular belief, or at 
least popular assumption, just like the United 
States in terms of their laws and legal systems. 
Students should be extra careful when they trav-
el to foreign countries so that they are not acci-
dentally caught up in a situation that is harmless 
' 
would be its point? - but we 
should take care to represent ourselves and our 
university well. Foreigners often have a per-
ception of American students as being the worst 
of the worst in terms of behavior. We should 
remember that the idyllic paradises to which we 
flock at the end of every March are also the 
homelands of other people. Rather than tram-
pling on their hospitality and exemplifying 
stereotypes of evil, unrestrained Americnas, we 
should show them respect and thanks by show-
ing restraint on our spring vacations. 
' 
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How To Write Us 
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper, 
encourages Y{J~½o share_your OP.Jnions on articles published in the 
news[Japer. HlLI.'.rOP will only publish letters addressed 
direcf\y_ to the Editorial Editor in response to P.Ublished articles. 
The HILLTOP Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters 
tor space and literary style. All letters must be typed, signed and 
include a complete address and telephone numl:ier. 
- The op_inions exP.ressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the 
THE HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the 
opinion of Howard University, its Administratio~ individual 
Hilltop Policy Board members, or the student body. 1 ne opinions 
expressed on the Perspectives_page are those of the writers and do 
1101 represent the view of the Editorial Board. 
Please Address Letters to: 
The Editorial Editor 
THE HILLTOP 
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 2000 I 
THE MISSION STATE1\1ENT 
Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is the 
_ne.>vspaptr of record for the Howard University con1n1unity. 
W1th,1n its pages, our readers will witness obje~tive reporting and 
st.or,es written from a. un,q_uely black perspective at the premiere 
h1stor1cally black University in the world. We proudly continue.a 
tradzllon of excellence, for our readers and our distinguished 
legacy deserves nothing less. 
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The Miscegenist 
and Xakudjistan 
By Michael Winfield 
According to Thomas Jefferson, our first national miscegenist hero: Whenever there is, in any coun-try, uncultivated land and unemployed poor, it is 
clear that the laws of property have been so far extended as 
to violate natural right. Now. this is a remarkable statement, 
given the lust of the average American for property. 
This century has been about the reduction of proper~y 
from reality 10 concept. Go back some years and women 
would be property, go back a tad further and I would be 
property, go back even more and Aristotle would be 
expounding on the expediency and rightness of slavery. 
You would also find that ideas were not property, copy-
right did not ex1s1, and your name could be spelled hun-
dreds of ways and no one cared. The only thing left as 
property in this age is land, and even that is embattled as 
a concept. Georgians, Abkhazians, and Yugoslavians all 
have succumbed to the fever. Pick one of the seemingly 
endless array of "-stan" countries. all percolate with 
secessionism. separatism and self-determination. The 
social temperature ha<; ri 1>en to where what is considered 
inherently yours has deserted the safety of social con-
structs: political parties, nation-states, religions, or race. 
Nascent nauons secede on ethnic or religious bases yet 
more of these nations• 
ethnicities manage bakeries in Manhattan, more practi -
tioner., of these religion1, pray from balmy temples in 
Brooklyn. These often hotly contested secessions are 
about property, pure and simple. The imperial age was iced 
by the Cold War; we now swelter in the age of self-deter-
mination. If I cannot command gun-slinging, sex-deprived 
teenagers into your territory to arson everything I see, I 
will secede from my native country and control the 
smaller piece. It is a sign of freedom. 
However, in the United States of America, a spiritual 
Siberia fertile only with cold cynicism, there lie acres of 
untilled land and thousands of umeployed poor, assets 
frozen by Federal economists. The government subsidizes 
farmers not to work. The government subsidizes poverty 
with social welfare. I am not advocating succession- but 
perhaps some reduction is in order to more fairly distrib-
ute the properly• a sure sign that this is truly the land of 
the free and the brave. or a place of natural right. 
The question: why is this Howard student ta lking to 
me about land when we both know he is from Manhat-
tan and owns nothing? Well. first of all, you don't know 
what I own. so cool down , pal. Secondly, the laws in 
regard 10 any practice are shaped both by legislative 
power!. and those whom the laws will affect. This is why 
we have lobbyists: if you want your side of the issue 
heard. you pay lawyers like Vernon Jordan, who have 
never seen a courtroom save through a fuzzy television 
screen. to srand in an art gallery wi th a Southern sena-
tor who hate, modern art bur loves posing in pictures 
with smiling Asian women who smear deerhides with 
bul'er 11nd pronounce it .. Art!'", so that the senator will 
be convinced by Mr. Jordan's jive that beating Blackfolk 
just ain' t right in rhis day and age. If laws about prop-
erty involve the legislative body (which is more inter-
ested in its own organs) and the property owners. it 
seems that if one wishes to affect policy towards prop-
erty one should ei ther own property or infiltrate the leg-
islature. Since the sun-blessed are overwhelmingly 
more unemployed than their sanguine cousins. it follows 
that self-determination is in order. What is vexing is that 
most sun-blessed peoples do not realize how they are 
affected by agriculture in this country. If a sun-blessed 
person lives in a neighborhood where there is no super-
market, he is adversely affected hy agricultural policy. 
If, proportionately. more sun-blessed peoples live in 
neighborhoods where agricu ltural policy adversely 
affects the standard of living. then more of these peo-
ples are less blessed than they auest. Since the sun-
blessed are more affected by agricultural policy. it fol -
lows that self-determinism is natural and right. Indeed, 
the block is hot. 
If there were ever n broken record that needed to bless 
rhe ears of Negroes. it would sound like this: Purchase 
property and pa1 ricipate in politics. Purchase property 
and particip.11c in politics. Purchase property and par-
ticipate in pol i11cs. Purchase property and par1icipa1e 
in politics. Purchase property and participate in poli-
tics. Purchase property and participate in politics. Pur-
chase property and participate in politics. Purchase 
property and participate in poli tics. Purchase property 
and participate in polirics. Purchase property and pur-
1icipa1e in politics. Purchase property and participate 
in politics. 
~1icl1<1el Winfield is Cl .w>phomorr t1mhropolo,'l_v major 
fnm1 New >r,rk He can l>t' f'f.'t1d1ed at ni:.ethli@aol.com. 
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The Blunting of the African American Mind 
By Randy Short 
Howard University is a cesspool of drug abuse unlike anything that the writer has witnessed since the early 1970s. I would estimate that no 
fewer than 50 percent of Howard students: drink, smoke, 
and abuse illegal substances. Our dormitories are vir-
tual "opium dens" after hours. So great is this problem. 
that the writer witnessed agents of Federal law enforce-
ment agencies raiding the West Towers i.n the early 
morning of Saturday, March, 11, 2000. 
At the heart of my angst, is the fact that the past 500 
years witnessed the effective use by the Anglo-Ameri-
can people to destroy the Amerindian population with 
drugs and the subjugation China through the illegal 
importation of narcotics by Americans, English, and 
other European people. Where will our hated and mar-
ginalized people fare if we are all stoned? 
Re-enslavement is the most logical answer. 
A lot of ostrich-minded "accepted Negroes" will nay-
say and humbug my conclusion, but, I am clear, con-
formity, which is the forced assimilationists' mode of 
cognition, is incapable of determining the difference 
between reality and fantasy. I anticipate that people 
will say that slavery is not a possibility in these mod-
ern times. Oh really? The same folks faiJ to under-
stand that slavery's existence does not require large 
numbers of slaves for the institution to be viable. For 
example. antebellum Washington. D.C .• Baltimore, 
and Delaware were slave-holding areas but the num-
ber of Blacks held in servitude in 1860 was less tban 
30 percent. Moreover, in United States the majority 
of the population was free and only a scant 20 percent 
of the people slaves. In the future, it is plausible for 
65 percent of the Black population to be "free'' and the 
other 35 percent in servitude in "workfare" and "pris-
onfarc'' schemes. 
The same dope that has over 500,000 Black folks lock-
down in the prison industrial complex is the recreation 
of choice for Howard students. Why? Did Harriet Tub-
man, Martin Delany, Mary Church Terrell, and Richard 
Allen. among others, suffer so much for this indulgent 
and atheistic generation to squander their lives chasing 
pleasure? 
Every day I watch the news and the total rollback of 
their rights fought for by many great people. and I think 
about the stench of weed and sometimes crack and think 
that this generation will amount to nothing. So many of 
these folks think that the struggle for justice is over and 
a thing of the past, but never realize that the Movement 
of the 1950s and I 960s was only meant to get us in the 
game. I care not for the logic of Black druggies who 
feel sanctimonious about their habit because they can 
point to whites who are addicts. Besides, if everything 
whites do is okay why complain about racism? 
I particularly despise the Rankin Chapel dope-heads. 
These Jesus-Dope fiends have a weird rituals of smok-
ing weed and drinking until early Sunday morning-
only to trek to the Rankin with mouths full of tic-tacs 
and soaked in cologne to kill the smell of their private 
lives. Just a few hours before Sunday service scores of 
young women who stagger around the Towers acting 
drunk to entice suitors whom they will jettison 10 look 
virginal before the nice church boys they would never 
sleep with. Probably, our Bison junkies enjoy the guiJ1-
free atmosphere of the Chapel which has the spiritual-
ity more of a rap concert than a church. 
How will we survive in the corning day when so many 
people attend college to be addicts not scholars, pro-
fessionals, thinkers, and agents of hope and transfor-
mation? I think that the Black X-Generation will only 
understand a serious and brutal societal beating. There 
is no escape from life's problems in dope and drink, and 
if those privileged feel suicidal, depressed. and in need 
of an analgesic phantasmagora of perpetual bliss, the 
arrogant here look askance at the panhandlers in the 
streets with similar behavior. Drug abuse by Africans 
addicted to hard liquor and tobacco fueled the trans-
Atlantic slave Trade. Have we learned anything? 
Randy Short is a graduate student in African Studies at 
Howard Universiry. 
Howard Lacks ... the Most 
By Russell M. Drake 
All 
Now What? 
UJ•A1iit11il\tJi9ti 
The selections have been made and the final baJ lot., ca-.t for the student leaders of 200(). 200 I . 
The important question is: what will 
they do 10 better the plight of their fel-
low students. who do not benefit from 
their exclusive staru ? Some have 
pulled out every stop including fraud. 
deceit. theft and bribery 10 obtain the 
positions they are in. Through nepotism. still others ha\'e mere-
ly been coronated into positions that are monopolized by an 
elite power structure that simply passes on positions of power 
across the campus year after year 10 an exclusive fe'": People 
have asked wh> someone who has managed the process of 
selecting student leaders twice. not 10 mention someone who 
has participated in the system. would be so critical of and not 
believe in the potential efficacy and needfulness of the group. 
To that I answer simple affection for the electoral process. but 
that is not the rea~on for this perspective. 
Instead this perspective is a call to arms for a fresh start. 
a new beginning. and a revitalization of student leadership 
that does not merely cascade across the campus utilizing 
student financed cellular phones. Or one that gallivants 
around the globe at students· expense. and offers fraudu-
lent piecemeal sentiments. while filching whenever possi-
ble and arrogantly collecting a check de~pite an over-
whelming disheartened attitude among those they advocate. 
There has come a relative decline in student leadership and 
the influence they have because of their lack of desire 10 
accept their role as the voice of rhe student body. Their argu-
ment blames the victims of their constant mendaciousness. 
unchecked embezzlement. and noisome haughtiness by 
claiming an increased feeling of apathy among the gener-
al student population. No1withs1anding. 10 their error apa-
thy is not imply non-participation. but more a feeling of 
increased indifference and lack of interest in a corrupt and 
errant system that rewards perfidy and advances paltriness. 
Two years ago I wrote a letter 10 the editor entitled "Partici-
patory Utopianism•· where I questioned the need for student 
government on university campuses. In the letter I proffered 
explanations and reasons 10 why student governments are 
established and why they are sustained. Those reasons includ-
ed among others the ability on the part of university officials 
10 maintain a coopted core of paid student representatives who 
discourage student-wide protests and manage student affair.; 
in lieu of mass student upheaval. Moreover, student govern-
ment allows for an organized group of students that speak on 
behalf of the largest group of universiry stakeholders 10 
advance the needs. desires and wishes they have to the actual 
decision makers. Although in many cases student government 
representatives are a powerless collection of constituenciless 
ideologues. they do provide a minimal usefulness in universi-
ty decision making and offer a mediocre sense of power to the 
general student population. 
I challenge the new student leaders to prove me wrong in my 
a~sertion that student leaders are simply figureheads. silencers, 
and greed driven. self-indulgent narcissists motivated by per-
sonal interests to increase their own professional stock. The 
inability of student government to convene a constitutionally 
valid meeting after several tries is only an inkling to the dis-
respect and undisputed disregard among many leaders to ful-
fill their duties to those who took the time and the made the 
effort to place them into positions of authority. The ineffica-
cy of rulings to affect real university policy is yet another proof 
to the little need for and little justification for a group of indi-
viduals who assume that their positions allow them 10 dictate 
10 and require of university administrators some semblance of 
equity in decision making. But still I challenge the new lead-
ers to make a liar out of me by accepting their responsibilities 
by attending each and every meeting. By representing their 
schools interests. not just their own egoistic desires. and if need 
be apply the necessary pressure to acrual decision makers to 
listen to what the students want and more importantly need. 
"Absolute power tends to corrupt absolutely'" is a famous 
quote among political scientists. It means that when an indi-
vidual or a group is given unfettered power. corruptness. 
ineffectiveness and inefficiency are soon to fo llow. The 
quote reigns rrue among many student leaders because they 
exemplify a collection of mismanaged. misguided. prae-
torian and counterfeit representatives that merely assume 
positions and deny the gravity of their assignment and pros-
titute themselves for personal glory, money, and attention. 
I hope that this perspective serves as a call to arms 10 the 
newly elected student leaders 10 reclaim their legitimacy 
among the university polity and do what the students ask, 
require. and need for them to do. So. in the end I simply 
ask every president. vice president. treasurer. chairperson, 
representative. trustee and other leaders. now what? 
Damon \¼'iter.r is a stude/11 in the Graduate School of Ans 
and Sciences. He was rhe Ge11eral Assembly Elec1io11s Com-
mittee Chairperson in 1998 and 2000. 
Sitting outside of Locke Hall on Elec-tion Day at 5:00. the apathy was in the air . .'\s the docll. tower rang. no 
more than 20 people walled across the 
main yard and half ot them were supp()rt· 
ing HUSA cand1da1es. The feeling that 
nobody cared w,1s in the atmosphere. \\'hat 
has happened to Howard students? Why 
aren't the) interested in elections: why don't 
they even know who is running (for posi-
tions)? Why were there more people m the 
Down South Player's Ball than at the Bison 
Ball (a HUSA sponsored event)? \Vhat are 
we missing: what are we lacll.ing'! We are 
lacking what is printed on every piece of 
HUSA letterhead · liNITY' Unity is the 
missing link. To solve this problem. a more 
uniform approach 1s nece~sary: uniformil) 
in vision and m actions. 
stuff'. True. student government officials 
should be the largest promoters of unity. but 
they must first show some unity in them-
:-elves. Our General Assembly. which is 
mainlJr composed of UGSA Representa-
ttve~ and the HUSA staff, utterly lack untty 
Their lack of unity is not just due 10 the dif-
ferent views and ideas taken, but also 
bee au ·e of attitude problems. Lacking the 
abilit} to get along with each other in the 
General Assembly s tops pr"gress from 
being made. People dis like each other so 
much that they oppose all ideas mentioned 
b)' their ad,ersaries even if they pre ent 
valid ideas. This level of hatred i , isible 
at every General Assembly meeting and 
e,·er} UGSA meeting. The attitudes are 
hurling student government and the stu-
dents. Some may not think that this affects 
what gets done. but it really does. In addi-
tion. if there are problems within organi-
zations. that makes it almost impossible for 
one organization to get along with another 
one. As student government representa-
tives. one represents the whole student 
body. and it is an unfortunare and sad that 
they let petty dispu1es/disagreements get in 
the way of advancement. To solve this. we 
must rid ourselves of these childish atti-
tudes. and be mature enough to let these 
g rudges go. so that we can achieve 
progress. 
On the other hand. srudent government rep-
resentatives can·, do it by themselves. They 
need the help of their constituents. the entire 
student body. In order for srudents to be on the 
same accord as the people they elected students 
unaware of the fact that the Howard Adminis-
tration is trying 10 put a fence around the whole 
campus. And it is a damn shame that half of 
the srudent body doesn't know who their l:GSA 
Representau ... es are • especLalJ) when the \IU-
dents voted the CGSA Rep:. into office. The 
lack of knowledge and lack of caring shared by 
half of the srudent body helps to shape students 
into the apathetic and excuse making individ-
uals that plague the majority of the campus. 
With those dampened spirits. there is indeed a 
Let the freshmen know 1ha1 they need to get 
involved in on-campus activities and stress 
the importance of reading Howard materi-
al~ (Hilltop. H-Book. etc. ). Inform them 
of the fact that everything that goes on at 
Howard Umversit} affects them in a direct 
or indirect manner. In addition. the new 
student reps should serve their constituents 
to the fullcc,t. They were elected to those 
positions to cater 10 their populates needs. 
not Mt on their pedestals. Most important-
ly. they :,hould promote the concept of 
unity • Unity throughout their cla\)eS. 
schools, dorm~ and organization~. Until 
the whole Howard University student body. 
graduate and undergraduate. American and 
non-American. can come together with one 
,ision. v.11h one agenda and with one uni-
fied approach. we arc doomed. 
Everyday students complain about poor 
service or terrible food: but there are very 
few people doing anything about it. It is 
very hard for one or two students to speak 
or act for more than 8.000 students. Some 
would argue that s tudent government rep-
resentatives should handle all of that •·unity 
Everyday students complain about poor service or 
terrible food; but there are very few people doing 
anything about it. 
must be knowledgeable of the rules of which 
run Howard and the current issues at hand In 
essence. students need to read the H · Book and 
the Hilltop Nev.-spapcr. To help them do that. 
srudent go\'emmenr officials need 10 encour-
age their constituents 10 read literature about 
Howaro. and make more students a\\o'al'C of 
what's going on. It makes no sense for 80 per-
cent of the Howard University srudents to be 
\ ' 
lack vf uruty. 
Where is our unison, and how can we get 
i1 back? Most of the v.e1gh1 v.ill fall on the 
newly elected srudent officer:.: they are 
our new hope. They should start develop-
ing strategies and plans for the ne);t semc:.-
1er right now. They should incorporate 1010 
their plans the idea of meeting and greet-
ing the new entrants in the Fall Seme!>ter. 
I 
Russell .\,f. Drau is a sophonwre S)-.stems 
and computer .u:1ence major from Gar); ind 
He rs a team leader and the president-elect 
of the Colle~ of Engineering, Arch11ecture 
and Computer Sciences. He can be reached 
at b,g_drake@yahoo.com 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
Puff Daddy and 
the Family? Young, Gifted, e ·1ack & 
Fatherless Men 
Jennifer Lopez. 
By FREDDIE Au.EN 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
File Photo 
R)rget about the Jennifer Lopez dress long lor 1wo minu1es, )bu hnd to 
get all those diamonds'? Too much platinum. Enough witl1 the diamonds 
already. We get the message and we h.1te you oow(\\;nk wink). L.-.<;t Mon-
day I alroost spit on the famous P:r.,11broker 52 fuckin dolkm for the l OK 
figuerroo chain my mother ga,e me. Yes, I took it. l got Up against the \¼tll 
hnbits to support, Penthouse h.'lbiL~ to support. Ask far Monttma. Tn,s1 me, 
Somebody is ,till buyin his shit. lt"s not n-.:, 
Why isn·1 he at home taking care of his t\\O sons'! Puffy plea.sc explain 
Mendel', genetic theories to them. 1lust me its on the in1erne1. Why i, Pufty 
shooting people? My father was in a shootout when Ix: Wt~~ se,enteen had 
ten kids from six different ""'nen and stroked out before he turned 27, Papa 
didn't \\e.'\J'no hat. Papa didn't hme no home. Pltffy h:ls a how'<! in the Hamp-
tons, the penthouse with helipon on fifth a,enue. the penthouse on South 
Beach. and Las Vegas. For the rooord Kim Porter, mother of his second 
son Ouistopher. left Puffy. Kim knew about the Jennikr Lopez dres.~ just 
like Hillary knew about the Monica Lewinsky dress. Thoc,c stains ne,er 
come out. 
Pufflhldy and the Family? \\/here's the family? Pu0y's f.'lrllily is divid-
ed: lhosewhogot,,utand those who want out. 1c1on·1c,cpcct youtoremem-
boc Most of you still think that the "one more tin-.:" remix was better tl1an 
the originttl. Puffy did that. And now he got )OU spring bunnies lost in the 
head tighl,,. The year 2(XX) is closer to 1984 than you think. Hme a Happy 
Easter. Puff's viciou~ tirades haw driven many of his untouctlable hit men 
to the cleaners. Mary J. Blige, Jodeci. FaidL 112. Masc. 11,e rno,,1 recent 
: interpretation of Charleton Heston's moses the LOX dn.•w a line in the dust 
between Bad Boy and the sireets. See DJ Self: Let the LOX go. Where"s 
the family? r rnjust not reeling die IO\e. No love for Puff at Club NY. 17-.: 
• Slick Rick-B.I.G. schizo,hyne ison trial lilrmurdercl1311!cs. The "s·· means 
• more than o,-.:. Pulfy's been indicted. NO\v the Jennifer Lopez <ire<;, smr-
:, ring in pres, rele.-.,;es proclaiming hi,. innoccncc. 77,e Je1111ifer Lt>pe:,dlt'ss 
, begsji,r ,mg/, cuiinu,I se.x betiding ow'r the ~itc/u11 table t/11,e rimes a ,la.~ 
A,,d she s,mllm,,. Sort)( bu1 I read thal it in the natiM'll enquirer ta.,1 week. 
Mediacbron., ince<s.'llllly toctw'e Puff)' CPS allegatio," f akc fear; for0uis-
tiru1 slununing in private jet, while the >tcY<.irdc>., wid1 the ,hon gray mini 
: washe.~ Daddy's reet. Serious allegation, brougJ1t 10 the Suprenie Coto, by 
• Phillip Morri,and Chef Bcyardee of gimmick infringement is the latest rev-
: elation in Combs' tumu1tuous deocent. 
Puffy is going to jail and his liOl1S ,viii be basmrcl!.. The Jennili:r Lopel 
dress I hope you're 0,1 the pill. becw,;,c I I.now for a foct he stopped pulling 
oul last June. 
By GtNGt;R F. $KINNER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Before he knew how to 1ie hi s 
shoestrings. Shaheed Colen knew 
what it meant to lose his father. 
Shaheed's f:nher chose the hard 
li fe of the streets and drug,. fol-
lowed by a cold jail cell over the 
ro le of "Dad." Now, Shaheed', 
on ly link to his father are the few-
and far-in -between phone call, 
from a state pri son and their jaded 
small talk that could have been 
and should have been fa1her-to-
son discussions. Although. tho,e 
d iscussions and the paterna l 
support were what many of 
Shaheed·s friends had when 
they were boys. Shaheed say, 
he has become a man. 
despi te his father's absence. 
"I don't feel less fortu -
nate. I' m stronger because 
of it." Shaheed also dis-
mis.es all biller feelings 
towards his father. 
replacing them with a 
greater purpose: finish -
ing college. "I don"t feel 
angry. I don't hold any-
thing against him. But 
now that I'm older. 
sometimes I'd like him 
to be here 10 see that rm 
doing well and in 
school." 
Before Shaheed. now 
nineteen. left Philadelphia 
to come to Howard. he 
made a conscious life-
changing decision. Li\ling 
with hi s mother. Genu,. he 
was rebellio us. often blatant-
ly ignoring her rules. ,peak-
ing harshly 10 her and clinging 
to a group of friend, that ,old 
drugs and embraced the cily 
street::,. 
Shaheed recognizes hi, uncle a, 
the influence that taught him that 
lhere was more to the world than 
Wes t Philadelphia. 
"My uncle often took me out of 
the city. He wa, alway. telling me 
that if I wanted 10 be anything in 
life. I would have 10 change my 
attitude. Being around him and 
seeing how successful he wa~ 
becoming. gradually molded anu 
changed me." 
Shaheed believe, that there is no 
substilutc for a father. but realizes 
that hh uncle was the only man 
who expe lled the ,1igma of being 
another black man who didn't have 
a father growing up . Gradually. 
Shaheed set a goal and realited 
tha1 he needed an educat ion. not a 
father. to see his goal through. 
Shaheed is now a sophomore 
Finance/COB IS major. has expec-
tations of being a successfu l busi-
nessman and is the first in 
his fami ly to go to col-
lege. ' 
On Tuesday 
night '.'I. 
Shaheed 
shows 
" f r 
game on 
the intramur-
al basketba ll 
court of Burr Gym-
nasium. When he and 
teammates. 1he ··original Bang 
Clapper,:· play again,1 team, Ilk<: 
"The Hu,pital." Shaheed doc,n'1 
need hi, fa1hcr to be in the stand,. 
While. Shaheed admit, thM it 
would be nice to have hi, father 
sec 111111 play. and even nicer for his 
father IIO sec him graduate: in May 
2002. he will be depending on hi, 
loving mother. Genus. to be in the 
I WANT DIAMONDS!! LIL KIM IS BACK 
By BKANDI Fotrrn 
Artist: LIL' KIM 
Single: Diamond 
Album: The Notorious K.I.M. 
Record Label: Bad Boy 
Grade: A 
What is taking Kim Jones a.k.a Lil Kim so long lo drop her sopho-
more album? After her debut in 1996 ''Hard-core:· she has only been 
• an appetizer in the world of rap. Her guest appearance on Lil Cease·s 
"I' ll Crush You." Mobb Deep·s "Quiel Storm." along with various R&B 
artists•is the precursor to the long awaited K.I.M. 
After the Donaiella Versace run-way shows. Ice Berg Je:m photo shoots 
perhaps Kim wi ll give us what we·ve all been waiting for. "The Noto-
rious K.I.M.". Scheduled to be released in April, quiet is kepi Lil Kim's 
first single to be dropped is "Diamond." 
On this cul Kim is disciplined lyrically, and makes it c lear that she 
writes her own lyrics. "If I could make it rain I would make it rain dia-
monds/ so that all m)' girls in the world can keep shining/ from princess 
cuts/ to emeralds/ to H-clas'>E:s. Yeah 1 foiled math/ but I push an eclass." 
Kim demonstrates that she ha., matured from "f*****g for car keys" 
to making her own money. On ~'Diamonds." she makes it clear that "if 
you ghetto/ this buds is for you," but in all honesty the fire ligh1er is more 
concerned with keeping her pan1ies on for a decent conversalion. 
With samples from Biggie's "Give Mc One More Chance." and Diana 
Ross· "I Want Muscle,'' the production is smooth, but obviously nol orig-
inal. Kim rides the track like a cow girl. and her raspy voices keeps the 
, horns ;md string instrume1its in check. 
' l 
I 
' 
Yes Lil Kim is not as nasty con1en1 wise. maybe its somelhing in the 
waier. Or better yet Lil Kim is4-ycars-oldcr. Kim is slill a material girl. 
but the difference between her then. and now. she sets the trend. 
··t had b***es rocking the red, yellow, and green wigs/ cats and they 
raps trying to act like Big." 
• 
, rands. Thought; of his mother 
and his home in Philadelphia, 
bring, a smi le to Shaheed', face. 
" I love my moJll to 
death . Some-
ti mes I 
re e I 
ashamed 
of how I u,ed 
to talk to her. Now 1 
know rm ble"cd ... 
Computer Sc.:1cn.:~ major. 
M,chael Orj1. w," a ,elf-pro 
claimed "knucklehead'" before 
coming to Howard l:1't Fall. 
Michael a11ribu1e , much of his 
1rouhlcd adolescence to hi, broken 
relationship with his father. who 
has lived in Nige ria "nee Michae l 
was 10-years old. Since age 10. 
Michael has lived wi th his moth-
er in Laurel, Maryland, and had 
li1tle coniact with his fa 1her and 
say, that his father does not have 
an active role in hi>, life. 
"I don't respect him because he 
isn't doing what he is supposed to 
do with hi& family. He has a ¥ood 
JOb. but he never really lri ed to 
,uppon us." said Michael of his 
fa1her. 
Upon gradua1ing from Laurel 
High School. Michael went 
to Nigeria. where he spent 
1wo years with his father 
in hopes of establishing 
a father-son bond. Yet, 
Michael returned 10 
the United Stntes at 
20. dissatisfied with 
what he sees as his 
father's fai lure to 
try to be under-
standing. A dis-
tance grew 
between Michael 
and his falher 
that now spans 
fanher than the 
ocean that sepa-
rates them. 
Michael. now 
21 and a fresh-
man at Howard, 
refuses to allow 
his resentment 
toward his father 
fetter his advance-
ment. "I had to 
learn the hard way." 
says Michael. who 
worked before decid-
ing to go back to co l-
lege. So far. Michael 
feeb 1hat college has 
hecn difficult but. like 
Shaheed. he too has ,ct a 
goal. 
"I believe that you have 10 
suffer to get what you want," 
,ay, Michael who plans to return 
to Africa at'ler gradua1ing from 
college. 
Michael writes to inspire hi mself 
and adm11, that although he is far 
from a martyr. he has an intense 
spiritual dogma. "My Lord has 
rules and regulation,. My whole 
dream is 10 give my hfc 10 God.'" 
Mic hael says tha t h" fath er', 
absence ha, taught h ,m one thing: 
10 take care of his rc,ponsibilities. 
"You have to treat your family like 
royalty and cherish your children. 
I know that I will alway, support 
my chi ld ren in wha1cver they 
choo,e 10 do ... 
. Black Rob- ''Life Story'' 
lllack Rob. 
By Stl;\TJK\\;\ BRO\\N 
Assistant Lifestyles Editor 
Fi le Ph<lco 
Bad Boy Record's latest artist Black Rob is schedu led to release his 
new album enti tled "Life Story". "Life Story" features singles "PD 
World Tour". "Muscle Game". "Spanish Fly" and the already relea sed 
"Whoa". The a lbum's rcle:1se was delayed over a yea r for a multitude 
of unspecified reason,. Due to lhe mediocre levels of success achieved 
by Bad Boy·, most recent releases ( Born Again- Biggie and Forever-
Puff Daddy). Black Rob", album is highly anticipated. In "Life Story" 
Black Rob di.cusses the 1riab and tribulalions of the world through his 
eyes . 
------------- -
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Haunted House 
(Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven", Part II) 
By Monique Stephens 
Swiftly he came-the ghost, a translucent figure 
Half there, yet and still every where, an omnipresent_ 
She knew that he was gone - but commenced to holding on 
The widow wept at weeping willows while staring out dusted windows 
Lqvelorn, simply torn, no place in broken hearts for scorn, 
Her heart hardened, no pardon, softened like slept-on pillows. 
She checked the time, 11 :59, then heard a tap at her door. 
She hopped up, Could it be Love? 
"Never more," spoke a voice, "Love doesn't Ii ve here any more." 
Then who are you? Creeping through, "I'm watching you," 
She heard a whisper. 
Hair stood erect on her neck, it tingled her spine to her waist 
Aroused her senses, touched on all her dimensions, even her taste 
Silent symphonies struck chords, seductive, chimed Grandfather Time 
It has passed 60 seconds more, then a wrap at door. 
She checked, but found no answer to enhance her. 
The widow at her peak, convinced her self to sleep, 
''I'll stop looking, then love will find me," she supposed with eyes closed, 
But the ghost groaned. "Nevermore." 
Perspiration on satin sheets accompanied her rapid heartbeats 
In her somber sleep, she reflected over being rejected. 
Simultaneously debating the mathematics equation of lost love - dissipating 
It watched for her reaction to being subtracted from her other faction 
Slowly she began to awaken, though so long it had taken 
Sorry silhouettes simpered at trysts she remembered 
Dismantled leery portraits as they lost their importance, 
Suddenly seeming less glorious. Arose she victorious, 
Aroused by sunshine and blue, skyless clouds 
She began to leave, in search of peace and a new Lease 
But then a sudden unease, as again the ghost began to creep through 
''I'm peeping you," it began to implore. 
Spoke she softly to it and closed behind her the door. 
"Never," she sighed. 
"Never," she cried, 
"Never more." 
• 
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\\1HERE'S AN ECHO OUf fHERE! Great loo~s on tne outsiae, ~reat room on tne lnsiae. 
Cruise tne ni~nway at 40 MPG' ... ve~tnrifty. Power? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter ni·tecn 
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credit hist-Ory ouy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details. 
r® TOYOTA real values.everyday,] WMV.~ettcyota.com 
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To Nigon From 
Cece I 
Today I found a fairytale in the chaos of the books 
I sat down to read it and this is what it said : 
One day I met Nigon 
And we shared our hopes and dreams. 
From that day on I knew he was no ordinary man 
And after that day on I was searching for what was real 
in the wor ld; 
Running and searching for the truth of -things, the 
heart that 
Makes living worthwhile. 
And when I found him I strip~ed down my soul and dove 
into 
The sea of everlasting love 
Because he gave to me the gift of sincerity and truth 
And now I know some things that have made my days 
brighter 
Like the power that lies within a word 
And the purity that consecrates a beautiful -man . 
It was that day that I found what God intended love to 
be • 
And He took love and made a man out of it 
And Nigon was his name. . 
- By · CeCe Jones 
''A MAGICAL, MUSICAL, 
ANIMATED MASTERPIECE!" 
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Old Fashion 
Old fashion girl 
Digs her righteous brother 
\ The excellent lovers 
Who stand with big hands 
To hold big hips 
Kissing big lips, them sealing partnerships 
That girl's old-fashioned 
Conceives dreams through passion & 
Breathes life into the vision 
With precision, it's rhythm that keeps her in tune. 
Lyrical melodies swell within the comfort of her womb & 
. As her belly grows round like the full moon 
Her confulence knows it's not a moment too soon 
'Cause old-fashioned girls expect the unexpected 
Mama holds it down when things are getting hectic 
Never mind what you're doing 
Sis got it together you won't forget that smile 
Which radiates ever, like the sun 
She's warm & the girl loves to laugh 
Drinking silly-girl juice from a champagne glass 
Old fashion girls they got a lot of class, 
lvu wish you had the charm an old-fashioned girl has. 
Old fashion girls, they love the Lord 
Walking quick & stead/ ast, they live by the sword 
The woman personifies compassion & virtue, but 
Don't cross this old girl cause you know she will hurt you/ 
Keeping family together when the storm passes through 
And shares the peace which keeps your spirit anew 
Inspires young girls to believe [that] whatever they do, 
The Old Fashion Girl essence dwells deep within you. 
Maisha ~ladylyfe~Perkins 
Restaurants. Cinen1as. 1\nd 1naybc, just maybe. the per<on ut your drevrns. l·111d 11 all right 
outside your spacious ne1¾ apartment hon1e at ·rhe Blairs. in Silver 5prinq's new l)o,vnto,,n. 
Or, hop on Metro and be in the heart of DC in five m,nu:es. 
The Blairs - with it~ 
student population and 
non-stop activity, this is 
,vhere: Fun lives. 
• 
n1n 
Blair House 
(301) 585-8525 
Large. Luxury .l\partn1ent Homes -
• 
• 
Blair Towers 
(301) 585-4664 All Utilities lncluded. Next to Metro 
Blair Plaza 
(301) 587-2000 
Blair East 
(301) .-589-4500 
and surrounded by excitement in the 
new Do,vntown Silver Spring. 
• 
Where you are in life. tlie Blairs 
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Untitled 
by Alexis Jackson 
I was caught up lost and bound 
by the love I once had 
Sometimes you have to be missing physically 
in order to be found mentally 
As I peered out the window at Gotham City 
I could feel you 
and understood the anguish and displacement 
that runs through you like the River Styx 
you're like the intelligent hoodlum 
trying to survive in the Bricks 
your words cut through my heart 
• 
because I knew once broadcast transmission set in 
that my words would radiate in all directions 
echoing off each chamber in your heart 
A sweet song sung with the emotion of predecessors 
issuing true confessions of what you are searching for 
our love story is like the Bronx Tale 
but ended like Edgar Allen Poe's echoing "Nevermore" 
and your eyes chanted like Souls of Mischief 
"Never no More" 
• 
Seeing your ebony skin shine glistening 
like lightning hitting the sun 
and the only song that rocked 
in my head was "I Adore" 
because I do 
Black Voodoo is like Black Roots 
secretive with an unforetold magic 
that keeps the equilibrium 
and my heart spoke but 
the words choked and went back down 
because you must experience . 
someone who truly loves you emotionally 
in order to be lost physically and then found . 
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later on Fri 
Satu11 nights~ 
\Vherever the n1ghtlif e takes you, ~1etrorail 
and bus service 1vill get you there - and back. 
Because on Fridays and Saturdays, rail stations 
no1v close between 12 30 and 130 am. So 
before you call it a night, check at the station 
to see when vour last train de11arts. For details ; , 
log on to www.wmata.com and click on 
The RideGuide. 
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Men's Title Wide Open for Five Teams 
By JOIIN·J Oll'I Wll,LIAMS IV 
Hi I hop Siaff Writer 
Injuries and Jos-,es of key players have changed 
1he course of 1he men·s 1ournamen1 1his year. 
Auburn. who was a serious final four con-
1ender, 10s1 leading scorer Chris Por1cr indefi-
ni1ely for NCAA violmions. S1. John's slar guard 
/:rick Barkley was suspended for a violaiion as 
well. 
l The loss of Player of the Year Kenyon Martin 
hurl Cincinna1i 10 the poinl of no re1urn. The 
Bearcals chances of a national championship 
were slashed when Marlin broke a bone in hi, 
leg. Before 1he injury Cincinna1i looked great. 
The Bearca1s had a grcal mix of guards and po,1 
players 1ha1 got lhe job done. 
(i:inncinatti"s loss opened the door for aboul five 
1dms to have serious chances at a 1i1le. Thmple, 
Michigan S1a1e, Duke. Arizona. and Srnnford 
haye 1he bes1 chance of winning 1hc n:Hional 
ch~mpionship. 
Wildcats Will Pounce Opponents 
The Wildca1s are similar 10 Cincinnali in 1ha1 
1hey 100 Josi a major pos1 player. Loren Wood, 
w:is avernging 15.6 poims, 7.5 rebounds. 1.4 
assists, and 3.9 blocks before suffering a back 
injury Ihm will keep him out of the tournament. 
Unlike Cinncinati. Arizona has proven that ii 
can win without its big man. Cinncinati has not. 
Wilhoul Woods. Atizona bea1 Stanford. Wi1h 
Kenyon Martin, Cinncinaii lost miscrnbly 10 
Saini Louis. . 
1 Arizona. like Duke, relies on the 1alen1, of a 
freshman poinl guard named Jason. Jason Gard• 
ner has been an impact player for Ariwna. aver• 
aging 12.9 poinls, 3.7 rebounds. 4.9 a"is1s. rmd 
l .6 s1e:ils per game. Garner is an extremely fast 
player. He is able 10 drive end-to-end. He is also 
ex1remely pesky on defense. 
Joining Garner in the backcourt is fellow fresh• 
man Gilbert Arenas. Arenas comple1es the dou 
Please See MEN, B6 
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NCAA Women's Basketball Tournament 
Full of Old Favorites 
By JOIIN•J OIII', WtLI.IMIS JV 
Hi I hop Staff Wri1er 
Who would have thunk ii? Women·s colle-
giale basketball and 1he Universi1y of Ten-
nessee survived a year without Chamiquc 
Holdsclaw. Many fell 1hn1 when the 1wo-1ime 
Player of the Year wen1 on 10 a WNBA career 
wi1h 1he Washington Mystics. women·scoUege 
basketball and the Thnnessee Lady Vols would 
lose the moinentum e:,ch h:id gained in rccen1 
years. But that wasn·1 the case. lns1ead. 
women's baske1b:ill has gone through a rebirth 
of sorls. Names like Dawn Staley. Sheryl 
Swoopes, and Lisa Leslie have been replaced 
with 1hmika Cmching. Shea Ralph. and Bcuy 
Lennox. and 1hal's just the lip of 1he iceberg. 
Players today are playing wi1h more versa1il• 
i1y 1han ever. Oklahoma forward Phylesha 
Whaley averaged 20.6 ppg and 8.2 rpg while 
;,ianding 5" JO". At 6T'. Universily of Con• 
necticut small forward Svetlana Abrosimova 
has crealed match-up problem, for ,mailer 
opponent, all year long. Purdue, 6' I" guard 
Kalie Douglas (21.2 ppg) can play c,cr> rosi• 
1ion on the noor including poin1 guard. This 
year can be best summed up "'ith one word: 
parity. That doesn·1 mean thal lhe champi-
onship is necessarily up for grabs though. Of 
course this years tournamenl will have iis 
share ofupse1s. bul there are only abom six or 
seven team, capable of winning the "hole 
thing. 
Connec1icut. Tonnessec. Louisiana Tech, 
Georgia. Rmgers. Iowa S1a1c. and Penn Stale 
are the s1ronge,1 team, 10 contend for a nation-
al championship. 
In Connecticut Bird's The Word 
Whal a difference a year makes. La,1 se,,son. 
the Univcrsi1y of Connec1icu1 Hu,kics were 
hindered by injuries. Fresh1m111 point guard 
Please See WOMEN, B7 
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ble-digit scoring backcourl. 
Arenas averages 15.0 poinls. four 
rebounds. two assists. and two 
s1eals. 
Burgess ii seemed thal Duke 
would be going through a 
rebuilding year. Not much was 
expeclcd of the Blue Devils. 
A ll lhat remained was forward 
Shane Bat11cr. forward Chri> 
Carrawell. and guard Nate Jame,. 
Aside from Ba11ier. Carrawcll 
Tumple's Peppy Sanchez 
Owls Have Eyes on 
Prize 
Coach John Chaney's famous 
matchup zone defense might win 
him a na1ion<1I championship this 
year. 
Pepe Sanchez i, the perfect 
point guard. Ile is an extension 
of Chancy on the court. Sanchez 
is an excellent ballhandler and 
passer. Sanchez averages 6.3 
point\, 5.6 rebonds. 8.3 assists. 
and 3.5 steals per game. He doe, 
a little bit of everything to ensure 
that h" team wins. 
and James were basically role 
players. Neither of them wa, c,er 
the go-to player. So head coach 
Mike Krty1.ewski had In do 
something in a hurry. 
Duke's Jason \Villiams 
Carrawell i, tied lor top team 
scoring honor, ( 17 7 ppg), and " 
second on 1hc team lll rebound• 
ing (6.1 rpg). 
Shane Battier also average, 
17.7 point,. He also average, 5.6 
rebound,. The most 11npressive 
:-ilall:-illC about B,Lt1icr i, hl~ 
tl\rce point shooting percentage. 
Nate Jame, i, another double 
dig11 scorer He averages 10.9 
points, -l.2 rebounds. 1.9 n"ists. 
and I .4 steals. 
Cardinal Will Fly High 
Stanford ha, shown signs of 
genius al l season long. The Car-
dinal 1eam ha, taken advantage 
of its site advantage down low 10 
make itself a contender for a 
national champion,hip. 
Senior Mark Madsen makes it 
happen for the 1e:1m. Jl.lad,en 
doesn't lead the 1eam in scoring 
but as far a, heart and emotion. 
the 6'9 .. forward is second to 
none. He ;n,pirc\ his teammate..; 
to play their best ball and plays 
with the in1e11sit} needed for a 
win. Madsen average, 12.6 
points. 9.2 rebounds. and 1.2 
a,,b,t, per game. 
Joining Madsen down low is 
Jarron Collin, At 6' 10". Collins 
"a big body tha1 can score ( 11 .6 
ppg) and rebound (6.6 rpg). 
Casey Jacobsen i, effective on 
1hc wing. He lead, the 1eam in 
,coring ( 1-1.-l ppg) 
Duke's Shane Battier 
lrnrn behind the arc. average, 
12.5 points pcl" cn111es1. When 
he·, not ,coring. fellow guard 
Michael McDonald ge1, 1he Job 
done. E,·en though McDonald 
average, five points per game. 
he can knock down the outside 
shot. McDonald ,hoots 36.4 per-
cent from hehind the arc. 
Stanford pl.1y, e,cellcnt 
dcfcn,e. The Cardinal led the 
n.11ion in hdd goal percentage 
defern,e (.1-1,X percent) 
Spartan's Will Spear 
Competition 
Michigan State " nn a roll. 
Af1er winning, the Big Ten cham-
pionship 1hc Spartans appear tu 
be on a mission. The Spartan, arc 
also trying to bc11er their nation-
al ,enufinal loss to Duke lasl 
year. 
a,,i~•~. ~rnd I.:? ,rcah ptt ~me. 
When the backcourt i,n·1 scor· 
,ng or controlling the fiow nf the 
ba,kc1ball game, forward Morris 
Peterson get, the job done. Peter• 
,on lead, the team in scoring 
Conch Chaney ha, never made 
it 10 a final four. and th" " his 
year. Hi, team is good enough to 
shut down any team in the coun-
try. The only problem is the 
offense. Defense is 1101 a problem 
for this team. If Temple connects 
and find, a rhythm. then oppo-
nents are in trouble. 
He reloaded with a 1,dented 
group of fre,hmcn 1 hat ha,e 
proved th,11 they can phi} \\ ith 
1he best team, in the n:111011. The 
freshmen arc led by point guard 
Jason William,. Williams is 
averaging 1-l.3 point,. 4.1 
rebounds. 6 . .l assist\. and l l 
Meals. \Villiams does an excel-
lent Job nf dis1ribu1ing the ball 
and making smart dccisiom, on 
the court. He play, wi1h the po"e 
and confidence of a veteran point 
guard and " capable of leading 
the Blue De, ils 10 a national 
championship. Mike Dunleavy 
Jr. bring, versit,lity 10 Duke. 
Dunleavy's 9.8 points are an 
added plus when he comes off 
the bench. With Dunleavy, Duke 
doesn't lose :my scoring. Center 
Car lo, Boozer average, 12.8 
point,, and 6.2 rebounds. Buol-
er connccb, on most of hi\ shots. 
He shoots 62.8 percent from 1he 
field. His mobility works to 
Duke's uptempo pace 
Stanford's Mark Madsen 
This is Ma1een Cleave,· last 
year to win a nationa l champi-
onship. and the sen ior point 
guard" going to dn whatever he 
can to make this happen. Cleaves 
averages 11.2 poinls. 1.6 
rebound,. 7 _.g assists. and 1.6 
steab. Cleaves is the cmotiom,1 
leader needed to lead Michigan 
State to a champion,hip. He is 
joined in the backcourt by Char-
1 ie Bell. Bell averages 12.6 
poinl>. -1.6 rebounds, three 
Ohio's Scoonie Penn 
Blue Devil 's 
Dominate 
Might 
With the loss <lf Elton llrand, 
Corey Maggette. William Avery, 
Trajan Langdon. ~nd Chris 
The biggest surprise of the sea-
son has been Chris Carrawell. 
Battier shoots -17.3 percent from 
bel1111d the uc. Thi- cre.ite, 
matchur problems 1,,r opponent,. 
At 6'8". Bat11cr i, able to battle 
in lhe pam1 .md take the outside 
jumper. ,1 deadly comb1n,11ion. 
2 MIND-TE· DRILL. 
Can We Talk? 
KiMOTHY K. BROWN 
Managing Editor 
There·, certain things people at Howard don't like 
miking about for some reason. Religion. sexuality, and 
in 1he athlet ic depart ment', case, Howard sports. 
What is 1hc deal'! Whoever said talk is cheap was not 
referring to the .. Mecca:· The sports department at 
The Hilltop has to virtua lly sell its souls just to get 
one measly quote from some of these people. 
Certain coaches. players and a1hlctic directors (note: 
there'\ only one athletic director) have this .. no talk .. 
policy when dealing with our writers. Covering 
Howard !'lport:-i i, depres,ing as it b. so wt king to us 
could nut possibl y hurt. Th:ink God for tennis, bad-
minton, lacrosse and table tennis. because I \\OUld he 
full of negativity every week. But of course I'm not 
here to criticize Howard atbletics. I JU>t write about 
what I see. 
People around Howard think their phones arc tapped 
and The Hilltop is the FBI or CIA. Even during casu-
al conversations on 1he Yard. people alw:1ys a,k if 
they're on 1hc record. On the record? Take it easy. I'm 
not always writ ing a story. Believe it or 1101. the life 
of a ,ports reporter doc, 1101 alway, revolve around 
finding out the ,coop. The SPORTSWcek staff', mis-
smn is 10 help How,1rd sports, not hurl it. 'I he admin-
istration ha, already done that. 
Earlier this year. a press re lease was sent to our 
offices regarding the new women·, golf team. Like a 
true journalist. I visited the office of the athle1ic direc-
1nr 10 ge1 the full story. But he acted as ii the whole 
thing was:, big secret. The fax \\as from his office 
for crying out lpud. I tell you, ever since Kirk Sau lny 
Since Stanford ha, such a pow-
erful frontcourt. the backcourt h 
open to dr,11n 1he outside shot 
David Moseley usually benefits 
from the low post attention. 
Moseley. who shoots 45 percent 
lost his Joh. it seems like everybody is afraid of the 
.. biJ.( bad wolr' in the Administration building. I know 
a lot of people dislike The Hilltop. but not all ol us 
arc bad. 
If the athletic department put as much time and 
effort into finding quality head coaches as it does 
dodging student reporiers. maybe the Universi ty will 
have sports teams the Howard community can be 
proud of.'Fine. don·, talk 10 us. We'll show you. I'll 
cover so-called .. lesser .. sports. I know this is petty. 
but sometimes I can be a petty person. 
Here·, another example. Kevin S1ewart. tlie sports 
editor, visitc9 the new baseball coach earlier this 
month to get a feel of the team ·s personali1y this year. 
He already knew the team's record and stats. 11·, not 
hard to find :1 losing team's record and st:itistics 
online! But the coach had thi s .. holier than thott" atti-
tude. How can the brand new baseball conch have an 
ego, especially fol lowing a coach like C huck Hin1on'/ 
By 1he way, the basebal l 1ea111·s curren1 rccoru is 
about 1-16. 
16.6 points. 6.4 rebounds. 1.3 
a"isis. and 1.3 ,tea ls per game. 
Michigan State ha< a deep· 
bench. Four players .iveragc fi'Ve 
nr more point, per game. The 
team is experienced and has 
played a good schedule. 
Most of the sports stnff is about to graduate anyway 
sn go ahead and 1esi u,. If people around campus 
haven't noticed, I never ha,~ a problem saying what 
hon my mind . If this is how the ath letic department 
will behave next year. I feel ,orry for my successor. 
One thing I never appreciated was people who were 
afraid to say what they felt. Many people on this cam-
pus are yel low. 
On the other hand. Sanya 1ykr. the head women's 
basketball coach. is the easiest Htlward coach tO ialk 
to. She never has a prohlem breaking it down for the 
paper. 'lyler is hands down the best interviewee. She 
b always honest. In addition, she never has a prob-
lem talking even when 1he team is defeated. Maybe 
if al l coaches were that way. I wouldn't seem so bit-
ter all the time. I like her ... a lot! 
To 1he athletic departmcm: don't think of this col-
umn as a threat. Rather. treat it like a promi>c! If you 
continue to keep your mouths shut and foi l to disclose 
importalll information regardi ng Howard at hletics. 
then I'll just have 10 come 10 time, \\0rse for the next 
issue. 
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Sue Bird played cigh1 games before 
missing the rest of 1he season with a 
torn ACL. But this season_ the Huskies 
have domina1ed the regular season. 
The Huskies are b."tsically the same 
learn they were a year ai:.O- The only 
PhOU'lt\ COUrl"(..")' of Stn..'Cb and Smith 
Georgia's Kelly Miller 
difference h ai 1he point guard posi-
tion. Wi1h the .iddilion of Bird, the 
Hoskie., ha,.., gone 30-1. The 5'9" 
gunrd has averaged 10.7 poinls. 4.5 
assis1s, and 1.9 sieal,. She shoo1s 50.S 
• perce111 from lhe field and48.6 percenl 
from behind the arc. Bird has truly 
made the difference for 1he Huskies. 
With Bird back. Connec1icu1 is 1he 
clear-cut favorite, TI1ey have dominat• 
ed opponents all ,eason long. The 
Huskies only blemish came .u 1he 
hands ofTunnessee. a team 1hc Hu,kies 
had already beat earlier in the season. 
The Husk ies are extremely deep. 
Bc.,idc.s Bird, 1he Huskies have two 
other MVP candidaies in shoo1ing 
guard Shea Ralph and forward Svet-
lana Abrosimova. Ralph ( 14.7 ppg) 
leads Connecticut in scoring :md ranks, 
among the nation's bes1 in field goal 
percentage (63 percen1). She has the 
ability to get herself open during the 
fist break. resulting in easy baskets. 
When defenders ca1ch thc6'o·· Ralph 
and foul her, she is one of the best fin-
ishers in the game. She is also great 
from the free throw line. At 80 percent 
Ralph ranks among the nation's 
best from 1hc foul line. Svetlana 
Abrosimova also creates havoc for 
defenders. Abrosimova can hil the 1rey 
(38.5 percent) and connects with mos1 
of her field goals (49.5 percent). The 
Russia nmh'l! can do i1 all. She can 
rebound (6.2 rpg), pass (3,8 apg). and 
play defense ( 1.8 spg). She is the 1otal 
package. 
On the inside. the Huskies depend on 
i1s trio of 6'2" sophomores 10 get the 
job done .• Firs1 1here is T.1mika 
Williams. When Williams (8.4 ppg) 
geLs the ball in the post, she is auto-
matic. William, shoots 7 L3 percent 
from the field. She also can do her 
MIDWEST 
share of rebounding (3.4 rpg). Asjha 
Jones averages 8.4 poin1s and 4,9 
rebounds. Jo11es connecLs on almost 
half her shots from the Ooor(49.2 per-
cenl FG). Swin Cash rounds out the 
bunch. Cash averagc.s 9.8 poin1s and 
5.5 rebounds. Cash is also effec1ive 
averaging 52 percem from the field. Al 
the cenler position. tlie Huskies rely on 
Kelly Schumacher 10 get the job done. 
At 6'5", Schumacher a,oeragc, five 
points. 3.7 rebounds. and 1,6 blocks 
per game. She conncc1s on 54.6 per• 
cent of her field goals. 
If there is one weak link in the 
Huskies armor, ii would ha,.., to be m 
1he cen1er spot. Aside from Sclm-
macher. the Huskies don't have much 
depth at this position. Teams like Ten-
nessee, who has 6'6" center Michelle 
Snow. will be able 10 lake advantage of 
Connec1icu1. Though 1his could be the 
only vulnerable spot. the re>t are rock 
solid. 
The Year of the Bulldog? 
Georgia has played extremely well 
this season. The Bulldogs beat Ten-
nessee this year. and dominated the 
South Eastern Conference. This was 
due largely in part to Kelly Miller. 
Miller. a 5' JO" guard. averages 15.7 
poinls, 4.4 rebounds, 4.6 assists, and 
2.2 steals n game. Miller's twin ,is1er 
Coco avcr:,ges I 5.1 points. 3.3 
rebounds, 3.4 assisis. and 1.6 steals per 
game, 
In the pos1, Georgia is led by De.wa 
Nolan. Nolan, a 6'0" forward. averages 
12.6 points, 4.7 rebounds. 3.2 assists . 
,md 1.6 steals. Nolan makes up for her 
lack of heigh1 with her agili1y. Her 
0011:hAndy Landers claims that Nolan 
can leap live inches above 1he rim, 
'fawana McDonald , a 6'4'' cen1cr. 
Coach Pat Summit is coaching. While 
at Tonnes,ce she has led 1he Lady Vol, 
10 723 win, and six national champi-
onship,. TI1is year Summit seeks an 
unprecedented ,cvcnih m11i,mal cham-
pionship. Wi1h 1he mlem Summi1 has. 
Tonne= has a g()(,d chance of win-
ning a rimional champion,hip. 
Tamika Ca1ching i, Chamique Hold-
Connec1icur! Th:u\ a different ,1ory. 
Rutger's Scarlet Letter is 
"W', 
Ru1gers might be the number two 
>eed. but when the Scarlet Knighls 
lake the courl they definitely play like 
a top seed. Leading Rutgers ;.. the 
'Iennes.see's Tomika Catchings 
sclaws successor. Catching. a 6' I" for-
wnrd can shoot the ball from ou1,ide 
and score down low. Catching a,oerages 
15.5 points. 7 5 rebounds, 2.7 a"i,1s, 
and 2.8 s1eals. 
Small forward Scn,cka R:mdall a1'l!r• 
age-, 14.2 poillls, 5.1 rebounds. 1wo 
assi;1s, and 2.1 s1eals. Center Michelle 
Snow averages. 12.4 points. 6A 
rebounds, and 1.2 blocks. Freshmen 
shooting guard Kara Lawson avemges 
14. 1 points,4.3 rebounds. three assisls. 
and 1.5 s1cals per game. 
Wi1h all 1hesc scorers and Tonnessee's 
backcourt of 5'6" point guard T:•shn 
Poin1er (9.6 ppg. 5.3 apg) and 5' JO" 
,hooting guard Shawnella Stewart 
(15.3 ppg. 6.5 rpg), one of the most 
d) namic duos jn 1he nation. 
1hmmy Suuon-Brown (9 ppg, 4.5 
rpg) use, her 6'4'" frame 10 gh'l! Rut• 
geni an in1imitla1ing pos1 presence. 
When Suuon-Brown ge1, the ball 
down Jo,v. she is autommic. She ,hoo1s 
53.3 percent from the field. It is imper• 
ative that Sutton-Brown s1ay in 1he 
game because sl\C ha, a 1endcncy 10 get 
into foul trouble. Aside from Suuon• 
Brown, Ru1gers is lacking in po,1 pres• 
ence. 
Rutgers is the Temple of1he \\'01nen's 
tournament They s1ick a suffocating 2-
3 matchup zone defense on opponcnis 
that allows just 52.9 poims a game. 
Like Thmple. Rutgers is la.:king in tl\C 
offense. The Scarlet Knigh1s avenige 
61.9 poi ms per conies!. Offense might 
be a problem for Rutgers but ils true 
,veapon doesn't score or play in any 
games. Coach C. Vivian Stringer has 
ama,sed over 600 wins in her 28 sea-
sons of co:1ching and has taken three 
sepan,1c 1cmns 10 1he NCAA 10urna-
me111. If anyonc can put a --w· for win 
on 1his team's chesls. its Stringer. 
Iowa State Looks to 'Frese' 
Competition 
UCONN's Shea Ralph 
Iowa S1ate was the surprise of last 
year's tournament The cyclones upset 
Connec1icu1 64-58 in the Mideast 
Regional semifinals before losing in 
the Mideast Regional finals to Geor-
gia. 89-7 I. Wjth cooch Bill Fr.nnelly 
at tl\C helm, Iowa S1:11e ha.< gained 1he 
confidence needed to make a run at a 
national championship. The loss 10 
Georgia lasl year migh1 have been 
hear1breaking; bu1 it was beneficial. 
This year the cyclones returned a 
majority of 1he 1eam 1ha1 made it so 
avcmgcs 12.4 points, 8.5 rebounds, 
oneassis1, J.2,ieals.and2-6 blocks per 
game. 
The Lady Bulldogs have the righ1 
mix of size, scoring. ,md athleticism to 
win a naiional championship. 
Summit's Lady Vols Pre-
pare for Seventh Title 
Tennessee is women's basketball. 
track record. ii migh1 seem like Tun• 
ncssee ,vould be a definite nauonal 
champion. The true problem wi1h Ten-
nessee is at the poinl guard posi1ion. 
Summit ha.s 1101 come up with a con-
sistent starting poin1 guard )>el. She just 
moved Lawson 101he poim guard posi-
tion. TI1a1 will hurt her point produc-
tion. 
Point guard or no point guard, Sum-
mit finds a way 10 win. Will she beat 
WEST 
deep into the tournament Iowa Stale 
has managed 10 preserve a good 
inside/ou1side combination. Point 
guard Smcy Fn.-se lead~ the 1hree-point 
arsenal that ha., wreaked havoc for 
zone defenses all year· long. Frese, a 
lif1h-ycar senior. doe, a liule bit of 
e,oerything she can 10 help her team 
win. From scoring 14.3 pointslodi,h-
ing out 5. 1 a.ssi,ts per game, 1he 5·g·· 
Frese is the glue that holds thi, te,un 
ioge1her. Did I men1ion 1ha1 Frese 
scorches the neh on :1 regular basis'! 
She ,hoo1s 4 I .5 percent from 1he field 
and a deadly 45, I percent from beyond 
1he arc. When Frese i,ri'1 making great 
plays or putting the ball in the hole, her 
supporiing ca\! gets the job done. 
Megan Taylor. a 5' Ir· guard, avemge-, 
13.2 poin1s per game. She can .ilso 
ligh1 ii up from downtown. Taylor 
shoo" 41.1 percenl from behind lhe 
arc. Center Angie Welle, a 6 · 4 .. sopho-
more. lead, the te.im in scoring ( 15.5 
ppg) and rebounding (8.6 rpg). For-
w·ard Desiree Francis abo lx!lance, 
ou1 Iowa Staie', perimeter loaded 
squad. Franc;,., a 6'0" senior, average, 
13.4 points and 6.3 reboumL, per con-
te~t. ., 
Lady Lions Claw Way Back 
to Top 
Cooch Rene Ponland ha., Penn S1a1e 
in 1he bc,t shape for a naiional chan1, 
pion,hip since 1994. Wi1h a good mix 
of defense, maturity ,md shoo1ing. 1he 
Lady Lions are poised 10 claw their 
way through the tournament and make 
its liri,t linal four appearance. TI1e key 
to this team starts at 1he point guard 
posi1ion. Al S"T, Helen Darling migh1 
not appear to be fierce. but she ha., the 
heart of a lion. Darling is :unong 1he 
best poini guards in the country. Her 
7.7 assisis per game ranks her second 
in 1he naiion. Darling also is a defen-
sive stopper. She m'l!rnges a learn high 
three steals per game, and de-spite aver• 
Iowa State's Stacy Frese 
aging 10.3 poin1s. Darling ,v-.i.s named 
Big Ton conference Player of the Year. 
Joining Darling in the backcourt is 
sharp-shooting gunrd Lisa Shepard. 
Shepard, a 5' 11" junior. averages 12,9 
Von'nc,111 11 
Texas TBCII s 
Tar1n, T-tu:h 14 
Ci. Washington 1 
UCLA 10 
Hotro Dame 2 
San Oie10 16 
G-uorgi.n I 
Montana 18 
r.,;cttigan 
• 
Scaoto.-d s 
No111t Carofina 5 
Marne 12 
UCS,8artwra 
• 
Rice 13 
O,e9on-
" VAB 1f 
M,ss_ St.ita 3 
SL P1>t1tr's 14 
Texa5 1 
St. Joseeh's 10 
Rut9ers 2 
Holy CzO$$ 16 
poinh per gan,e, and shoots 41.9 per• 
ceni from 1hrce-poi111 range. In 1he 
post Penn State i, led by 6' 3" center 
Andrea Garner. Garner m'l!r.ige, 14.8 
poinh, and 8.6 rebounds per con1es1. 
Garner also a\'erages an impre~ive 2.1 
blocks per game. Maren Walseth gives 
the Lady Lions a fourth player who 
scores in double digit,. Walseth. a6'3" 
forw:,nt average, 13.9 points per game 
and give, the Lady Liun, another big 
body in 1he p,lin1. Wuh Penn S1a1e's 
Jx1Janced oflen-.e. the Lady Lions will 
give opponenh many matchup prob-
lems. Po>! piny is the key to 1hi, te= \ 
,uccc". If Garner and WaJ;,eth con-
nect it will open 1he out"de .J\01 for 
Penn S1a1e. lf the guard, are able to 
UCONN's Svetlana Abrosi-
mova 
knock down the 1hree, this 1eam is vir-
1ually un>1oppable. 
Tech's Tandem to Tear 
Tournament Apart 
Coach Leon Barmore has hi, team 
poised for a 1hird consecu1ive final 
four appearance, TI1is ,eason if the 
Lady Toch;ter,, get to the final four, i1 
will be due to its dynamic duo in the 
backcour1.1l11nicha Jackson and Beuy 
Lenno, are the best backcourt in 1hc 
country. 
Jack'°n, a 5'6" point guard, averages 
15.4 points. 2.4 rebounds, and 3.3 
assists. Lennox, a 5'8" ,hooting guard. 
a,oemges 17 .5 point,, 5.9 rebounds. 
3.6 as_,ist,. and thre~ steal, per game. 
The two are seriOLI> WNBA prospects 
who already play like professionals. 
TI,ey have tlie speed and the sho1s 10 
comend with any defender. They also 
have the abiLity 10 crea1e their own shot. 
This is beneficial because this allows 
Louisiana Thch 10 not have 
to rely on plays as a source of offe,t-.e. 
Opposing teams will not be able to 
read 1heir offensi,oe sels. When Lennox 
gets on 1he court, :my ,hot is fair game. 
. Le11nu, shoot, from everywhere on the 
floor. The problem for most opponent, 
is that she usually connecls on moM of 
her shois. Lennox shoots 48 percent 
from 1he field :md 42 percent from 
behind the arc. There bn'1 much of a 
difference with fackson. Jackson 
shoots 50 percent from 1he field :md 37 
percent from behind the arc. 
• 
• 
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Bison Bowling Takes Competition to Another Level 
By M oNi,;'SIIA J EMIA CARTER 
Hill1op Staff Wri1er 
Bowling is wha1 the typical Howard student has done 
for recreation at leasr once in their li fe. Bur for a select 
few. bowling is one of their grear loves. 
"I did it for free for nine years. The money is nor why 
I started coaching here ar Howard," said Howard Uni-
versiry bowling couch Jesse Baron. 
Nor unril rhree years ago did Baron start gelling paid 
pan-rime for coaching women's bowling. Baron coach-
es both rhe men's and women's bowling teams full-rime. 
plus drives them in a 15-passenger van 10 all rheir 
matches in places as far as Penn Stare University on 
weekends. 
"We've ~pent many hours in 1ha1 van:· Baron said. 
Baron firsr fell his love for bowling during his college 
years ar Tuskegee Universiry afrer graduaring in 1968. 
Baron continued to pursue his rhe sport during his time 
in the mi litary when he was starioned in Korea. Later 
he arrived ,u Howard and proved his dedicmion 10 the 
sport and 10 the men's and women's bowling ream. 
The student recreation center in Blackburn has a 
bowling alley which b the practice ,ire for the bowling 
teams. The bowlers come 10 put in rhe time it rake, to 
become grear bow Jers. 
"When it's time IO leave they pack up and go bowl 
some where else." said Baron gleefully. 
As a resu h of the teams· participarion in both rhe 
EPMIBC (Easrern Pennsylvania Maryland lnrercollc• 
giare Bowling Conference) and rhe MEAC, rhcse two 
reams have sraycd compe1i1ivc both as a ream and indi-
vidually. Srill in rrnnsition from a club sport 10 a schol-
arship sport Bnron ~aid. "The team b making leaps and 
bounds as far as improvement is concerned.'' 
Until recenrly, women's bowling al Howard was not a 
sporr 1ha1 offered scholarship opporruniries. Now 
rhanks 10 the consideration of the Univcrsiry. and rhe 
dedicarion of 1he women's team and coaches. they 
receive scholarships for bringing their ralcnr, 10 Howard 
University. Baron said thar rhis should encourage or her 
talenred bowlers 10 consider Howard when selec1ing a 
univcrsiry. U11for1una1ely. rhe men's bowling ream b st ill 
experiencing linancrnl srruggle, because rhey have nor 
been given the scholarship opportunirics as of yer. But 
rhc ream is abour 10 receive some financial support for 
purchasing equipmcnl 
"Ball, cost at least S300 per ball. and rhe average play-
er has abou l three lo rive balls,'' said Baron. "You need 
al kast two.soft balls and al least one hard ball." 
As a result of Baron's athlelic and intellecrual abili• 
tics in bowling, the ,even women on rhe bowling re:,m 
have had rhc fundamcnral coaching supporr needed for 
rhcir success. The women's ream placed third in borh 
rhc EPMIBC and rhe MEAC conferences this p:1s1 sea-
son. Freshman Lillibeth Jones had rhe second-highesr 
ovcrnll pin count in 1he EPMIBC. Burori a11ribu1es 
much of her bowling ralenrs lo her ··mechanics and her 
participarion in bowling camp,:· Jones wa, offered a 
scholarship 10 Morrhead • one of the top bowling 
schools in rhc counrry. hur ins1e:1d chose 10 become a 
parr of rhe Howard legacy. Jone, hard work and pre-
vious bowling experience through rhc years ha, paid off. 
In addirion the seven men who have dedicated them-
selves to the ream sray very cohesive on and off the 
alley. Most <lfrhe men bowlers don' r have previous pro-
fessional bowling experience and therefore have ro 
work to catch up. The average profe\\ional bowler s1ar1-
ed bowling between rhe ages of eight and IO years old. 
Torrence Adams a junior. has been the tc:,m caprain for 
rhe men for the past rhrec years. "He is level-headed. 
works hard and lbrens carefully for in,rrucrion.'' nores 
Coach Baron. 
Even rhough rhe season has ended.:, picrure comes 10 
Baron\ mind. Those early Sarurday mornings in rhe van 
en route 10 another march is a weekly routine from Sep-
rcmber 10 February. With two marches on Sarurday and 
rwo on Sunday. bowling ha, raken on a new meaning. 
Through rnin. s leer. or snow. like 1he mail. rhe game 
musr go on. 
Pirates Plunder Bison in Tournament TitklXhelps women~ sports 
and a lot of nll~ women wouldn't be 
where tliey are now if ii wererir for Iha! 
being insti1u1ed:· 
By K EVIN D . STE\\I\RT 
Sports Ediror 
No. I seed Lady Bison lost a 17-point 
firs t-half lead before losing in the seimi• 
fi nals of the Mid-Eastern Athleric Confer-
ence tournament ro rhe fifrh-seeded Hamp-
ton Lady Pirares lasr Friday 70-67 ar rhe 
Richmond Col iseum. In what can simply be 
described as the b iggest upset of the tour-
namenl. Howard commirted 29 rurnovers 
and cou ldn't find an answer 10 Hampron 
guards Lineni Noa, Jessica Faus! and 
Lashondrn Dixon. ' 
Hampton ( 15-14).was able 10 bear fourrh-
secded Coppin S1a1e on Noa·s last-second 
sho r rhe previous day 10 end up facing the 
Lady Bison. 
Howard. which led 31- 14. fell beh ind 69-
60 before rallying 10 ger within 70-67 with 
I :46 left 10 play in rhe game. Bur Hamp-
to n' s Faust made a jumper wi th I :08 
remain ing. Dixon sto le rhe ball from 
Howard's Regan Carter and made a 15-foot 
shot five seconds later to c linch rhe vic to-
ry. 
Faus r scored 12 poinrs and made six 
assisrs. Noa scored a ll I J of her poinrs in 
the second half. and Dixon added 15 poinrs. 
Collectively, Hampton's guards disrupted 
the Howard offense 1hroughou1 rhe final 25 
min ures. during whic h t ime Hampton 
ou tscored the Bison 64-36. 
Howard had bearen Hampton rwice rhis 
season and had caplllred the MEAC regu-
lar season championship. The Bison had a 
good size advanrage over the Pirares and 
he ld a 44-41 edge in rebounding. Bur 
Hampron our-rebounded Howard 25- 14 in 
rhe second half. includi ng 17 offensive 
rebounds. several of wh ich led 10 easy 
points. 
The Pirates also scored 26 poinrs off 
turnovers. Hampton commi11ed 16 
turnovers bur rarely made one ar a bad 
time. The Pirares didn'r ler Howard back 
inro rhe game once they took rhe lead . 
\ 
-
_/ 
Carter led the Bison wirh a game-high 25 
points. Gardner made only rwo baskets for 
rhe entire game and scored jusr 10 points. 
but she had I 3 rebounds. Courrney Kirk 
scored 15 poinrs 
Phuh, h) ~1,uJ.. Cl-.lcm•\n 
Lady Bison ~uard Regan Carter carriC'd Ho-wnrd in her final J!:'Unc. H:m1pton "it, able to l'llittinace Ho\,ard rrom the ME.AC 
tounu,.mt.nt. 
Name: Ste,phanie 0' Daniel 
Age: 22 
Classification: Graduating Se nio r 
Major: TV Production 
Hometown: Los Angeles, Ca li f. 
Birthdate: 3/15/78 (Happy Birthday 
to me!) 
Hobbies: danc ing, reading, and 
kickin ' it with da homies! 
Aspirations: 
director of 
series. 
To become a 
a television 
Words to live by: If 
body you care 
mat ter what 
about, 
they say? 
it's 
does 
dancer 
comedy 
an d 
not s ome -
i t real l y 
• grow,gives 
femal,e dthlet,es 
opportuniues 
By M.ICllfJJJ-, J ,\\IES 
The Parthenon a.1ar.J1all U) 
(U-WIREJ Hu'NTINGTON, W.Va. 
-When'lirle IX wa,pa.=lin 1972. 
some people 1bough1 1ha1 women 
finally would ha,e equal rreaanenr in 
thecL1.SSl'OOfl1 ,uxl on the aJ)tletic field 
Bur IO years larer. 'Tille IX w:h 
slripped of il, power in aihlctics. Final-
1)( wirlHhe pa.,_,ingoflheCi\"il Right, 
Re.sroration Act of 1988. 'Tille IX 
regained th." power. 
The re,roration of 'Title lX g;"-c 
many women oppurtunilie:.10 pun,oe 
a colleh'e educntit•i and p:uticiJ)(lte in 
arhleric,. 
WHAT Tfl1.,E IX IS 
'Tille IX of rlie Educational Amend-
nient, of 19?2 is the landrnarl( legi,,• 
lation rhm bans sex discrimin.-uion in ' 
schoob. whether ii bc in academics or 
alhlerics. 
·"Nu pcNm Ill die Unired Stare, 
shall. on lhe \xl.,i, of"" be c.xdudcd 
from the participation in.or denied lhe 
benefit, of. or be ,ubjecreJ 10 dis-
crimination under any educational 
pmgr.un or activiry recei,ing l!Xkr:rl 
aid. 
In J\.'Celll ye."U'C \\OOlCJiS mhJctic-. 
have undergone great period, of 
growth in both populariry ,uxJ ,men-
d:uice. 
)bung girls aero,, the counrry have 
b..-en alfccred by lhi, gmwth. mclud-
ing Jem;rle ,1udcnt-athle1es al Mar• 
.Juli. 
Toni P:111110.a Virginia Beach junior 
,vbo play, on the Mnrshall ba.,kerball 
ream. ,aid Title IX h,i- given her 
opportunitie;, she woukbir l<I\-C h.-id 
otherwise. 
·'J'irle IX lielped u, lrCnll.,'llOOU,I}(' 
Patillo said. "\\\:'w m,tde ,tridc., 1ha1 
20 years ago. we \\\1Uldn"1 h.1,e btx,ii 
able 10 make. I koow I \\oold,11 be here 
' 
APPLICAllONS 
Tille IX !\O'cm, tlieO\er:rllequityof 
rrcaunent and opportunity in athletics 
while giving schools lhe Jlexibility 10 
choose sports oosed on studcnr body 
inrercsr. geographic influence. a ghen 
school's bud 1,-et resrrainr,. ,uid gender 
ratio. In 04her word-'- ii is nor a matter 
of \\Otnen being able 10 participale in 
wrestling or thar exaclly lhe same 
amoonrof 1ll00Ly is speor per women's 
and men's ba.,l.erball player. l~ead. 
lhe ~lCll, i,on lhe llCCC\.\iry Jornomen 
to ha,e equal opportunities as men on 
a whole, not on .m individual ba.~is. 
··)oongergirl,nowhavemoreofan 
opporttmiry 10 become imol\-ed in 
\\011ien's sports 00\V. wherca., before. 
there were progr.un-. in college bur not 
10 many program,, cm a \IUaller scale 
11131 got )'Ollllg girl, in,olved:' 
Hort mi said ni.my of lhc changes in 
\\OOlCti, athletics hm-e happened since 
she bec:une involved. 
"'Thing;, have ~hanged a lot since I 
\\:Lslirrlc ... Honon said. "When I was 
growing up. a Jot of lhe times. I ,_,.as 
the only girl on my soccer 1e-.1ms. 
They had coed teams and boy's leanb. 
bur not girl\. NO\v. "1ien I go honie. 
I see !here are all kind, of teams for 
girls like wfih<rll und '°--'Cet. .• 
NOl1l Keithlt.-y. a jwlior ,oUeyball 
pla)-Cr from l"'lcwnville. Ill .. said 
"hen ,he began pl;iyint:- 'oho: -rr-.-er 
lhuughr she wo1tld ha,e lhcchance to 
play oollegiately. 
··r ,carted pl:iying in ,ixrl1 grade and 
I Ile\~~ th;d all}Oneoould get 
a full schol;iN1ip for women's ,port.," 
,he "ud. "I jtL,1 kind of figured Illar it 
"'"'n't cooipetiti,-e ar the collei,oe lC\-el 
and that you ju,-t h.-id 10 rry out for the 
ream." 
:-i,11 r•ily 11'"1: \\OOlCll\ ,pt.,_, expe-
rienced growth on the liet\inner and 
collCf,' k-.'CI', I.ht; t.,w wlllergooe 
n1.1jor ch:mgc, on lhc professioo:il 
level ,l, "c II. 
Wirh rhc rt>ccnr crearion of rhe 
\\omen's Nmiorurl Ba.,kerball A.-.:-0-
cianm and rhe ,ucces,es of the US. 
\\brld Cup socccr team and the US. 
Olympic sofrb.~I team. )QU!lg girls 
now h.l\'e fen.lie role models in ath-
letics. 
Don't miss 
a single 
issue of 
SPORTS-
Weeki 
Look out 
for the 
best of the 
best as we 
award our 
annual 
Kimothy's 
Heroes 
awards ... 
SOONI 
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• VANGUARD CADRE 
Negro Leadership's Betrayal of African Americans by Ignoring Our Ethnic Nationality Status 
By RANDY SnoR'r 
Rotational Editor 
• 
Accordini: to '.f.l:!£..Rel!2.[L!lf 1M 
National Advisory Commi,lliQJl 
on Civil Disorders {1968). 
African Americans are a nation 
within n nntion-se1iarate and 
unequal. After reading this text, 
four questions entered my mind. 
First, why aren't African Amer-
icans fighting right now lo be 
seen as a distinct ethnic nation-
ality grouping with the rights 
comparable to Quebecois in 
Canada? Second, if \fe are a 
nation apart aren't crimes com• 
milled against us bJ the police 
and like a11encies acts of war or 
gross human rights ,iolations? 
Third, if this is the case why are 
stupid Black leaders whining 
about seeini: themselves Oil net-
work televi sion or hoping that 
an "alien-race'' judiciar~• \IOuld 
give justice to our men in their 
prisoners of war c.enters? 
Fourth, why would per~ons of a 
subordinated nationality spend 
all their time trJini: to curry 
favor with a power-structure at 
war with their co-ethnics? 
Today, the Black leadership clas.5 
is :, criminally insane aggrega-
tion of turncoats; because, they 
are abetting the spiritual, cul-
tural, and physical ethllocide of 
African Americans by offering 
rancid nostrums IQ our prob-
lems. The way out of our quag-
mire to create a policy forming 
body with international recogni-
tion that will afford us, at long 
last, the ability as African Amer-
icans to save ourselves from 
pending doom. 
Every week bring nc\\s of anoth-
er outrage is committed against 
African Americans, and our mis-
le_aders keep tossing out the same 
failed solutions that arc knee-
jerk and reacti vc posturing 
towards the ,•icissitudes of Amer-
ican racialism- rather than a 
comprehcnsh•e plan to gain full 
freedom for Black people. I can't 
recall ever hearing there was 
such a people as Albania Koso-
vars until last )ear, but in one 
year they ha,·c international 
respect and recognition. Too 
bad, we African Americans who 
pay 13.S percent of the taxes 
that liberated these people from 
the Serbs can't have our owrl African Americans need to reject 
human rights prottcted in the the present system of Majoritar-
New York City or Jasper, 'Toxas. ian Democracy, which is OQI a 
One main reason is the extreme- fair political S)Slem for a minor• 
ly poor c1uality of leadership. We ity ethnic group. Our politics 
see this same trait jn the Negro are not based on one-man one-
Universities alld Churches (e,g. V()te, because our history teach• 
the Banner ScnnclalJ. One of the es that Afro-Americans, under 
main reasons is that our leader- the present system, are uniquely 
ship•has been oriented fQWprd disadvantaged. For instance, we 
forcibly assimilating us into the 1 • comprise nearly 14 percent of 
Anglo-American ethnic group- , the population, but we don't have 
in spite of the impossibility of one Senator-and only had three 
such a project. Therefore, none Black seliators in the entire his-
of our schools or jnstitution are tory o( the republic. We have 
made to really solve problems- only had ope governor in almost 
just bairn our hurting egos until 22~ years. We do not receive our 
a racial millennium or a "&OQd share of tax re,enues. The finan-
white messianic president'' cial and judicial realms extend 
descends from the clouds o( sur• l)Cither mercy nor capital, and 
real fantasy. Currently, the best these fields historically nid in our 
that our misleaders can do is su1>er-exploited status. More-
hope to get cushy jobs, kickbacks over, most laws and policies, thus, 
li>r keeping the masses unorga- are made without our input or 
nized and c1ulet, and obtainiog consent and to the detriment of 
free PR for themselves. Many of our economic development. Con-
these felons feel that the race sidering this, arc we really so dif-
might be dying but they ha,·e a ferent from the Chechens or 
nice berth on the titanic or eth· Timorese'! We cannot solve our 
nocide. Most of our mjsieadel-s problems in this present political 
helie\'e, stand l'or, and can deliv• system where people that hate 
er nothing: and, they arc either us get to weigh-in on determining 
too uninterested or too afraid to solutions to our problems that 
deal with the magnitude of the they don't want to solved. This 
problem. They are best for regime chcals us out of not just 
choosing some middle-class safe our freedonl but: a pro11ortional 
issue (i.e. OWB or racism in tele- balloting S)"Slem where our views 
vision) to champion. Their foruscdunt~not those of people 
inevitable destruction as a bar- who bate· us. The day that we 
rier caste is coming rapidly with create a tricameral adjudicative 
the dying gasp of affirmati,·e ~ody that comprises of national-
action, and oQce this goes the I)' elected persons, locally elect• 
reality that th~e folks are clowns ed pcrSOjlS, and a lower house for 
with friends in media will be cti- youth.~ will be able to create 
dent. At pre~ent the mad rush ihe fran1cworlt to gain education, 
to jump on the re11aration band• shelter, employment, indepen: 
aid "agon is an attempt to say dent economic development. and 
that the) can do something for self-determination. 
black folks to justif) their hold• Imagine what could be done if 
ing us down. In reality. the Negro our people had their own African 
leadership is gasping its la st Amepcan assembly and ii could 
tubercular breaths. Since their determine how our taxes were to 
last vseudo-victory ovel:' be used? Assuming that one. 
Apartheid, our. sellouts have fifth of the African-American 
encounter the j"inal frontier of income is taxed we put up to $175 
black/white conflicts. The white- billion dollars in taxes into this 
liberal-guilt-pimping heydays of nation. Just imagine if these 
the last century died with the funds were not being diverted 
Y2K hug 1rnranoia. Ethnic into space shuttles and farm sub• 
national struggles are the future, s idies for racist peanut and 
and these fools don't ha,·c a clue tobacco farmers in North Car-
how to extort and fake leadership olina and Georgia. One deposit 
credentials over something that could give us majority shares in 
requires real work and sub- a multinatiQnal bank of our 
stance. choice. We could guarantee all 
African American youth free 
vocational or college education. 
An African-American business 
and development fund would be 
created with three purposes: (1) 
IQ assure that every African 
American had an income and a 
!Qw-interest loan to purchase a 
home; (2) support the mainte• 
nance and expansion of all busi• 
nesses and farms; and (3) the 
creation of a African American 
investment and development 
bank-with and emphasis on 
human resource development. 
This enterprise would be based 
in 12 key metropolitan areas 
where African Americans live: 
Detroit, Chicago, Atlanta, 
Greater New York area, Oak• 
land, New Orleans, Los Angeles, 
' Washington-Baltimore, Philadel-
phia-Camden, Birmingham-
Montgomery, Dallas-Houston, 
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill-
Greensboro, Norfolk-Virginia 
Beach, St. Louis-East St. Louis, 
Cleveland, Memphis, )ack-
sonvillc-Orlando. These areas 
would become enterprise and 
investment zones. In addition, 
fa,·orable capital would be invest• 
cd in businesses interested in 
Africa and th& Diasporan com-
munities. Only $20 billion dol• 
lars of annual direct investment 
is needed to eliminate the most 
heinous conditions of our J>Q0r 
and indigent classes. This is less 
than 10 percent of our current 
income as a people. 
We already have this money. 
There is no need to wait for repa-
rations, and this development 
would make the likelihood of 
reparations far more likely. We 
could finally have a real stake in 
America, and might learn to lo,-e 
it for what our ancestors have 
achieved here. The topsy-turvy-
back-to-African sentimentality 
would be finished, because we 
could build on the only real iden-
tity that we ha,•e as Africans-in-
America. An African American 
national assembly would afford 
us accountable leaders that we 
could evaluate beyond their 
charisma and preachy oratory-
focusing on their on their ability 
to delh·er. A series of ten-year 
plans could fulfill comprehen-
sive needs for corporate 
improved health, education, and 
welfare. Moreo,·er without this, 
we are reliant on people that hate 
us to select our leaders because 
we have no leadership grooming 
institutions of our own. In other 
words we will continue to get 
what other people pay for. Such 
an assembly could pardon all 
non-violent offenders and insti• 
tutionalize a massive drug-treat-
ment and AIDS prevention pro• 
gram. We would have our own 
seat at the United Nations to 
assure that our h1;1man rights are 
protected. Our nation-within-in 
a oation need not be a thing o( 
borders or armies but a cultural 
and spiritual nation-that no 
bomb, racist, nor race traitor 
could destroy. 
A national assembly, true eco• 
nomic development, and self-
determination can be achieved 
without violence, bloodshed, and 
social disruption. Such a ratio• 
nal and forward-thinking policy 
would lift all of God's children 
and quicken the bones on the 
floor of the Middle P~sagc. We 
could, in effect, e,1joy all the ben-
efits of being a notion, lifting off 
the shackles of race and veil of 
caste, and finally come to the 
table of the family of nations tis 
equals-not as a Rochester of 
dismissive bigQts. Sel(-determi• 
natiQn WQuld liberate us without 
having to build new infrastruc-
ture, or compel to maintain a 
military, or forcing us to become 
oppressors in some foreign land 
to have a nation of our own. 
My thought are not a pipe 
dream. Today, fewer than 
600,000 Timorese and 500,00C 
illiterate Mayans in Chiapas, 
Mexico, have more power and 
international recognition of their 
struggle than 40,000,000 African 
Americans and the $750 billion 
dollars. What they lack in cash 
and education (we ha,·e over 2.S 
million degree holders-still 
slans) their leadership ·makes up 
for with passion and conviction. 
You can't buy their leaders off 
with media circus-transconti• 
nental junkets (i.e. Clinton's trip 
to Africa in 1998). The name of 
the game in the post-Cold War 
world is self-determination for 
ethnic groups in large nation-
states. All ethnic groups with 
responsible leadership are push-
ing for their rights to govern 
themselves. What's s topping us? 
IHRAAM letter dated March 29th, 1995 to Mr. 
Maurice Glele-Ahanhanzo, UN Special Reporter 
on Co.ntemporary Forms of Racism 
By Y0SSP.H N. KL\. CH \tRM\, 
Special to the Hilltop 
We have received the dQCument submit• 
led to the UN pursuant to Commission on 
Buman Rights resolutions 1993/20 and 
1994/64. JHRAAM would like to offer )Ou 
our most profound and sincere congracu-
lations for presenting a lucid, accurate, 
comprehensh·e and penetrating resume 
of the gricvoo< conditions endured Oil all 
fronts by the African-American national 
minority in particular. \our report repre-
sents ,1 comprehenshc refutation of nil 
claims that the distress of African-..\mcr-
icans and other national minorities is a 
thing of the past. It clearly shows that 
America ls far from solving the problem 
engendered by her capture, importation 
and enslavement of V'jrious African pop-
ulations. IHRAAM would seriously ques-
tion, however, any contention that " con• 
tinuance of racism and discrimination in 
Americas is not ·'a result of n deliberate 
policy on the part of the United States 
Government:' when: 
I) Official policies in practically all sec-
tors consistently have a disproportionate-
ly negative impact on minorities. That 
their "deliberateness" has not been con-
firmed by an official statement of intent in 
no way reduces their obvious effect, which 
is amply demonstrated. 
2) While past policies of enslavement 
and segregation were blatant, even recent 
official policy, whether reflected in 
Supreme Court/Justice Department ini-
tiatives to limit or roll hack affirmative 
action, or the ongoing efforts of US domes-
tic intelligence agencies to foment disarray 
within minority commulrities (as wiC• 
nessed by the recent entrapment efforts of 
an FBI informant with regard to Quibla 
Sbabau, daughter of Malcolm X, and 
Min. Louis Farrakhan). has continued to 
function In such a \\UY :,s to suppress the 
equal-status pQssibility for thh national 
minority. 
3) Even were ii to be true, the lack of a 
deliberate US policy against this national 
minority belies the further question of 
proactiw responsibility in the prevention 
of discrimination on the part of states, 
remembering that nondiscrimiontion not 
only requires equality before Che law, but 
also special mt:asures \\here r.11uired for 
equ.il status - and indeed. the 11ursu:mcc 
of polic)· altcrnathes until success h 
achie,ed. Jmofar as it remain, the dut) of 
states IQ take steps to assure the equ:il sta-
tus of minorities, that a state appears to 
merely "have uo deliberate policy against" 
its minorities should be regarded as insuf• 
ficient. in lighc of the onerous conditions 
of the minorities, which you ha,·e so 
cogently QUtlined. 
Wt: recognize that your recommenda-
tions to the US government may well 
reflect the restrictions of your mandate as 
Special Rapporteur on Contcmporar) 
fonns of Racism. and may not permit 
adequate attention to the type of institu-
tional discrimination that requires the 
im1>leme11tation of special rights and mea-
sures. lHRAAM is very appreciative of the 
fact that you have em11loyed the term 
'"national minorities·• to the American sit-
uation. This terminological placement of 
these populations within the normutive 
framework of international legal discourse 
indicates a recognition that normative 
solutions to minority problems which ba,e 
been so clearly called for and a1111lied 
worldwide are applicable to American 
national minqrities as well. For America, 
this represents a substantial paradigm 
shin in the analysis of the problems caused 
by the gross violation of human and 
minority rights that its official policies 
continue to constitute. It remains a solu• 
lion which our association continues to 
ad,·ocate. in the belief that while the forced 
assimilationist notion has proved practi• 
cable in relation to most immigrant 
minorities in the US, when applied to 
national minorities, it may be neither 
desired nor even possible, and may in fact 
represent ethnocide. That even recent 
immigrant communities nre more suc-
cessfully assimilated in American society 
than its national minorities, who formed 
a part of the state at the time of its com-
ing into existence, can only indicate that 
systemic factors (however described) are 
more receptive to this; to argue otherwise 
would be to contend, contrary to all inter-
national understanding, reflected most 
particularly and beautifully in UNESCO's 
Declaration on Race and Racial Prejudice, 
that some human groups have a lesser 
inherent capacity than others, and would 
contradict the work of other UN special 
rapporteurs such as Hernan Cruz, 
Francesco Capotorti, etc. 
As you may be aware, it has been 
IHRAAM's contention that the conditions 
of African-Americans derive not only 
from the historic official US policies of 
ensla•ement and segregation (apartheid), 
but also Crom tbc current US policy of 
appearing to pursue minority equality 
through civil rights/nondiscrimination 
without 1>roviding systemic (institutional-
ized) recognition of its unique de,·elQp• 
mental needs and cultural identity, and 
indeed without apology or restitution for 
historic wrongs. The inadc11uncy of this 
policy is proved by the survey of present 
conditions, outlined in your report. Inso-
far as present US policy may be seen to 
constitute forced assimih,tion, it might 
well be expected thnt it would prove as 
unsuccessful and oppressive with African• 
Americans and the other US nlllionol 
minorities as it has elsewhere in the world. 
Correspondingly, this failure appears to 
provide legitimacy to demands on the part 
of American national minorities for (inter-
nal) self-determination, for politico-legal 
structures providing sectoral autonomy 
to national minorities to the extent 
required for them to fully exercise and 
acbie,·c equality with the majority. 
The UN, through your report, has con-
demned current US policy by conclusive-
ly establishing that this policy - howc,•-
er described - has failed to bring about 
its national minorities' internationally 
protected r ight to equality or equal status. 
Given the extremity of 11resent conditions 
endured by US national minorities, it 
seems reasonable to suggest that the 
WQrld's sole superpower will not be able to 
rely upon the domestic peace and harmo-
ny needed for it to carry out the myriad 
responsibilities that the world so often 
confers upon it. We therefore look forward 
to continued UN initiati,•es to resolve this 
pressing threat to wor ld harmony and 
security, for should a third-world scale 
ethnic conflict break out in this state in 
particular, whQ knows what the global 
consequences might be? 
Please accept our ,·ery best wishes and 
appreciation of your report as a coura-
geous and admirable first step. 
Sincerely, 
THE lHRAAM DlRECTORATE 
What dQ the SIQvaks and Quebe-
cois and TimQrese have th:it we 
don't? We lack courageous and 
honest leadership. 
Since 1989, the condition of 
African Amcricuns, traitorQus 
elilts included, has grown worse. 
The time is now that we stop fool• 
ing ourseh·es and realize the 
Civil Rights Movement, alone, 
did not force the United States to 
improve the status of Blacks. 
Anyone familiar with the speech• 
es by Presidents Eisenhower, 
Kennedy, and Johnson, at the 
height of the Cold War, declared 
their resohe to combat racism 
was to protccc the International 
reputation or the United Stares. 
Eisenhower's speech concerning 
the Little Rock Crisis (1957), 
Kennedy's speech concerning the 
civil unrest iu Birmingham 
(1963), and Johnson's speech 
concerning Selma' (1965) all 
treated the denial of African-
Americans' human rights as an 
international scandal-not as an 
unjust fundamental and struc-
tural fixture of Majoritarian 
democracy. If in fact the Amer-
ican power elite only cares about 
the status of hum_an rights of 
Blacks, in terms of, internation-
al embarrassment. So, why are 
our leaders SQ unable or unwill-
ing to do what is necessary to 
take our rights? Hireling leaders 
like Jesse Jackson and K weisi 
Mfume have, at best, just anoth• 
er IS years of disservice. Now is 
the time to fulfill Che struggle of 
Martin King, Jr., Malcolm X, 
W.E.B. DuBois, Paul Robeson, 
and William L. Patterson. These 
meu all understood nod deter-
mined that the United Nations-
should be used as a forum 10' 
secure and defend the human 
rights of African American, and 
gain self-determination. Will 
we fore\'er accept the misrule of; 
others because we lack the faith• 
and , ·ision to sa,·e oursehes? 
Happy 
Birthday 
Nat Turner 
and John 
Brown 
The year 2000 is 
the two hundredth 
anniversary of the 
births of John 
Brown and Nat 
11.trner, as well as 
the two hundredth 
anniversary of 
Gabriel's Rebel-
lion that inspired 
them 
By R\J\O\ SHORT 
Rotation Editor 
Nat Turner and John Bro,rn sym-
boli.ic the abolitionilil cause or the 
19th Centur). When slmery was 
the low of the land, Md rcsp,,ctable 
people found reasons to make their 
pence with it, those two made war 
to the death agaiusc it. Those who 
think it sMertosubmH to evil than 
to resist it ha,-e labeled them mad-
men, but it was not for their mad-
ness they were hanged. The rebel· 
lion of Nat Tumer,a bind. man, was 
a high point in a centuries-long tra-
dition or resistance that has always 
charted Che countr) 'sway forward. 
John Brown, nominall> "hite, "as 
deeply sba1>ed by bl:1ck resistance, 
and embodied the hope that so• 
called whites cnn step out of their 
color and take part in building a 
new human commurril). Both Turn· 
er and Brown were part of a chain 
of e,·ents that led to the Ch ii War, 
when black Americans took the 
lead in breaking the shackles that 
bound them and the entire country 
to tl1e <lm·e system. 
For more infonnation, cont.ict 
Nod Jgnntie,· of the ;licw Aboli-
tiouist Societv 
PO Box 499 Dorchester, MA 
02122 (781)255-5964 \I W\l:llC\11lOO· 
lition.org/www.postf11n.com/race-
traitor 
.--~--~----~-- - - - - - - - ~- - -
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California's • 
ByAnAMJ.8'm11 
Associate Director, Sauu-1//S for a Se,1-
sible Drug Pt>liey ojsnriJJ1@drc11et.org 
sums thereafter as the largest 
prL5on system in the world gears 
up for the addition of tens of thou-
sands or young people to its popu-
lation. TI1L5 boon to interests such 
as the priv-dte 1>rison industry and 
the prison guards' unions (the 
most generous supporters of state-
wide candidates in Ille state) will be 
enhanced as well by the measure's 
provision adding dozens of ne\l 
ju,·enile offenses to the list count-
ing toward Californiu's notorious 
"Three Strike~" law. 
or the initiathe 's deS4'ription iq a 
large number of districts. Tliat 
wording asked ,-oters whc01er they 
appro,·e of o mea.\ure that would 
shin ·'murderers, rapists :Uld other 
serious juwnilc offenders" into the 
adult court system. 
iiar offenders in youth-only Caclll• 
ties. 
rnted to spend enormous taxpayer 
~urces to nbandou near~v every-
thing"" know about juvenile jus-
tice in fuvor of prison cells. It Is a 
disheartening ~latement about, 
-well, a lot of thlngs. Not the least of 
which being the Impact of a mass 
media addicted to cheap, sensa-
Uonalistic crime coverage, a 
pri,on-lndu,trial complex gro,m 
out of control, and un nulhoritar• 
Ian propaganda campaign waged 
by go,ernment agencies and politl• 
cians on the need for more pun-
ishment a.s an antidote for soci-
ety's real anct,perceived ills. 
of the prison industrial complex. In 
doing so, they huvesent a message. 
lt is a message of draconian cruel-
ty and fiscal and social irresponsi-
bility. They will pay with their tax 
dollars, as new prisons are con-
slructed around the state. They 
will pay with their safety, as 
youbger and younger children are 
transmogrified from errant youths 
to hardened criminals behind the 
wall. They will pay with their souls, 
as the act of sacrificing those wbo 
mlghl o01erwise have been saved 
hardens and numbs the system 
itself and those it is designed to 
serve. 
It is interesting to note thnt while 
Proposition 21 will ha,·e a debili-
t:lling, and likely a disast rous 
impact on young 1>eoplc, families 
and taxpayers across Calirornia, 
the measure " 'JS supported by big-
bucks contributions from SIICh dis-
interested parties as Unocal Cori>., 
Pacific Electric :rnd Gas and 
Little noticed amidst all of the 
coverage of the Super Tuesday 
gresidcntial results this week was 
the pnssage In California of Propo-
sition 21. \lhich wiU, amoog other 
things, place children as young as 
~4 into adult prisons .. The mea-
sure also ndds significantly to the 
list of offenses for whicb California 
children can or must be tried as 
adults, including, absurdly, any 
vnndalism resulting iu more tT,an 
$400 worth of damage. The new 
penalty. incidentally, for a child 
who, fur instance, writes bis or her 
name in wet cement, is a minimum 
11ne-year jail sentence. 
The measure is expected to cost 
the state up to a billion dollars in 
I e near tenn and indeterminate 
Despite the owrwhelming costs 
imposed by Prop. 21 on state and 
local gowmments, and despite the 
enormous shift lltat tile measure 
dictates In the state's treatment of 
jmcnilc offenders, 62 % or pr una-
ry participants .-oted yes. This 
result has been explained, in part, 
by Ille beavy conservative turnout 
for lite Republican primary, :IS well 
as by Ille blatantly slanted wording 
The reality is that 01e passage or 
Prop. 21 Oics in the f:1cc of every-
thing we know abont the dlective 
treatment of j1wenilc offenders. 
Money for pre,·,mtion and rehabil-
itation 111-ograms is for more cost-
effective in reducing crime than 
money spent to incarcerate juve-
niles. lncarccr:ited juveniles ore 
also 70% more likely to re-offend 
than similar offenders who receive 
alternalh-e sanction.,;. Altemutlve-
ly, those under 18 who are locked 
up in adult prisons are 8 times 
mon• likdy to commit suicide. 5 
times more likelJ to be raped and 
50% more likelJ' to be attacked 
with a weapon behind bars as sim-
· Hilton Hotels. It should be noted 
too that while these corporate 
sponsors might nol ha,·e had an 
interest in the proposition itself, 
Ibey all had an interest in currying 
favor with California's former 
Governor, Pete Wilson, chief sup-
porter of the measure nod, at Ille 
time of the donatio~. candidate 
for the Republican presidential 
nomjo~llion. 
At a time in California's history 
when juvenile crime is lit its lowest 
rate since 1966, that state hasjust 
And so It goes In the most popu-
lous state in the-most incarttraled 
nation on earth. The people of Cal-
ifornia this week, at the urging of 
moneyed interest~ whol>e interest 
bas nothing to do nith the ivelfa.re 
of children or publk safety, hal'e 
,-oted to feed tens of thousands·or 
young pe<lpie to Ille gaping mouth 
Congratulations California, ancl 
to :ill who spent money to insure 
that your state leads the world in 
putting kids in cages. Next year, 
perhaps )OU will vote to simply eat 
your )'OUng. You ' ll find that if you 
skimp a bit on the condiments, it'll 
be a whole Jot cheaper. · 
The New Initiative for African American Human Rights 
--
--
--
By Olt, Y11ssutr N.1.1M K1.Y 
Clhairmnn, IHRAAM 
Special to the Hilltop 
Bearing in mind the history of 
Atricnn-Americims in the U.S., their 
£~reed Immigration, their forced 
ilibor. their forced aud unequal status 
integration (ethnocide and forced 
Anglo-Americanization). their forced 
acceptance of segregation and all 
other preceding and succeedin~ 
Anglo-American political, social, and 
economic institutions, etc., it is clear 
that there is not and has never been 
any normal socia l contract, based 
upon democratic mutual consent and 
respect for human rights and human 
dignity, between African-Americans 
and the government of the U.S .. 
Equally, the social contracts (treaties) 
entered into with Native Americans 
seem not to have been acceded to in 
good faith and were callously 
breached or ignored. 
Concurrent with this past tradition of 
manipulation of their de,•elopment 
and needs through carrot and stic;k 
tactics of terror, fear and vague 
promises of freedom :md equality in a 
future U.S. utopia, African-Americans 
them~elves have never sought to exer-
cise their human rights to democrat-
ically elect their own leadership, 
determine the contents of their chil-
dren's education, or lo decide for what 
purposes their tax dollars arc speut in 
relation to their o,vn communities, 
etc .. While American Indian nations 
have understood the necessity of 
determining their leadership, their 
treaty and human rights to their land 
and resources are still being prejudi-
cinlly interpreted. 
Aware that the denial of these basic 
humau rights to African-Americans 
and American Indian nations is well 
known and fundamental, it ap11ears 
reasonable to assum~ that their con-
tinuing absence or denial after the 
1995 U.S. ratification of the Interon-
tional Covenant on Civil nnd Politic:,I · 
Rights and the entry or the Univer~nl 
Declaration of Human Rights into 
customary international law. is due to 
the fact that African-Americans have 
not taken the initiative to democrati-
cally elect an internationally credible 
African-American leadership council, 
(and demand its appropriate U.S. gov-
ernmental recognition) to nddress 
their need for the institutional, legal 
and political changes required to end 
the oppressive, anti-social and 
destructive relations existing between 
them and their government, and to 
establish a new relationship based on 
a normal so'cial contract of mutual 
consent :md equal status. On the qther 
band, the American Indffm nations 
have recently begun to use interna-
tional human rights law as a main-
stream orientation for the achieve-
ment of their rigllt to self 
determinafion. With the increase in 
international and domestic support, 
they are beginning to achieve a sig-
• nificant degree of meaningful institu-
tional change. But they are 011ly ai the 
beginning of their path to equal sta• 
tus, and must continue to define and 
pursue their quest for self determina-
tion. The effort of the U.S. orientation, 
as established by John Marshall, to 
submit Indian treaty inter pretation 
absolutely to the principles and rules 
ot U.S. constitutional la", while 
bypassing or Ignoring internationnl 
human rights law (the Vie1111a Co111•en-
tio11, etc.), serves a~ u major ob~taclc 
to successful mediation, conciliation 
and restorative justice. 
Acknowledging that the instruments 
and institutions of the U.S. govern-
ment remain, after 300 years, for all 
practical purposes and with the acqui-
escence or the so-called "Black'' lead-
ership, totally under the control of 
Anglo-Americans (white Americans), 
leading to a situation wherein 
African-Americans arc expected to 
cease to exist as a people (integration 
via assimilation) or to identif} with 
each other oni)· for the purpose of 
fighting d iscrimination.(negative 
identific11tion), etc. and to voluntari-
ly acquiesce us individuals to Anglo-
American collective domination of the 
content ancl policies of all U.S. insti• 
lotions which control their daily lives 
and determine their developmental 
direction and potential. This is true 
although the unique history of 
African Americans as "ell as their 
present inabilit) to achie,·e socio-eco-
nomic equality" ith Angio-Am~ricans 
plainly indicates the ineffectiveness of 
the content and policies of these ins ti• 
tutions. lronicully, the goYCrnment, 
through its social and penal agents 
(social workers. psychologists, school 
teachers. traditional blacl< leaders, 
etc.) suggests that this situation exists 
because thert is something wrong with 
the African American peoples (per-
haps genetic, perhap~ cultural) but 
nothing wrong with Anglo-American 
domination of the institutions which 
they ha,·e been coerced into identif)-
ing with or tolerating. li'or these 
agent~ of government (both black and 
white), Afric:111 American• do not pos-
sess tl1e fund:omental human right to 
be different (in nil ways that their his-
tory and circumstances have made 
them) as protected by article 27 of the 
ICCPR, r ecently ratified b) the U.S .. 
Instead, their normality and "orth in 
all disciplines are measured by the 
degree they conform lo the morality, 
habits, customs, historical institution, 
and culture of another people: Anglo 
Americans. 
Thus, African Americans arc asked to 
atone for their culture, for which no 
U.S. institution or policy accommo-
clatio11 bas been made, hecnusc even 
the traditional black leadership pro-
motes this by failing to realize the 
need for politico-institutional 
changes. To simply be an African-
Americun without meeting lbe expec-
tations or Anglo-American culture 
means being regarded as a criminal, 
as anti-social, etc .. American political 
and social institutions ope rote not to 
meet African-American needs for 
socio-political, cultural, moral and 
economic development, but rather to 
humiliate, discourage, ridicule or 
punish African-American~ if they 
resist - kno,1ingly or onknowinglJ, 
for good purposes or bad - the 
breaking-in processes of .\n~lo-Amer-
icanization. The U.S. Senate Commit• 
tee which attempted to rldlculc Ebon-
ics never bothered to consider 
whether it served the developmental 
interest of African American children 
or whether it rcpl:esented a democra-
tic initiative put forward by the 
African-American community with a 
view to reorientation of the under• 
stan<ling of its purported literacy 
problems. 
In short, the inability or um, illingness 
of the Africnn-Americau a11d Ameri-
cun lndlan masses to voluntarily 
accept no11-recognition of tbeir fun-
damental buman rights (including the 
right to be different) without resis-
tance and resentment, is the enduring 
source of what is popularly referred to 
as the U.S. racial problem. This so-
called rnciul problem, or course, is 
really a misnomer which seeks to dis-
guise a profound historical and polit-
ical problem. The U.S. was founded 
partly on the basis of exploiting 
African labor a11d ahorig.innl land and 
labor. Having successfully blocked nil 
African-Amerlcnn 'and African-
America n/ Anglo-American/Na ti , ·e 
Americ:111 attempts at significant 
institutional and political changes iu 
U.S. customs. norms and socio-politi-
cal'institutions (which have generally 
maintained the essence or their his-
torical orientation towards Afrlcan-
Americans and Firs t Nations), the U.S. 
finds itself at a crossroads where it 
must either "Tell it like it is'' in the 
traditions of Hajj Malik, Osceola, 
Abraham etc., or con tinue the dream 
of Anglo-Americans turned nightmare 
for African-Americans. 
Thus a Ne" lniti:,ti,•e based on a more 
realistic paradigm is imperative, one 
which sees the popular articulation 
of the U.S. historical African-Ameri-
can/Anglo-American conflict as 
chiefly a situation of racial antipathy 
giving rise to discrimination, as a con-
scious or unconscious effort to sh ift 
the dialogue awuy from a more mean-
ingful discussion or political, eco-
nomic, and socia l di spa rities and the 
need for s tructural-ins titutional 
changes. 
We must remember: when President 
Clinton reminded the lender of the 
Million Mon March that "There is 
only one nation in [the stat e of) Amer-
ica,'' he Indicated his awareness that 
there are, in fact, seve ral nations in 
one American state. Those in power in 
America are well aware of the true 
nature of the American' racial prob-
lem: the deninl of pluralism and the 
submergence of American national 
minorities. The problem is not lack of 
go,crnmental understanding; it is the 
lack of African-American under -
standing and willingness to formulate 
and press for appropriate politico-
legal struc tural changes. Thus, the 
transformation or the historicl\l con-
flicts into :1 dialogue on attitudinal 
causation or racism, and consequent-
ly a search for harmonious global 
racial relations through attitudinol 
changes ignores th e problematic of 
tr1u1sforming the real world politico-
cco11omic relationships between the 
so-called black peoples and the so-
calh!d white peoples of the world, as 
exemplified in their domestic relations 
within the U.S., where it remains the 
case that no one, except the Anglo-
American donlinatecl' U.S. gover n-
ment, is institutionally empowered to 
officially speak for the need and 
human rights of African-Americans. 
This re1lrese11ts cunnie rabbit at his 
best, and serves as an example par 
excellence of ,thy minorities world• 
wide resist animilation, U.S.-style. 
They see the US minority policy as 
simply one of disarming their nation-
al minorities' defenses against ethno-
cide, through the creation of condi-
tions which oblige th~ minorities' 
leadership to psychologically self-
idenlif,, as an integral part of the 
dominant ethny. This circumscribes 
their complaints at the treatment they 
recein as purt of the dominant ethny 
(ignoring their rights as an ethnic 
group). Ihis lack of resistance by the 
so-called leadership to assimilation to 
majority culture in turn leaves the 
masses of the minority, like children, 
al the mercy of the ,•:lines and culture 
of the dominant elhny, even when 
these cultures and values are biased 
against the minority itself. This is 
the means whereby they are most 
exposed to the open and unbridled 
social, economic, cultural, etc., 
exploitation and domination. 
Discerning that even in the best tra-
ditions of I slam or Pon Africanism, 
each African nation sees itself us 
unic1ue (different from any other 
African or nou-African nation, e.g. 
the Ibo from the Hausa within Nige-
ria, the Jamaican from the Haitian, 
etc.) and seeks Inherently to speak for 
itself and ha"e its human rights and 
unique identity accepted, respected 
and granted equa! status (institution-
alized) within whate,·er political unity 
(African or non-African) pursued, 
African-Americans must show this 
awareness and respect by dismissing 
once and for all the politically imma-
ture and undemocratic notion that 
African- Americans can speak for "all 
blacks" or indeed, tlrnt Anglo-Amer-
icans speak for "all whites." African-
Americans as n collective can and 
shou ld speak only for African-Amer-
icans, nod likewise with Anglo- Amer-
icans. This is true although in the U.S. 
and other American countries, the 
melting pot of the various European 
races (Anglo-Ameri canization in the 
U.S .. Spanish Americanization in 
South America, etc.) JHOduce white 
ethnics whose primar) identity is as 
"bites in relation to the non•\\ hit es in 
their societies. These unic1ue ethnic 
identitie, result from the unique his-
tory of settlement in the Americas and 
thus generally represent only them-
se lves and those · from Europe and 
other parts of the "orld who choose 
anJ are allowed to assimilate. The 
Anglo-Americans, in particular. ben-
efit from the promotion of the notion 
of a global white ethnic group. While 
this notion senes a. a tool specirical-
ly devised to further Anglo-American 
global domination, a black nationalist 
imltation on a global scale plays into 
the hands of Anglo-American domi-
nation by accepting and thereby rein-
forcing its color-based paradigm. Such 
a response is politically inc1>t, a~ we 
move toward reform in the emerging 
global village. 
Ascribing, ostensibly, to the western 
European tradition of democracy and 
subject to international human rights 
law, yet being nnable or unwilling (lu 
either the past or present) to negoti-
ate a mutually acceptable and advan-
tageous social contract (politico-legal 
power sharing agreement) with 
African and Na tive Americans, the 
U.S. finds itself in an age-old dilemma 
of not necessarily having the interna-
tionally legal or moral rights to gov-
ern African-Americans except by "la 
droit de la plus forte'' which derhes 
from their maintenance of the monop• 
oly of force, violence and wealth under 
the domination of the Anglo-Ameri• 
can institutions and their government. 
Obviously, a new initiathe is required 
to provide the basis for a moral and 
legal right to govern: :1 new initiative 
that is embedded in the certainty thnt 
there is nothing wrong wilh the 
African-American people, but much is 
wrong wit h their Anglo-American 
selected or endorsed so-called "black" 
leadership and with the content, poli-
cies and cultural orientation of anti 
African-American American institu-
-
lions. Ba,ing come to tne firm aware-
ness that It is a universal u11derstand-
ing that no goverrment has a legal or 
moral right to pre,•eot anyone from 
d emanding and exercising their 
human rights as set forth In the V11i-
versal Declaralio11 and lts subsequent 
implemenhng instruments; that tl)ese 
rights are ioberenl to all bntnan 
beings and are presently p rotected by 
international law, \le confirm that 
African apd Native Americans need 
only demand and exercise their 
humlln rights in order to resohe t he 
developmentally destrucli.-e a peels . 
of the so-called U.S. racial problem. 
This perception "as brlllianUy artic-
ulated by the late Malcolm X and bril-
liantly acted upon by the late Martin 
Luther King and the conlemporary-
Nelsoo M,andela lo their willingness to 
resist the morally unfounded but legal 
systemii; structures domestically in 
place and undertake what those s truc- , 
lures termed illegal s truggles: against 
segrega tion in the U.S. and apartheid 
in South Africa. It is only through 
this type of perceptual approach that 
African and Native Americans can 
• peacefully resolve the historical U.S. 
develo11mentnl contradiction in har-
mony with legal, moral and political 
demands for global reform and human 
centered, democratic, s ustainable 
development. It is within this context 
that the struggle for freedom and self 
determination of African and Native 
Americans will become, first of all, 
acceptable to the majority of African 
and Native Americans , and Anj'.llo 
\mericans of good "ill, as ,1ell as 
internationally legal and poli(ico-
morally irresistible. 
In attcm11ting to initiate this partici-
patory democratic solution through 
the implementa ti on of interna tional 
human rights to the U.S. historical so-
called racial problem, IHRAAM (a 
non-political international human 
rights NGO in consultative status with 
the UN which bas operated over the 
past decade with no other purpose 
than to assist minority organizations 
to ha,·e their complaints actually 
processed by official UN organs) seeks 
to provide a foyer wherein this process 
of participatory democracy can ges-
tate. 
Thus, IHRAAM feel s that African-
American organizations, in the exer-
cise or their human rights, should, by 
popular m:1ndate, establish n Consul-
tati.-e Assembly [or "hatever it may 
be called] for the purpose of providing 
democratically chosen and account-
able leadership for their comm\lnity. 
IHRAAM feels that such a democrat-
ically elected assembly must repre-
sent the full ideological and cultural 
diversity of the African-American 
people, and seek and obtain the full 
recognition of the U.S. go,·ernment as 
the only legitimate representative of 
the African-American people. 
IHRAAM also feels that the chief pur-
pose of the Assembly [ or whatever il 
may be called) would be to negotiate 
a recognition by the U.S. government 
of the full human rights of African-
Americans as individuals and us a 
pe19ple. This would no doubt mean 
negotiating the sharing of political, 
social and economic power, through 
the c(eation of new societ al inst itu-
tions which permit African-Ameri-
cans to control social secto r s as 
required in order to achieve equal-
status development and interdepen-
dence with dominant American 
groups. 
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HO-WARD UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF ALUMNI RELATIONS 
''Study Tour 2000"' 
f'eaturing a Seven-Night Cruise Crom Ft. Lauderdale to the E~stern Caribbean 
aboard the Five-Star Celebrity Century 
SATURDAY 
SUN DAY 
M ONDAY 
. 
TUESDAY 
VVEDNESDAY 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
Saturday .July 1 S, 2000 to Saturday .July 22, 2000 
Set sa11 tor the Caribbean THE STARS 1,,VH/SPEHEQ -FREEDOM, - Discover how Africans trilveled around rhe world on 
v o va-cs not recorded 1n vour histo ..... ~ books. 
EnJoy a rc-1ax1ng Day-at -Sea urE ur1,;«~ t:i.Eff:lt[. IZEE.QHI[. C.Ql.1.1.Mlll.l..£ Sec the ways West Afncan culture flourtshed in the 
Amenc.ns hund,cds of vcdrs berorc , 492 .and how N at,ve Americans shared this culture. 
San Juan. P u erto Rico OUN PROUD STQN>:::; A once-in-a hrer fme OPPQrtunity to visit m~gninccnt museum.s with experts 
idcnt,h 1 1nn the African c utruraJ hofdin-s of these ;nstftut,ons . 
St. Thomas. U .S . Virgin STANDIN G THIUMPHANTL >:; Savor the proud heritage or Africans 1n 1he West lndles dS yov 1o ur 
Islands one of the wOr"ld·s foremost collect ions ,ctnd v,suallze his tory in a splendid nc,w way. 
S t . M aarten. N eth e rlands T8£:.d.St.Lf:lEQ 1,.~a,A Q~,S. Experience cteetnfying -steel pan- music. c;1fypso. and an .:utifact tiffed 
Antilles museum dcpic-t,ng Nrlrive Amencan. African. French and Dutch culturcsHI 
Rcldxing Day-at -Sea THt1:_ P8_QOF {-S_ {(Y_ THE .P~.PE&f. View priceless hlstorfca f artifacts housed in ~pccta-cufar cultural 
ccr,tcrs throu-hout rhe Caribbean. 
N ass.au. Bahamas dti: Ff:lEEQQMflll/ Lrl<e Nelson M .andcra·s pnson ccu c>ut . -cmanclp.21 t1on day'"" ,s dramaticauy dctalfed 
1n the u·:.dir,ons o f Fox Hill . .Sand1fand.s and other N e w Providence 1s t.and scnfcmencs. 
Retu rn to Ft. Lauderdale Hav~ ~ ~ , c trip home! 
PROGRAM FEES Registration Information & 
Payment Schedule: $'1472 lns ldo Stateroom 
S1 712 Oc••" Vle\N' Statoroom 
$2443 Doluxo Mini-Suite 
Ratos are b aaed on double occupan cy .. 
A d c post t o f $2S0 p er p e ,."-on ,s due a t time of booking. 
(Minimum ot SS00 per cab•n) 
Fee incfudcs; TO DEPOSI T BY CREDIT CARO; 
Call (800) 683-7◄◄ 7. Ext e n sion 77'f79 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Alf onboa,d ;,ccornmod'"-tttons. medlS. c1nd cntcna,nmenr . 
Round-tnp ~•r'f..,1rc .. from any maJor eastern un,ted St..:'"lres a,rpon. pon charges. and titx cs: 
Prc-cru,sc oricntar1on; 
Group t ours in St . Mr1.:.r1e-n. Puerto Rico. u S Virgin lsra nds . ..:'Ind the 0..-,hamas; 
On board group dis:C:uss1ons of d1a$pora history i1nd flter.._1ture; 
Visit~ to h1o;.tonc C,(1nhbcO:H''1 furn-;. .;tnd cm,-.nclp..,tion sites . 
unde,.grac:JucJte and g,.aduat c credit <11vc11f..-1bl e for an .. ,dd1tlondl S I 66.00 per credit h o ur . 
.. Other c,r,cs may require ~n .;;1ir ~uppfement 
TO DEPOSIT av C H ECK OR M O NEY ORDER; Comple te the 
rcgiStr"~.nlo n form b elow. attach a check or money order 
made pay.able to Cru/st!-s On/y..-lnd mall to: Cru;scs Only 
IO I I E. Colon,a l Driv e. Orlando. FL 37803. Within I 0 
business days or your depos it. you wffl r eceiv e add•tronar 
cruise 1nrorm<tt1on ,-tfong with an Invoice rcfrcct fn g your 
b a ra,.,cc. 
f lOdl PdYIDCOt due MilY ' 2000, 
Howard Universi1:y Study Tour 2000 Regis1:ra1:ion Form 
Cobin Category· (please circle one) Inside M inl•Sulle METHOD OF PAYMENT D C heck/ M oney Order. made payable to Crwsos Only 
D V,sa Departure City Airport 
Bedding Roquost· 2 Twin: 1 Double D M asterCard 0 American Express 
1st Passenger Account # ___________________ E xp. Dat e ____ _ 
2nd Passenger. ______________________________ _ 
Street Address-------------------------------
N ame as it appears on card ____________ --:-------
City. Stato, Zip ______________________________ _ Payment in Full $ _________ _ Deposi t $ __________ _ 
Oay Phone. ____________ Evening Phono ____________ _ Signature _____________________________ _ 
E-ma,1 Address . ______________________________ _ 
Are you (please check): D A lumni D Studont U Frlond U Parent u Faculty/Staff 
Mall or Fax t his registration t onn to : Gina Bryant. Group Dept . , 
Ctu1sos Only. 1011 e. Colonlal Drive, Orfando. FL 32803, 
Phono: (800) 683-7447. o xt. 77479, Fax: (407) 894-5675 
For more information concerning the Tour . please contact Andrea C'1rro ll . Department of Alumnl Rolatlons a t 202/806-6019 or alearroll@ ttoward.odu 
Ploaso contact Or. E. C l ark Lowis. Oopartnlont of History. for information concerning Unlvorsity Crodlt at 202l806-6815 or eclark-l owfs@howard.edu 
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Join the fun at the Washington Hospital Center's Bowling Party at 
Laurel Lanes on March 26, fron1 12 pn1 to 4 pin. Senior nursing students can 
enjoy a day on the lanes, as well as the opportunity to discuss our rewarding 
Fellowship Programs with nursing managers. Ad111ission is free, prizes will 
be awarded, and a student ID and resun1e are all you'll need to attend. Laurel 
Lanes is located at 15013 Balti111ore Avenue North, Laurel, MD. 
' 
Join one of 1he l losp11al Cemer's Fcllow~hip 
Programs, offered 10 newly graduated nurses, 
and create your own suCCl'!>~ Mory. Our Fellow-
ship Programs - 1he most comprehensive in 
the area - help new nurses make a transition 
from school to patient care 111 the followmg 
specialty a1 ea\: 
• Surgical ICU • PACU 
• Surgical 
Intermediate Ca.re 
• Emergency 
• Oncology 
• Cardiovascular 
Stcpdown 
• Cardiology/IMC 
• Mother-Baby 
• General Surgery 
• General Medicine 
Ask us about Building Your Own Fellowship. 
You'll benefit from our expernse - gaining 
valuable experience that makes I he dilTcrenc<• 
for our patients. 
Washington Hospital Center, located in our 
nation·s capit,11, 1s an acclaimed level I Trauma 
Center and offers the Washington, DC area the 
best in health care. 
Relocation assistance is offered. For information 
about our upcoming programs, please visit us 
at: www.whtjobs.com. Please send your resmne 
and cover letter to: Washington Hospital Center, 
ATTN: Makeba Whitcomb-Mattocks. 110 Irving 
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20010-2975; FAX: 
(202) 877-2495; e-mail: mlw2@medstar.net. EOE 
Washington 
Hospital Center 
MedStor Health 
Bil 
• B12 
All UTT T 'TOPICS :Jet a head SWt on a hot INTERNET career llJJ...,L are with a cool college-rocused stnrtup! BOLD· 
d 
. d . full th BRAIN.COM is looking for nn energetic 
ue, pfil ffi , e and entrepreneurial campus !coder 10 mrui<et 
M d b fi bli 
its website 10 stlldents, campus organiza· On ay e Ore pU - tions. and local mcrchal\lS. Mu.st possess 
. A superior communication skills and know!• Catt On. nnOUnCe- ledge of on/off campus life. Salary+ bonus. 
b 
10 hours +/week for 6 weeks beginning 
mentS Y CampUS '.1/14. Full•limeopportunitie.~potentially 
· • fi available. All majors welcome. E,-mail Organ1zatlOnS Or rcsumeto Michele@boldhrain.comorfax 
• • 10202-332-5195 
meetmgs, semrnars or a-;_F:....:.O_R:....:.Sc.._AL_ FJ_S_E_R_VI_C_ES_ 
non-profit arecharged 11--------· • 
. di ·ct· als d Syhin's NewStylists as ill V1 U a Ver- Perms ........................................... .$30 
tising for the purpose ;:;;~°& iii;;:;;;;:·.·. ..:::::::·:.~ & up 
f 
. Shampoo & SCl ............................ .$20 & up 
0 anll0UfiCffig a Ser- Pin•Up ........................................... .S25&;up 
vice, buying or selling ~::::::::::·:.::···.:::::::::···· ... ::::::~~!: 
h d $5 fi th fucs .. Thurs., Fri. & Sal. 3013 Georgia Ave .. are C arge Or e NW Washington. DC 
first 20 words and $1 1u 202•126-1537 • 
fi deli · al BlueCross BlucShield Student Health Plan 01" every a tlOn nowa\'ailablcforaslowas$21.70amonlh 
f . d L l (dependingonyourstnteofrcsidence). lVe WO; S. OCa Pleasecall30Hi52-4000forafreeapplica• 
tion and brochure. 
companies are 1----------
charged $10 for the stu~~l~!:"Zi!taff 
first 20 words and $2 ror used {ltj\:~t~;!x1000ks. 
202-722-0701 or outside DC 
I 
for every five words 1-soo-223-TAJO 
thereafter. Personal ___ Turt_ boo_k_sa_~~•-1nce __ l.982__ I 
ads are $2 for the first vaa·s Mllllo/i~its~-~:'Broicling 
10 words and $1 for Convenia:~o.::=VisilS 
deli • a} fi Student Prices: every a tJ.On Ve Micro· 120 
els Single • I 30 wor . Bob. 100 
ANNOUNCEMENTS ~~~1..ocks•30 
______ _:_> _ Pinnut-70 
Attention Students: We are looking for Senegalese 'Jwist • 140 
subjCCIS who are majoring in Chemi.s1i;; and More. 
English, Fine Aris, History, or Political StyliSI Professionally Thlincd in \\\,st Africa 
CHOP SHOP 2(/()() 
"&uwring the best 4 tht Mllltnnium" 
\lat'll1wtn 
Haircut $6, Shaptup SJ 
Phontl (202) 332-1921 
Fr:gt,t1 (215) 308-0216 
Sdence 10 participate in a memory stud)' 
SubjCCIS will be paid $10 for participation 
in the study. lf )'OU aro inierested in partic-
ipating in the memory studl\ please con-
uu:t Sheketha Hauser at (703)360-6727 or 
send me an c·mail at 
sllauser@boY,'llfd.edu. Please include 
name, majoc and a number where you can 1- -------
BUSINESS OPPOlmJNITY! 
--------- We are looking fur highly moo,'31ed, INDE· 
bc reached in the e-mail. 
The College of Dentistry Class of 2001 
presents 
·~ 3td Annual Date Auction .. 
Come out lllld put your bids in for the 
"hottest" professionals in the 
Denllll practice. 
Friday, Man:h 17, 2000 @7pm HU 
College of Dentistry 
Lecture Halls 2 and 3 
Coot $2 
PENDENT Distributors and BEAUTY 
SALONS/RE'l)\JL Outlets to sell our new 
Moisturizing HAND & BODY LOTION 
with a REFRESHING FRAGRANCE. 
Call 732·214-2761 1i:>r FREE samples. 
Cap City 
Negro League Collection 
Worlds Freshest Baseball Caps 
(202)722--0701 or outside DC 
1-800-223-TA.JO 
Tutor counselors are needed for a six week 
residential program. Ouren! Juniot 1- -------
SeniororGraduatesrudent wilh proficien• PERSONALS 
cy in English, Mathematics, Science. 1,,-- -------
Computer Science Engineering. or Span· Dasheira-
isb and 2.00orbetterGPA. Sl500plus If I beckoned for your love would 
room and board. you open your heart? · 
Applications and foci sheets a\'ailable: 
Howard University If I came to you willimtly would 
Upward Bound Program you give me your love 1oday? 
Undcrgraduaie Library 
Room L-41 If I whispered I love you, what 
806-5132 would you say? . 
-Clms 
"The Artisls" @The Blackburn Bnllroom 1----------1 
Sn'4Mpril I coming soon ...... .. 
Division of Fine Arts Professional Spo1- An April Fools Extravaganza 
light Series presents Lou Belllllll)I Artistic You Won't Forget 
DirectorPcnumbrn TheallCCompany - --------
(African American TheallC Company). 1b The Hllltop 
St. Paul, Minnes<l(I, on Man:h 17. 2000 at 
I :30 -3:30pm in Environmenlal TbcallC Hln-e A ~ and Happy Spring 
Spoce. F"mc Arts Building. All students Break!! 
- Lo\'e The EIC 
~ in arts nlllllagCmcn~ produc-
tion, and directing are invited to ancnd. 
Formorcinlonnationcall 806-S462. 1tw - --------
To m\;av~ rite Thlented Howard S111dco1S, 11 l l I { 0 A e I:' 
.. ;u soon become Thlenled Designers... ff a p P Y. t h 1 r t h j 
But Isl they are (I a y- La DC e r OW D • 
1l\LENTED HOWARD STUDENf 
DESIGNERS. Love ,Your Big 
come see Whal they'"" g01 IO show!!! K .B r 0 
·TIIB ARTISTS"... ..... - - 1 m o t h y 
4/li00@7PM To Ted--
Designed by US, ... Shown by US! Y h Ill 
''THEAR;;1~m@4/~Blackburn Tha:~s arro: s\~~~q all 
---------• 1or us1,how.,to ke lp Help Wanted t r!a - - .... eep ~ollr he.a up . cmcl ~a no 
Spring Break2000 min tb the t\at rsl 
Free triP5, hours & hours rree drinks 
Jamaico. CancUJJ •MTVs Headquarters - -Sc:uzzie 
Brubados, BaharnnS, Poore. Florida 
Book a group now for2 free lriJl5!! To fiareeda 
l-800-426-
77HYwww.sunsplash1ours.com Have much fun in Chicago on 
spring break!!! Represent for 
all th~ haters II 
-Chris Trendsetters Need hip. energetic people 18+ 10 serve as 
)'OUth-brlllld educators. Good trove!. great pa)\ and fun (flex hrs,). Call toll free I• ___ 
3 
______ _ 
877-6!9-8022ore-mail • or me? 
slackertrip@yahoo.com !.,~ 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circu-
811s~ere,,. ~ 
lars. No experience required Free infor• -L-=--"romrocldand 
mation packet. Call 202-452-5940. -uu .1,:u. 
Interested ln A Political Career? 
Apply for the 2000 Democratic Campaign 
Management Program. Housing lllld liv-
ing stipend. Learn the nuts bolts of cam• 
paigning from lop political COOS\~IMIS 
while electing progres.si,e Democrnts 10 
Congress. Qualified graduaies placed in 
MI.time, salaried pooitions across the 
counll')( Call 847-864-1009. 
Flyer Distributors• Nooded immedin1cly 
10 band out flyers on Campus. Good pa)' 
Flexible hours. 202,))1.sm. ~1122 
Write for the Hilltop 
FRIDAY, M ARCH 17,2000 THE lilLLTOP 
HILLTOPICS 
---+' ! ~ ,__. -~ .r-, ..--' L--.- - ...., - '-- - - .....,-~, -
• Now Open Sun. & Mon. 
• 
Wrappln' Heads by Fa.tlma 
Preae11ta: Spectacular Special Days 
Tuesday• Retuer (Trim and Rinse) $50.00 1 
Wednesday · Roller Wrap $20.00 
Special Includes: Optimum, Dudleys, Mizani and Exclusive relaxers ~nly. 
Enjoy The Benefits of Student Specials 
Tuesday - thru - Thursday 
Sham~ Set/Wraps 
Pren&Curta 
Weave Special 
$25.00 
$35.00 (regular $45.00 & up) 
$60.00 Bonding 
$99.00 Sewn 
Braids & N.iural Hairstyle• by appointment only 
Barber Hairc'uts 
Taper9 and Fades 
We also do facial hair 
Tuesday - Wednesday 
$8.00 
$10.00 . 
' 
' 
' 
'• 
We use only the highest _quality products: Mizani, Motions, Paul Mitchell 
Sebastian Cellophane's, Jazzing, Nexxus, Logics, Oudleys, Nioxin (for thinnins 
hair), and w• retail these products. ' 
' We accept all. major credit .cards, checks or ATMs cards ... 
2632 Georgia Ave NW 
Washington, DC 
(across from the Howard Univ. School of Business} " 
For appointment call 202.8~7.3037 or 202.988.3767 
Walk-In• a;. we/eome (Offer expires 2118/200(; 
Attention Howard Students ... 
Support Black 
Georgia Avenue 
Businesses 
Georgia Avenue Kleaners 
2626 Georgia Avenue. NW 
(202) 265-9080 
Everlastint: Health Complex 
2928 Georgia Ave. , NW 
(202) 232-1700 
NABSE 
(National Alliance of Black School Edu-
cators, Inc.) 
2816 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 483-1549 
Delights of the Garden 
2616 Georgia Ave., NW 
(Across From Howard's School of Busi-
ness) 
(202) 319-8747 
Soul Vegetarian 
2606 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 328-7685 
,Joseph's Hair & Nail Salon 
· 2620 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(2020 319-7086 
---~-
- ■ .~ • . . -
Howard Delicatessen 
2612 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 332-5747 
Uptown Copy Center 
2903 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 986- 8801 
Capitol Hill Medical Clinic 
2909 Georgia Avenue 
(202) 726-2886 
Seven Powers Of Africa 
2906 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 667-0681 
Call Carl 
2902 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 745- 2023 
Blue Nile 
2826 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 232-4433 
Blue Nile Books 
2828 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 332-2583 
Urban Oasis Wholistic Center/ A• 
and Life Student 
2904 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 462- 8033 
Nail Club 
2810 Georgia Avenue, NW 
(202) 986-6578 
r • ~ • • 
